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Abbreviations 
 
 
 
 

aa amino acids 
apoB apolipoprotein B 
apoER2 apolipoprotein E receptor 2 
apoLp apolipophorin 
ARP apolipophorin-II/I-related protein 
cA/GDPK cAMP/cGMP dependent protein kinase 
CE cholesteryl esters  
CK2 casein kinase-2 
CP clotting protein 
DAG diacylglycerol 
decRVKRcmk decanoyl-Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-chloromethyl ketone 
dMTP Drosophila melanogaster microsomal triglyceride transfer protein 
EGF epidermal growth factor 
ER endoplasmic reticulum 
HDL high-density lipoprotein 
HDLp high-density lipophorin 
ICD intracellular domain 
LDL low-density lipoprotein 
LDLp low-density lipophorin 
LDLR low-density lipoprotein receptor 
LLT large lipid transfer 
LLTP large lipid transfer proteins 
Lp lipophorin 
LpR lipophorin receptor 
LRP LDLR related protein 
LTP lipid transfer particle 
MEP melanin-engaging protein 
ML maximum likelihood 
MTP microsomal triglyceride transfer protein 
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OLGD O-linked glycosylation domain 
PC proprotein convertase 
PDI protein disulfide isomerase 
PKC protein kinase C 
SOD superoxide dismutase 
TAG triacylglycerol 
TMD transmembrane domain 
VGR vitellogenin receptor 
VLDL very low-density lipoprotein 
Vtg vitellogenin 
vWF-D von Willebrand Factor D 
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Lipids are essential to organisms as they constitute the major building materials of 
membranes, function as second messengers in signalling events, serve as an energy source 
and are stored as an energy reserve. As lipids are poorly soluble in water due to their 
hydrophobic nature, multicellular organisms require a dedicated transport system. 
Animals developed a unique solution to accomplish lipid transport in their circulation, 
namely lipoproteins. These macromolecular particles, consisting of one or more proteins 
and up to hundreds of lipid molecules, have been identified throughout the animal 
kingdom (Figure 1), from invertebrate phyla such as Nematoda (Blumenthal et al., 1984), 
Mollusca (Heras and Pollera, 2002), Cnidaria (Tidball, 1981), Annelida (Schenk et al., 
2006), Arthropoda (for review see Van der Horst et al., 2002) and Echinodermata (Marsh, 
1968), to vertebrates (for review see Chapman et al., 1980).  
 Generally, lipoproteins are globular particles that consist of an inner core of 
hydrophobic lipids (e.g. triacylglycerol (TAG) and cholesteryl esters (CE)) and an outer 
shell of amphipathic lipids (e.g. phospholipids) interspersed with amphipathic protein 
components (for reviews see Hevanoja et al., 2000; Segrest et al., 2001). In addition, disc-
shaped (precursor) lipoproteins have been observed that are constituted of a bilayer 
surrounded by amphipathic protein components that cover the fatty acid chains exposed at 
the circumference (for review see Davidson and Silva, 2005). Both globular and disc-
shaped arrangements solubilize lipids, as the amphipathic outer structures cover the 
hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface, arranged with their hydrophobic sides facing the 
hydrophobic core and their hydrophylic sides facing the aqueous medium. The lipoprotein 
proteins, apolipoproteins, associate to hydrophobic lipid surfaces by means of 
amphipathic α-helix and amphipathic β-sheet structures. Non-exchangeable 
apolipoproteins remain permanently associated with the lipoprotein, whereas 
exchangeable apolipoproteins are able to dissociate and re-associate. Lipoproteins are 
usually classified according to their buoyant density range, expressed in gram per ml, as a 
relatively higher lipid content results in a decrease of the density of a lipoprotein. 
 Lipoproteins and their role in lipid transport have been studied extensively in 
mammals, because of their involvement in human disorders such as atherosclerosis, 
diabetes mellitus type 2, and obesity (for reviews see Olofsson and Borén, 2005; 
Shoulders and Shelness, 2005; Taskinen, 2005). Understanding structure and functioning 
of alternate lipoprotein systems in other animal species may offer novel perspectives on 
human lipoprotein function and may eventually provide novel treatments of human 
lipoprotein-related disorders. In this respect, particularly insect lipoproteins –the structure 
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and function of which have been relatively well studied compared to other invertebrate 
classes– may prove relevant, as previous investigations have revealed important 
similarities as well as interesting differences between insect and mammalian lipoprotein 
systems (for reviews see Van der Horst et al., 2002; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005; 
Martins and Redgrave, 2004). These differences may result from modification of the 

 

Figure 1. Lipoproteins across the animal kingdom. A phylogenetic tree illustrating the relations among
recognized extant animal phyla (Maddison and Schulz, 2004). Phyla in which lipoproteins have been described
are indicated by dotted boxes. Question marks indicate groups of uncertain phylogenetic position (e.g.
Platyhelminthes), whereas groups that are or may be polyphyletic are indicated by branches constituted by three
parallel lines (e.g. Porifera) or a hatched line (Crustacea), respectively. The groups of Deuterostomia and
Arthropoda have been expanded to illustrate the position of vertebrates and insects, respectively. 
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structural components involved, during evolution as well as lipoprotein biosynthesis. 
From this perspective, this thesis presents work on the biosynthesis of insect lipoprotein, 
the evolutionary origin and diversification of lipoprotein precursor proteins, and sequence 
properties of lipoprotein receptors. 
 

Insect lipoproteins 

Lipoprotein-mediated lipid transport in insects involves a single multifunctional carrier 
particle that was named lipophorin, according to the Greek words lipos, i.e. lipid, and 
phoros, i.e. bearing (Chino et al., 1981). Lipophorin is synthesized in the insect fat body 
and present in large amounts in the hemolymph (Weers et al., 1992). It consists of two 
protein components, apolipophorin-I and apolipophorin–II (apoLp-I and apoLp-II), with 
molecular masses of ~250 and ~75 kDa, respectively (Shapiro et al., 1984; Beenakkers et 
al., 1985; Robbs et al., 1985; Weers et al., 1993). Using density gradient ultracentri-
fugation, the density of lipophorin in resting insects was determined to be 1.09-1.18 g/ml, 
depending on the insect species studied (for review see Soulages and Wells, 1994). Thus, 
according to the density-based lipoprotein classification system of mammals, the resting 
state lipophorin is a high-density lipoprotein (HDLp). Although insects store lipids in the 
fat body as TAG, the most prevalent lipid in the HDLp of most insects is diacylglycerol 
(DAG), in addition to phospholipids, sterols, hydrocarbons, and limited amounts of TAG 
(for reviews see Van der Horst, 1990; Van der Horst et al., 1993; Soulages and Wells, 
1994).  
 The function of lipophorin in lipid transport has particularly been studied in the 
context of intense muscular activity (for reviews see Van der Horst, 1990; Ryan and Van 
der Horst, 2000; Van der Horst et al., 2001; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004), especially 
during migratory flight of 
insects such as the migratory 
locust, Locusta migratoria 
(Figure 2). Similar to sustained 
running in humans, the locust 
switches from carbohydrates to 
lipids as its major energy 
source for muscular activity 
upon sustained flight. 
However, in contrast to 
humans, in which lipid (free fatty acids) mobilized from adipose tissue is transported 
bound to albumin, in insects the lipoprotein system mediates lipid transport through the 
circulation. Lipids are mobilized from the major insect adipose tissue, the fat body, and 
transported as DAG by lipophorin via the blood (hemolymph) to the flight muscles 
(Figure 3). HDLp acquires a large amount of DAG at the plasma membrane of the fat 

 
 

Figure 2. Locusta migratoria, the African migratory locust.
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body cells. Concomitant with lipid loading, multiple copies (16 to 18) of the exchangeable 
apolipoprotein apoLp-III reversibly associate to the lipophorin surface by means of their 
amphipathic α-helices, accordingly stabilizing the lipid load of lipophorin. As a result, 
HDLp is transformed to a lower density lipoprotein, which in accordance with the 
mammalian density-based classification system is termed low-density lipophorin (LDLp), 
with a buoyant density of ~1.06 g/ml. At the flight muscle surface, the lipid cargo of 
LDLp is decreased as lipophorin lipase activity results in hydrolysis of bound DAG, 
leading to the dissociation of apoLp-III and the recovery of HDLp, that is once more 
available for lipid uptake and LDLp formation. Thus, lipophorin functions as a reusable 
shuttle for lipid transport during sustained insect flight, whereas apoLp-III acts as a lipid-
triggered molecular switch in this efficient mechanism (for review see Weers and Ryan, 
2003). 
 In contrast to the formation of LDLp during muscular activity, dietary lipid uptake 
and resting-state lipid homeostasis do not involve major lipophorin transformation, and 
may be mediated by minor loading and extraction of lipids to HDLp (for reviews see Van 

 
 

Figure 3. The lipoprotein shuttle system during insect flight. Sustained flight is powered by lipids that are
mobilized in the form of DAG from cytosolic TAG stores in the fat body. HDLp attains DAG from fat body
cells; concomitantly, several apoLp-III associate with the lipid-enriched particle, resulting in the transformation
of HDLp to a LDLp particle. The transfer of DAG onto HDLp at the fat body is mediated by the activity of a
lipid transfer particle (LTP). DAG hydrolysis by a flight muscle lipophorin lipase (LpL) results in the release of
apoLp-III and finally in recovery of HDLp, that can be lipid loaded at the fat body again. Accordingly, lipids are
transported from the fat body to the flight muscle by a mechanism involving a reusable lipoprotein. 
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der Horst and Ryan, 2004; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005), sometimes possibly 
associated with the binding or dissociation of one or a few copies of apoLp-III. In addition 
to its functioning during rest and flight activity, lipophorin has been implicated in 
vitellogenesis, i.e. the supply of large amounts nutrients to the developing oocyte in 
oviparous animals, such as insects, as oocytes endocytose and accumulate HDLp as a yolk 
protein, and may additionally acquire lipids from LDLp (Kawooya and Law, 1988; 
Kawooya et al., 1988; Sun et al., 2000). 
 The mechanism of lipid transfer between lipophorin and tissues is not completely 
understood, but involves a lipid transfer particle (LTP), a very high-density lipoprotein 
(1.23 g/ml) of ~670 kDa that consists of three different apoproteins in addition to ~14% 
lipids (for reviews see Ryan and Van der Horst, 2000; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). In 
addition, lipophorin receptors have been characterized at the plasma membrane of 
lipophorin-binding tissues such as flight muscle and fat body, that may assist in lipid 
transfer between lipoproteins and cells (or vice versa) (Van Antwerpen et al., 1988; 
Dantuma et al., 1996, 1999; Van Hoof et al., 2002, 2003). 
 

Mammalian lipoproteins 

Unlike insects, mammals rely on an array of lipoproteins from different sources. Three 
major interconnected pathways of lipoprotein-mediated lipid transport have been 
recognized (Montgomery et al., 1996; Frayn, 2003) (detailed in Figure 4). First, the 
enterocytes of the small intestine secrete chylomicrons to distribute dietary lipids to the 
rest of the body (exogenous lipid transport). Second, the liver distributes (esterified) 
cholesterol and TAG to extrahepatic tissues via the production of very low-density 
lipoprotein (VLDL) (endogenous lipid transport). Third, excess cholesterol from 
peripheral tissues is redistributed by high-density lipoprotein (HDL) (reverse cholesterol 
transport; for review see Assmann and Nofer, 2003). Whereas endogenous and exogenous 
lipid transport depend on de novo biosynthesis and subsequent degradation of 
lipoproteins, HDL is continuously regenerated to undertake its function of inducing 
cholesterol efflux and transporting cholesterol (for review see Assmann and Nofer, 2003).  
 HDL is composed of exchangeable apolipoproteins only, particularly 
apolipoprotein A-I, and a relatively low amount of lipids, mostly phospolipids, 
cholesterol, and cholesteryl esters. In constrast, the lipoproteins of the endogenous and 
exogenous lipid transport pathways (VLDL, chylomicrons and their derived lipoprotein 
particles) are stabilized by a single non-exchangeable apolipoprotein, apolipoprotein B 
(apoB). Mammalian species have been found to express apoB in two variants, i.e. the 
complete encoded protein (apoB-100, in humans present in VLDL) as well as a C-
terminal apoB truncation variant corresponding to the N-terminal 48% of the total apoB 
(apoB-48, in humans present in chylomicrons). The apoB-48 variant is generated by 
modification of a single nucleotide in the apoB mRNA by a dedicated RNA editing factor, 
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resulting in the introduction of an early stop codon (for review see Davidson and 
Shelness, 2000). Multiple exchangeable apolipoproteins may bind to these apoB 
lipoproteins and accordingly direct their function and fate. Upon biosynthesis, the main 
lipid component of apoB lipoproteins is TAG. 
  

 
Figure 4. Schematic overview of lipoprotein-mediated lipid transport in mammals. Three major lipoprotein
pathways are recognized. Exogenous lipid transport refers to the uptake of dietary fats via the biosynthesis of
chylomicron lipoproteins by the small intestine (dotted thick lines). Endogenous lipid transport mediates the
distribution of (partly de novo synthesized) lipids by the liver via the biosynthesis of VLDL (solid thick lines).
Lipids from chylomicrons and VLDL are hydrolyzed by lipoprotein lipase (LpL). Whereas the resulting free
fatty acids (FFA) are taken up by adipose tissues (dotted thin lines) and to a lesser extent by peripheral tissues,
the resulting higher density lipoprotein remnants are taken up and degraded by tissues (solid thin lines), i.e.
chylomicron remnants are taken up by the liver, and LDL by the liver as well as peripheral tissues. The third
major lipoprotein pathway, reverse cholesterol transport, involves the transfer of cholesterol (C) from peripheral
tissues to the liver via HDL (dashed thick lines). Following uptake from peripheral tissues, cholesterol in HDL is
converted to cholesteryl esters (CE) that are transferred (dashed thin lines) either directly to the liver or
incorporated into IDL (and accordingly LDL). Whereas endogenous and exogenous lipid transport depend on
the biosynthesis of novel lipoprotein particles, HDL is continuously regenerated while undertaking its function
of transporting cholesterol from peripheral tissues to the liver. 
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Insect and mammalian lipoprotein systems compared 

Despite common principles, the lipoproteins of insects and mammals show marked 
differences in components and function (Table 1) that may result from the modification of 
ancient structural components. Remarkably, the two non-exchangeable apolipoproteins in 
insect lipoprotein, apoLp-I and apoLp-II, were found to derive from cleavage of their 
common precursor protein, apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I), that was demonstrated to be a 
homolog of the single non-exchangeable apolipoprotein of mammalian lipoproteins, apoB 
(Weers et al., 1993; Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999). The notion that insects and 
mammals rely on common structures for lipid transport is further supported by the 
involvement in both taxa of members of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) 
family in lipoprotein binding (for reviews see Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a; Van der 
Horst et al., 2002; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005). Thus, differences between insect 
and mammalian lipoprotein structure and function in part reflect the modification of 
ancient structural components.  
 

Lipophorin biosynthesis in insects 

The common precursor, from which apoLp-I and apoLp-II are derived by post-
translational cleavage (Weers et al., 1993), was named apoLp-II/I, as molecular 
characterization showed that the protein is arranged with apoLp-II at the N-terminal end 
and apoLp-I at the C-terminal end (Kutty et al., 1996; Sundermeyer et al., 1996; Bogerd 
et al., 2000). Cleavage of apoLp-II/I can be related to the activity of furin, a member of 
the proprotein convertase (PC) family of subtilisin-like serine endoproteases (Taylor et 
al., 2003), as L. migratoria apoLp-II/I is cleaved immediately C-terminal to a consensus 

Table 1: Comparison of lipoproteins in insects and mammals. 
 

Insects Mammals 
 

Lipophorin 
 

- general-purpose lipoprotein 
 

- reusable shuttle mechanism, lipid 
(un)loading at the plasma membrane  

 

- 2 non-exchangeable apolipoproteins 
(apoLp-I and apoLp-II) 

 

- DAG as major neutral lipid  
 

- enhanced lipid binding via apoLp-III 
association 

 

VLDL, chylomicron 
 

- generally synthesized after dietary lipid intake 
 

- not reusable: lipid transport driven by de novo biosynthesis of 
lipoproteins and post-endocytic degradation of remnant particles 

 

- 1 non-exchangeable apolipoprotein (apoB-100 or apoB-48) 
 

- TAG as major neutral lipid of chylomicrons and VLDL 
 
HDL 
 

- exchangeable apoA-I as major apolipoprotein  
 

- PL and CE are major lipids  
 

- reusable: lipid transport without degradation of HDL  
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substrate sequence for furin, R-X-K/R-R, that is also present in the other characterized 
insect apoLp-II/I (Kutty et al., 1996; Sundermeyer et al., 1996; Bogerd et al., 2000).  
 The major site of lipophorin biosynthesis is the fat body (analogous to mammalian 
adipose tissue and liver combined) that secretes apoLp-I and apoLp-II together in a 
lipophorin particle with a buoyant density in the high-density or very high-density 
lipoprotein range, dependent on the species (Prasad et al., 1986; Venkatesh et al., 1987; 
Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990; Weers et al., 1992; Van Heusden et al., 1998), containing 
far less and different (DAG rather than TAG) associated lipids than apoB lipoproteins. It 
remains to be established whether lipidation starts prior to cleavage of apoLp-II/I, and 
whether lipidation is completed intracellularly. LTP has been suggested to complete 
lipidation at the fat body plasma membrane (Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990). Thus, insect 
lipoprotein biosynthesis differs from mammalian apoB lipoprotein formation in the 
amount and type of lipid acquired, cleavage of the structural apolipoprotein, and possibly 
also in the localization of lipidation. Nonetheless, homology between apoLp-II/I and apoB 
(Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999), suggests similarities in their mechanisms of lipid 
acquisition. 
 

ApoB lipoprotein biosynthesis in mammals 

Compared to the biosynthesis of lipophorin, the biogenesis of apoB to a lipoprotein has 
been studied extensively at both the molecular and cellular level. This process occurs in 
the secretory pathway of the cell, and is proposed to consist of co- and post-translational 
steps (Figure 5; for reviews see Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 
2001; Olofsson and Borén, 2005). ApoB lipoprotein biogenesis starts upon translation of 
apoB mRNA and translocation of the nascent polypeptide into the ER. Following its 
translocation, the N-terminal ~900 amino acids of apoB fold into the large lipid transfer 
(LLT) module that constitutes a lipid-binding cavity and interacts with microsomal 
triglyceride transfer protein (MTP). MTP facilitates and likely mediates lipid transfer to 
the nascent apoB polypeptide, and newly translocated amphipathic β-strands and α-
helices in apoB associate to and stabilize the growing lipid core. MTP is retained in the 
secretory pathway due to its stable interaction with the ER-resident chaperone protein 
disulfide isomerase (PDI) that is also essential to the lipid transfer activity and solubility 
of MTP (Wetterau et al., 1990; Wetterau et al., 1991; Lamberg et al., 1996). Accordingly, 
misfolding of apoB and its subsequent intracellular retention and degradation are 
prevented. Following apoB translation and translocation, the lipoprotein particle continues 
along the secretory pathway and acquires the bulk of its neutral lipids (TAG), possibly by 
fusion of an intralumenal neutral lipid droplet to the primordial lipoprotein (for reviews 
see Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Olofsson and Borén, 
2005).  
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 ApoB can associate hundreds of lipid molecules by means of amphipathic 
structures that envelope and stabilize a core of lipids, hence shielding hydrophobic lipids 
from the hydrophilic environment (Hevonoja et al., 2000; Segrest et al., 2001). Five 
clusters enriched in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands are predicted to 
be present in apoB, organized along the polypeptide as N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C (Segrest et al., 
1994, 1998; Figure 6). The α1 cluster and the N-terminal part of the β1 cluster constitute 
the LLT module. The C-terminal β1-α2-β2-α3 clusters stabilize expansion of the initial 
lipid core in the LLT module and actually possess most lipid-binding capacity (Segrest et 
al., 2001). The β1 cluster appears to be especially important to buoyant lipoprotein 
formation, as illustrated by the ability of apoB-48, containing little more than the α1 and 

 
 
Figure 5: Schematic overview of the biogenesis of chylomicron and VLDL in mammals. The two major 
steps in the intracellular biosynthesis of these apoB lipoproteins are illustrated by five numbered stages. In the 
first step, apoB is translated and translocated into the lumen of the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER), and
concomitantly lipidated. Upon its translocation (top left), the N-terminal LLT module of apoB folds and 
associates with MTP (1), that forms a complex with PDI, resulting in the co-translational lipidation of apoB (2, 
3). Whereas the LLT module can accumulate phospholipids (2), acquisition of TAG requires the C-terminal 
amphipathic clusters to stabilize the nascent TAG lipid core (3). Following translation and translocation, the 
primordial apoB lipoprotein continues along the secretory pathway (4). In the smooth ER (sER) or possibly the
Golgi apparatus, it acquires most of its neutral lipids in a second step that has been proposed to involve the 
fusion with a pre-existing intralumenal lipid droplet (5). MTP may participate in the accretion of such lipid
droplets. The transfer of individual phospholipids out of the ER membrane and the accumulation of TAG in
between the membrane bilayer are hypothetical. 
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β1 clusters (Figure 6), to constitute the extremely TAG-rich chylomicrons. Thus, 
mammalian lipoprotein assembly is enabled by the molecular architecture of apoB as well 
as the role of MTP. 
 

Metazoan proteins involved in lipid transport: the LLTP family 

Mammalian apoB and insect apoLp-II/I are homologous members of the family of large 
lipid transfer proteins (LLTP) that also includes vitellogenin (Vtg) and microsomal 
triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) (Figure 6; Babin et al., 1999). All LLTP bind lipids, 
albeit in different amounts and for different purposes. Vtg is the major yolk protein found 
in females of most egg-laying animals, vertebrates as well as invertebrates, supplying the 
developing oocyte with nutrients, including lipids. Vtg forms a very high-density 
lipoprotein and accordingly binds a limited amount of lipids, mostly phospholipids. MTP 
is present in vertebrates and invertebrates and facilitates the biosynthesis of its LLTP 
family members apoB as well as Vtg (Shibata et al., 2003; Sellers et al., 2005; for reviews 
see Shelness and Ledford, 2005; Shoulders and Shelness, 2005).  
 LLTP are defined by the presence of a large lipid transfer (LLT) module, 
comprising the N-terminal ~900 amino acids (aa) with discernable sequence and structure 
conservation among LLTP (Raag et al., 1988; Anderson et al., 1998; Babin et al., 1999; 
Mann et al., 1999; Segrest et al., 1999; Read et al., 2000; Thompson and Banaszak, 2002; 
Richardson et al., 2005). The N-terminal ~600 residues form a barrel-like β-sheet domain 
(βC) and a coiled, horsehoe-shaped α-helical domain that corresponds to the α1 
amphipathic cluster. The C-terminal portions of the LLT module fold into two 
amphipathic β sheets (βA and βB) that constitute the opposite sides of a lipid-binding 
cavity. Studies on apoB lipoprotein biosynthesis indicate that the LLT module in apoB 
provides the structural basis for the initial acquisition and binding of lipids (for reviews 
see Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Olofsson and Borén, 
2005). Nonetheless, the exact role of the interaction between the LLT modules of apoB 
and MTP in apoB lipoprotein biogenesis remains elusive. 
 MTP is the smallest LLTP and contains only little more sequence than the LLT 
module itself. In contrast, vertebrate apoB spans ~4500 aa, insect apoLp-II/I ~3350 aa, 
and Vtg ~1700 aa (Figure 6). In addition to the LLT module, Vtg and apoLp-II/I contain a 
single von Willebrand Factor D (vWF-D) module of ~150 aa near their C-terminus, unlike 
MTP and apoB (Babin et al., 1999; Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999). The function of 
this domain in these proteins is unknown as yet. Apart from the LLT and vWF-D 
modules, hardly any sequence similarity can be observed among apoB, apoLp-II/I, Vtg 
and MTP (Babin et al., 1999), and it remains to be established whether amphipathic 
clusters as in apoB, organized as N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C, are also present in the other LLTP. 
Importantly, the evolutionary relations between these LLTP remain to be established 
(Babin et al., 1999). 
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Metazoan proteins involved in lipid transport: the LDLR family 

The LLTP family members apoB, apoLp-II/I and Vtg of distinct animal phyla have been 
demonstrated to bind to a family of homologous receptors, the low-density lipoprotein 
receptor (LDLR) family (for reviews see Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a; Herz and Bock, 
2002; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005). Accordingly, the LLTP and 
LDLR families seem to present an example of co-evolution of ligands and receptors, 
although LDLR family members can bind many additional ligands (see May et al., 2005). 
LDLR family members were initially characterized as ligand-endocytosing receptors. At 
present, intracellular signalling functions have also been ascribed to several family 
members (for review see May et al., 2005).  
 The archetypical LDLR family member, human LDLR, is composed of five 
distinct functional domains (Figure 7), from N- to C-terminus: (1) the ligand-binding 
domain that consist of multiple consecutive imperfect cysteine-rich repeats and binds 
diverse ligands, including specific LLTP members, (2) the epidermal growth factor (EGF) 
precursor homology domain, composed of three EGF precursor repeats and a β-propeller 
structure, that functions in dissociaton of ligand after endocytic uptake, (3) the O-linked 
glycosylation domain that may be heavily glycosylated and has been suggested to function 

 
 
Figure 6. Structural organisation of LLTP family members. The name, phylogenetic distribution and average
size in amino acids (aa) is shown for each member. Members are represented by grey boxes, sized proportional
to the average protein amino acid length, in which the recognized large lipid transfer (LLT) and von Willebrand
Factor D (vWF-D) modules are indicated at their positions by black boxes. The conserved location of the
cleavage site in apoLp-II/I is indicated by a closed arrow. For apoB, the organization of amphipathic clusters is
indicated by dark grey zig-zag lines representing clusters enriched in amphipathic β-strands, and dashed ovals
representing clusters enriched in amphipathic α-strands. Human chylomicrons contain a truncated variant of
apoB, apoB-48, as a result of the introduction of an early stop codon in apoB mRNA by RNA editing, and the C-
terminal end of apoB-48 is indicated by an open arrow. The N-terminal signal peptide, present in all LLTP, has
been omitted. 
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as a spacer, and to render stability, (4) the transmembrane domain that anchors the 
receptor in the membrane, and (5) the intracellular tail that plays an essential role in 
endocytic uptake of the receptor and bound ligands, and is most likely also involved in 
intracellular signaling. Unlike the N-terminal ligand-binding and EGF precursor 
homology domains, the three C-terminal domains are composed of non-recurring 
sequences. 
 In addition to LDLR, mammals express several other LDLR family members, 
including VLDL receptor (VLDLR), LDLR-related protein 1 (LRP1), LRP2, and LRP8 
(for reviews see Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; May et al., 2005; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005). 
These receptors contain the same domains as present in LDLR, with the exception of the 
O-linked glycosylation domain that is absent from LRP1 and LRP2. However, several 
family members (e.g. LRP1 and LRP2) contain multiple ligand-binding and EGF 
precursor homology domains, or differ in the amount of repeats within these domains (e.g. 
LDLR has 7 cysteine-rich repeats in its single ligand-binding domain, whereas VLDLR 
contains 8) (for reviews see Herz and Bock, 2002; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; Jeon and 
Blacklow, 2005). LDLR family members have also been identified in insects, displaying 
affinity for lipophorin (Dantuma et al., 1999; Cheon et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2003; Seo et 

 
 
Figure 7. Structural organisation of the human LDLR. The receptor contains a ligand-binding domain
composed of 7 cysteine-rich repeats (squares); an EGF homology precursor domain comprising two consecutive
EGF repeats (diamonds) that are separated from a third EGF repeat by a β-propeller structure (circle); an O-
linked glycosylation domain (oval); a transmembrane domain (narrow rectangle); and an intracellular
cytoplasmic tail (broad rectangle). 
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al., 2003) or vitellogenin (Sappington et al., 1996; for review see Sappington and Raikhel, 
1998a). 
 Most LDLR are endocytosed via clathrin-coated pits, due to the presence of a 
NPXY internalization motif in the intracellular tail of the receptor. Endocytic uptake has 
been investigated thoroughly for mammalian LDLR (for reviews see Goldstein et al., 
1985; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005): endosomes undergo acidification, resulting in the release 
of lipoprotein from LDLR into the endosomal lumen and its subsequent degradation upon 
maturation of the endosome to a lysosome (Maxfield and McGraw, 2004). LDLR escapes 
lysosomal degradation as it is transferred to the endosomal recycling compartment, from 
which it is re-transported to the plasma membrane and becomes available again for 
another round of ligand-binding and internalization. Endocytic behavior has also been 
observed for an insect LDLR family member, the lipophorin receptor (LpR) of L. 
migratoria, that appeared to recycle its ligand, unlike the mammalian LDLR (Van Hoof et 
al., 2002, 2003, 2005a, 2005b). This distinct behavior of L. migratoria LpR has been 
proposed to depend on cooperation between its ligand-binding and EGF precursor 
homology domains (Van Hoof et al., 2005b). The physiological function of LpR-mediated 
ligand recycling following endocytosis remains to be established, as LpR is only 
temporarily expressed during early developmental stages in L. migratoria (Dantuma et al., 
1999; Van Hoof et al., 2003), and lipophorin-mediated lipid transport in adult insects does 
not depend on endocytosis (Van Antwerpen et al., 1988). 
 

Scope of this thesis 

As indicated above, the apparent divergence among animal lipoproteins may result from 
modifications in the structural components involved. From this perspective, this thesis 
focuses on the biogenesis of insect lipoprotein, and extends to the analysis of the diversity 
of lipoprotein precursors as well as their receptors. These studies were founded on a well 
established model insect that is known to be very active in lipid mobilization and 
utilization, the migratory locust L. migratoria. Lipoprotein biosynthesis in this animal is 
characterized by two major events: (1) the cleavage of the precursor apolipophorin, 
apoLp-II/I, into apoLp-I and –II (Weers et al., 1992) and (2) lipidation of apoLp-II/I or its 
two cleavage products to a lipophorin of high buoyant density (Weers et al., 1993). 
 The involvement of an insect furin in apoLp-II/I cleavage was investigated using 
fat body tissue in vitro as well as a novel recombinant insect expression system for 
truncated apoLp-II/I (Chapter 2). The results reveal the involvement of an insect furin in 
apoLp-II/I cleavage. Surprisingly, however, cleavage is not essential to the lipidation and 
secretion of lipophorin, as uncleaved apoLp-II/I was also secreted as a lipoprotein.  
 The mechanism that allows lipidation of the precursor apoLp-II/I or its two 
cleavage products to a high-density lipoprotein is unknown. Therefore, the involvement of 
two factors hypothesized to affect lipophorin biogenesis, apolipoprotein amphipathic 
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clusters and MTP, was studied (Chapter 3). Sequence analysis predicts that apoLp-II/I 
contains clusters of amphipathic α-helices and β-strands, organized along the protein as 
N-α1-β-α2-C. Expression of C-terminal truncation variants of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I in 
a novel recombinant lipoprotein expression system revealed the β cluster to be essential 
for HDLp formation. A Drosophila melanogaster MTP homolog stimulated recombinant 
apoLp-II/I lipidation and secretion, indicating that the lipoprotein assembly of insects, 
similar to that of mammals, depends on amphipathic clusters as well as MTP.  
 The evolutionary origin and diversity of the LLTP family and its defining domain, 
the LLT module, were explored in Chapter 4. Sequence databases were searched to 
categorize LLTP, resulting in the recognition of two novel LLTP in insects, in addition to 
Vtg, apoLp-II/I, and MTP. Phylogenetic analysis on conserved sequence blocks in the 
LLT module reveals the relatively close relationship of insect apoLp-II/I, decapod 
vitellogenin, and vertebrate apoB. Given its apparent absence in other taxa, the LLT 
module appears to be a metazoan innovation. 
 In Chapter 5, the non-recurring domains of LDLR family members across the 
animal kingdom were compared. Classification based on these domains recognizes insect 
lipophorin receptors, LpR, as a distinct subgroup of the LDLR family, unlike previous 
classification based on the number of cysteine-rich repeats in the ligand-binding domain. 
The distinct sequence motifs observed in the non-recurring domains of LpR may explain 
functional differences with mammalian LDLR family members.  
 The subsequent discussion (Chapter 6) summarizes and integrates the findings, 
and the molecular origin and function of specific insect lipoprotein properties are 
discussed. 
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Abstract 

The biosynthesis of neutral fat-transporting lipoproteins involves the lipidation of their 
non-exchangeable apolipoprotein. In contrast to its mammalian homolog apolipoprotein 
B, however, insect apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I) is cleaved post-translationally at a 
consensus substrate sequence for furin, resulting in the appearance of two apolipoproteins 
in insect lipoprotein. To characterize the cleavage process, a truncated cDNA encoding 
the N-terminal 38% of Locusta migratoria apoLp-II/I, including the cleavage site, was 
expressed in insect Sf9 cells. This resulted in the secretion of correctly processed apoLp-II 
and truncated apoLp-I. The cleavage could be impaired by the furin inhibitor decanoyl-
Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-chloromethyl ketone (decRVKRcmk) as well as by mutagenesis of the 
consensus substrate sequence for furin, as indicated by the secretion of uncleaved apoLp-
II/I-38. Treatment of L. migratoria fat body, the physiological site of lipoprotein 
biosynthesis, with decRVKRcmk similarly resulted in the secretion of uncleaved apoLp-
II/I, which was integrated in lipoprotein particles of buoyant density identical to wild-type 
high-density lipophorin (HDLp). These results show that apoLp-II/I is post-translationally 
cleaved by an insect furin and that biosynthesis and secretion of HDLp can occur 
independent of this processing step. Structure modeling indicates that the cleavage of 
apoLp-II/I represents a molecular adaptation in homologous apolipoprotein structures. We 
propose that cleavage enables specific features of insect lipoproteins, such as low-density 
lipoprotein formation, endocytic recycling, and involvement in coagulation. 
 
 

Introduction 

Lipoproteins mediate most of the lipid transport in the circulation of animals. In 
mammals, a single protein component, the non-exchangeable apolipoprotein B (apoB), 
provides the structural basis for the biosynthesis of neutral fat-transporting lipoproteins 
(Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001). Interestingly, the major 
lipoprotein of insects, lipophorin, contains two structural apolipoproteins, because the 
insect apoB homolog (Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999), the precursor apolipophorin-
II/I (apoLp-II/I), is cleaved during lipoprotein biosynthesis (Van der Horst et al., 1993; 
Weers et al., 1993).  
 Cleavage of apoLp-II/I can be related to the activity of furin, a member of the 
proprotein convertase (PC) family of subtilisin-like serine endoproteases that is mainly 
active in the trans-Golgi network (Taylor et al., 2003). The preferred consensus substrate 
sequence for furin, R-X-K/R-R, is present in all apoLp-II/I sequences characterized to 
date (Kutty et al., 1996; Sundermeyer et al., 1996; Bogerd et al., 2000; Holt et al., 2002). 
In accordance with the activity of furin, Locusta migratoria apoLp-II/I appears to be 
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cleaved immediately C-terminal of its furin substrate sequence, RQKR720, as indicated by 
the N-terminal sequence of apoLp-I (Bogerd et al., 2000).  
 The predicted furin cleavage site in each insect apoLp-II/I is located in the large 
lipid transfer (LLT) module, which constitutes the N-terminal region of apoLp-II/I that 
has sequence homology to that of apoB, microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTP), 
and vitellogenin (Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999). In apoB, this domain is essential 
for lipoprotein biosynthesis. The interaction between the LLT module of apoB and that of 
MTP enables the assembly of apoB-containing lipoproteins (Mahmood Hussain et al., 
2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001). The homology between apoB and apoLp-II/I, as well 
as the presence of MTP in insects (Sellers et al., 2003), suggest that the LLT module of 
apoLp-II/I enables lipoprotein biosynthesis in insects as well. Therefore, we hypothesized 
that the cleavage of apoLp-II/I in the LLT module functions in the biosynthesis and 
secretion of insect lipoprotein.  
 In the present report, we characterize the involvement of insect furin in the 
cleavage of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I and investigate the importance of this post-
translational modification to insect lipoprotein biosynthesis and secretion. To this end, 
apoLp-II/I cleavage was investigated in a recombinant insect expression system for 
truncated apoLp-II/I as well as in the locust fat body, the insect tissue that expresses 
apoLp-II/I and secretes its cleavage products apoLp-I and -II together in the form of a 
high-density lipophorin (HDLp) particle (Weers et al., 1992; Weers et al., 1993). The 
results indicate that L. migratoria apoLp-II/I is cleaved by an insect furin. Uncleaved 
apoLp-II/I could be secreted and formed a high-density lipoprotein. We conclude that 
cleavage of apoLp-II/I is not required for the biosynthesis and secretion of mature 
lipophorin. Rather, this post-translational modification may represent a molecular 
adaptation enabling specific features of insect lipoproteins. Modeling of apoLp-II/I to the 
available homologous structures, the lipovitellin crystal structure and an apoB model, 
indicated the position of the cleavage site in the apoLp-II/I structure, and putative 
functions for apoLp-II/I cleavage are discussed accordingly.  
 
 

Materials and Methods 

Construction of the apoLp-II/I-38 expression plasmid. Standard cloning and sequencing 
procedures (Sambrook et al., 1989; Bogerd et al., 2000) were used to obtain an expression 
construct for L. migratoria apoLp-II/I. The apoLp-II/I-38 truncation variant was 
constructed by cloning the large EcoRI-XhoI cDNA fragment from pBK-CMV cDNA 
clone B20 (Bogerd et al., 2000) into pGEM7-Zf (Promega). Subsequently, this fragment 
was transferred to plasmid pALTER-1 (Promega) using XbaI and SmaI digestion. The 
KpnI-XhoI fragment of this plasmid, encoding apoLp-II/I, was cloned into the insect cell 
expression vector pIZ/V5-His (Invitrogen) using the same restriction sites, yielding 
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plasmid pIZ/V5-His-mod1. Subsequently, a short XhoI-SacII primer fragment, containing 
a BglII site, was cloned into pIZ/V5-His-mod1, 3’ of the cDNA, to allow fusion of the 
open reading frame of the apoLp-II/I cDNA sequence with the V5 epitope and 6xHis tag, 
yielding pIZ/V5-His-mod1* (oligonucleotide sequences of the XhoI-SacII primer 
fragment are 5’-TCGAGGCATGCAGATCTGGCCCGC-3’ and 5’-GGGCCAGATCTG-
CATGCC-3’). In addition, the XhoI-ClaI apoLp-II/I cDNA fragment from pBK-CMV 
cDNA clone C5 (Bogerd et al., 2000) was cloned into pGEM7-Zf, using the XhoI and 
ClaI restriction sites, to yield pGEM7-mod2. In a final cloning step, the XhoI-BamHI 
fragment from pGEM7-mod2 was cloned into pIZ/V5-His-mod1* using the unique XhoI 
and BglII sites of the latter plasmid. DNA sequencing of this plasmid confirmed that the 
resulting construct in pIZ/V5-His encodes the apoLp-II/I amino acid residues 1–1,287, 
joined in frame at the C-terminus with a vector-encoded V5 epitope as well as a 6xHis tag 
(Figure 1A). Excluding the 21 residue signal peptide (Bogerd et al., 2000), this apoLp-II/I 
truncation variant corresponds to 38% of the total precursor protein and is referred to as 
apoLp-II/I-38.   
 
Mutagenesis of apoLp-II/I-38. The basic amino acid residues at the P1, P2, and P4 
positions (Schechter and Berger, 1967) within the predicted furin cleavage site RQKR720 
in apoLp-II/I-38 were changed using the QuickChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit 
(Stratagene), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Mutants (Figure 1B) were 
created using the following forward primers, in combination with their complement 
reverse primers (codons to be modified are underlined; nucleotide positions to be mutated 
are shown in boldface): QQKR, 5’-ACAGAGAGATTTGAGAAAACATTCCAACAGA-
AACGATCGGTTTC-3’; DQKR, 5’-CAGAGAGATTTGAGAAAACATTCGACCAGA-
AACGATCGGTTTCAAAAGATGC-3’; RQAR, 5’-GAGATTTGAGAAAACATTCAG-
ACAGGCACGATCGGTTTCAAAAGATGCTG-3‘; RQKQ, 5’-CACAGAGAGATTC-
GAGAAGACATTCAGACAGAAACAATCGGTTTC-3’; QQAQ, 5’-CACAGAGAGA-
TTCGAGAAGACATTCCAACAGGCACAATCGGTTTC-3’. The forward and reverse 
primers were used in a PCR procedure of 18 cycles (1 min at 95ºC, 45 s at 58ºC, and 14 
min at 68ºC) with 10 ng of the apoLp-II/I-38 construct as the DNA template. After DpnI 
digestion, the reaction contents were used to transform into XL1-Blue cells (Stratagene). 
Single zeocin-resistant colonies were cultured and plasmids were isolated. The 
introduction of mutations in these plasmids was verified by DNA sequencing.   
 
Stable expression of apoLp-II/I-38 constructs in the Sf9 cell line. Spodoptera frugiperda 
Sf9 cells were maintained in adherent culture in serum-free Insect-Xpress medium 
(Cambrex) in polystyrene flasks (Greiner) at 27ºC in a humidified atmosphere and passed 
twice each week. Transfections with the wild-type and mutant apoLp-II/I-38 constructs 
were performed using Cellfectin reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Stable transformants were selected using 400 µg/ml zeocin (Cayla) and 
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maintained at 100 µg/ml zeocin. Experiments were performed in 25 cm2 flasks with cells 
grown to 80% confluence. Incubations with the furin inhibitor decanoyl-Arg-Val-Lys-
Arg-chloromethyl ketone (decRVKRcmk; Bachem) were performed by including either 
the inhibitor or its solvent methanol in fresh culture medium for 6 h. Culture media were 
collected and cleared from whole cells and cellular debris by centrifugation (1,000 g, 10 
min; 22,000 g, 10 min, 4ºC), and analyzed for apoLp-II/I-38 and cleavage products by 
immunoblotting.  
 
In vitro incubation of L. migratoria fat body tissue. L. migratoria were reared in cages 
under crowded conditions at 30ºC, 40% relative humidity, a light-dark cycle of 12 h/12 h, 
and a diet of reed grass supplemented with rolled oats. Fat bodies were dissected from day 
9 adult males, separated in two halves along the length, and rinsed in saline buffer (10 
mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 4 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.0). 

 
Figure 1. Expression constructs to characterize apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I) cleavage. A: The apoLp-
II/I-38 cDNA construct encodes the N-terminal 38% of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I, including the cleavage site that
is preceded by the consensus substrate sequence for furin at amino acids 717–720 and followed by 567 amino
acids of apoLp-I, C-terminally fused to the V5 epitope and the 6xHis tag (referred to as apoLp-I567/V5). LLT,
large lipid transfer module; vWF, von Willebrand factor D module. The small arrows indicate the predicted
signal peptide cleavage site, and the larger arrows indicate the putative site of cleavage by furin. B: Single and
multiple mutations were introduced in the sequence of the apoLp-II/I-38 construct encoding the putative
cleavage site at amino acids 717–720. P1 to P4 represent amino acid positions sequentially numbered starting N-
terminal from the site of apoLp-II/I cleavage (Schechter and Berger, 1967). For each mutant, the residues 704–
737 are shown, with mutated residues in boldface. The putative site of cleavage is indicated by the arrow. 
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Subsequent incubations were performed in a shaking water bath at 32ºC. After washing 
for 1 h at 32ºC in 4 ml of saline buffer, halves of six fat bodies were transferred to 250 µl 
of fresh saline buffer with 30 µCi of [35S]Met/Cys (Promix; Amersham) supplemented 
with either 100 µM decRVKRcmk or an equivalent volume of its solvent methanol. 
Proteins in the incubation medium were analyzed for apoLp-II/I and cleavage products 
following density gradient analysis.   
 
Density gradient analysis. The buoyant density of secreted apoLp-II/I and cleavage 
products was compared by subjecting the incubation media of decRVKRcmk-treated and 
control fat body tissue to KBr density gradient ultracentrifugation (Weers et al., 1992). 
After gravimetric analysis of density, fractions were assessed for the presence of apoLp-
II/I and cleavage products by SDS-PAGE (4–10% slab). Radiolabeled proteins in the gel 
were visualized by phosphorimaging on a Molecular Imager FX system with Quantity 
One software (Bio-Rad).  
  
Immunoblot analysis of apoLp-II/I and cleavage products. Proteins were precipitated 
from incubation media by the addition of TCA to a concentration of 5%. Pellets were 
resuspended and heated (10 min at 95ºC) in Laemmli sample buffer that was modified by 
the addition of 5% (v/v) 1 M Tris to circumvent acidification by residual TCA. Protein 
samples were separated using SDS-PAGE (9% slab for transfected cell culture media; 4–
10% slab for fat body tissue incubation media). Precision Plus Protein Dual Color 
Prestained Standards (Bio-Rad) were used as a protein molecular mass marker, and 
isolated wild-type L. migratoria HDLp (Weers et al., 1993) was used as a positive control. 
Proteins were transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Millipore), and 
subsequent immunostaining was performed as described (Van Hoof et al., 2002). Primary 
antibodies (1:10,000 dilution) were monoclonal α-V5 (Invitrogen), polyclonal α-II or α-I 
(Schulz et al., 1987), or polyclonal α-IIC and α-IN (raised in rabbits against the peptides 
CKSLYNRITERFEKTFRQKR and SVSKDAVDNIRQQAYKSLLC, respectively, which 
correspond to the C-terminus of apoLp-II and the N-terminus of apoLp-I, excluding the 
terminal cysteines). Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse 
IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories) was used as a secondary antibody (1:10,000 
dilution).   
 
Modeling of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I. The L. migratoria apoLp-II/I sequence was used 
to identify homologous proteins and conserved domains using the web-based BLASTp 
program from the National Center for Biotechnology (Altschul et al., 1990). The default 
settings were used for the BLASTp search. The most significant matches were to 
sequences from apoLp-II/I, apoB, and vitellogenin, including silver lamprey lipovitellin. 
Sequence homologies were located within the first 1,000 amino acid residues.  
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 The alignment program CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994) was used to align 
the homologous N-terminal regions of silver lamprey lipovitellin, human apoB-100, and 
L. migratoria apoLp-II/I. This alignment was used to generate the structural model of the 
first 1,009 amino acids (excluding the signal peptide) of locust apoLp-II/I using the 
program Modeller6 (Šali and Blundell, 1993), based on the crystal structure of silver 
lamprey lipovitellin (PDB 1LSH) (Thompson and Banaszak, 2002) and an all atom model 
for apoB (Richardson et al., 2005). To eliminate steric problems and to optimize bond 
lengths and angles, the apoLp-II/I model was subjected to 250 steps of steepest descent 
energy minimization using the DISCOVER program package from INSIGHT2 
(Accelerys, Inc.). A graphic representation of the model was generated by the Swiss-
PdbViewer (Guex and Peitsch, 1997).  
 
 

Results 

Expression and proteolytic processing of apoLp-II/I-38 by Sf9 cells 

To study the sequence characteristics of apoLp-II/I that enable post-translational cleavage, 
an apoLp-II/I truncation was recombinantly expressed in the insect Sf9 cell line, which 
expresses a furin homolog (Cieplik et al., 1998). The construct used encodes the N-
terminal 38% of apoLp-II/I (Figure 1A). This apoLp-II/I-38 polypeptide includes the 
signal peptide, the complete sequence for apoLp-II with the consensus substrate sequence 
for furin, RQKR720, followed by 567 N-terminal residues from apoLp-I, fused to the V5 
epitope and a 6xHis tag (referred to as apoLp-I567/V5).  
 Stable transfection of Sf9 cells with this apoLp-II/I-38 construct resulted in the 
secretion of apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5 cleavage products into the incubation medium, as 
demonstrated by immunoblot analysis (Figure 2A). Secretion of apoLp-I567/V5 is indicated 
by the single reactive band obtained with antibodies directed against apoLp-I (α-IN and 
α-I; Figure 2A, lanes 4 and 5) as well as the V5 epitope (α-V5; Figure 2A, lane 6) at 66 
kDa, similar to the estimated molecular mass of apoLp-I567/V5. The weak 
immunoreactivity of polyclonal α-I (Figure 2A, lane 5) likely reflects the limited 
representation of its epitopes in apoLp-I567/V5. Secretion of recombinant apoLp-II is 
indicated by immunoblotting with antibodies directed against apoLp-II (α-II and α-IIC; 
Figure 2A, lanes 2 and 3), which results in a single immunoreactive band at 72 kDa. This 
recombinant protein appears to migrate identically to the apoLp-II from purified L. 
migratoria HDLp (Figure 2A, lane 1 vs. lane 2). This similar size indicates that 
recombinant apoLp-II is similarly glycosylated as wild-type apoLp-II. Indeed, 
deglycosylation with endogycosidase H resulted in a single additional apoLp-II 
immunoreactive band with a decreased molecular mass of 3 kDa (Smolenaars et al., 
2005), which is similar to that reported for wild-type locust apoLp-II (Weers et al., 1993). 
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Moreover, the similar migration behavior of recombinant and wild-type apoLp-II indicates 
that the cleavage of apoLp-II/I-38 proceeds identical to that in fat body (Weers et al., 
1993; Bogerd et al., 2000). Expression of a construct expressing the N-terminal 33% of 
apoLp-II/I in Sf9 cells, and apoLp-II/I-38 in Drosophila melanogaster S2 cells, also 
resulted in the secretion of the two expected apoLp-II/I cleavage products (data not 
shown).  
 Recombinant apoLp-II/I-38 is cleaved at the same site as apoLp-II/I in L. 
migratoria. The α-IIC and α-IN antibodies, raised against synthetic oligopeptides of the 
sequences that flank the cleavage site N- and C-terminally, specifically recognize 
recombinant apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5, respectively (Figure 2A, lanes 3 and 4). In 
addition, mutation of the three basic residues in the putative furin cleavage site (yielding 
the mutant designated QQAQ720; Figure 1B) results in the secretion of uncleaved apoLp-
II/I-38 (Figure 2B), as shown by the single immunoreactive band obtained with α-II, α-
IIC, α-I, α-IN, and α-V5 antibodies at 145 kDa (Figure 2B, lanes 1–5, respectively), 
similar to the combined molecular mass of apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5. The limited 
immunoreactivity of α-IIC antibody against mutant apoLp-II/I (Figure 2B, lane 2) likely 
relates to the introduced mutations. In further experiments, the degree of apoLp-II/I-38 
cleavage was quantified using α-V5 antibody. Thus, Sf9 cells cleave recombinant apoLp-
II/I-38 into apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5 at the consensus substrate sequence for furin, 

 
 
Figure 2. Recombinant expression and cleavage of apoLp-II/I-38. Incubation medium from stably
transfected Sf9 cells was analyzed for the presence of the putative apoLp-II/I-38 cleavage products, apoLp-II
and apoLp-I567/V5, using antibodies directed against either apoLp-II (α-II and α-IIC) or apoLp-I (α-I, α-IN, and
α-V5). A: Immunoblot analysis of media from Sf9 cells stably transfected with the apoLp-II/I-38 construct. B:
Immunoblot analysis of medium from Sf9 cells stably transfected with the apoLp-II/I-38 construct in which the
cleavage site was mutated from the wild-type sequence RQKR720 to QQAQ720. Molecular mass standards are
indicated at the left. Arrows mark the positions of apoLp-II/I-38 and its cleavage products. For reference, lane
numbers are indicated at the bottom. 
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similar to apoLp-II/I in locust fat body. These results validate the use of this expression 
system to characterize apoLp-II/I cleavage.  
 The secreted recombinant apoLp-II/I-38 cleavage products apoLp-II and apoLp-
I567/V5 have been characterized further for complex formation and lipidation. The coelution 
of apoLp-II with apoLp-I567/V5 after affinity chromatography suggests that both cleavage 
products can form a complex (see Smolenaars et al., 2005). Upon density gradient 
ultracentrifugation, the cleavage products apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5 were found together 
in the fractions with densities between 1.20 and 1.25 g/ml, as was uncleaved mutant 
apoLp-II/I-38 (QQAQ720) (see Smolenaars et al., 2005; Chapter 3). These results indicate 
that the secreted recombinant apoLp-II/I-38 products are poorly lipidated. Therefore, the 
hypothesized role for apoLp-II/I cleavage in lipidation was assessed in L. migratoria fat 
body tissue, whereas the present expression system was used to characterize apoLp-II/I 
cleavage. 
 

An inhibitor implicates PCs in the cleavage of recombinant apoLp-II/I 

DecRVKRcmk is a modified tetrapeptide that irreversibly inhibits a wide range of PCs, 
including furin (Jean et al., 1998) and Sfurin, the furin homolog characterized from the 
insect Sf9 cell line (Cieplik et al., 1998). Incubation of Sf9 cells, transfected with the 
apoLp-II/I-38 construct, with micromolar concentrations of decRVKRcmk resulted in the 
secretion of uncleaved apoLp-II/I-38, whereas secretion of both apoLp-II and apoLp-

 
 
Figure 3. Effect of the proprotein convertase inhibitor decanoyl-Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-chloromethyl ketone
(decRVKRcmk) on the secretion of recombinant apoLp-II/I-38. Sf9 cells stably transfected with apoLp-II/I-
38 were incubated for 6 h with decRVKRcmk at concentrations of 0, 3, and 10 µM. Incubation media were
analyzed for cleavage of apoLp-II/I-38 by immunoblot analysis with α-V5 antibody. Molecular mass standards
are indicated at the left, and decRVKRcmk concentrations are shown above the blot. Arrows mark the positions
of apoLp-II/I-38 and apoLp-I567/V5. 
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I567/V5 was concomitantly and dose-dependently decreased, as judged by the 
immunoreactivity of α-V5 (Figure 3) and α-II (data not shown). Based on the amount of 
secreted protein, cleavage appeared to be prevented for up to 90% at a concentration of 10 
µM decRVKRcmk. The sensitivity to decRVKRcmk indicates the involvement of a PC in 
the cleavage of apoLp-II/I.  
 

A consensus substrate sequence for furin is required to efficiently process recombinant 
apoLp-II/I 

To provide further evidence for the involvement of PCs in apoLp-II/I-38 cleavage, a 
negatively charged amino acid was introduced at position P4 (Figure 1B), which is 
expected to disturb binding by PCs via charge repulsion at the S4 binding pocket 
(Rehemtulla and Kaufman, 1992; Roebroek et al., 1994; Henrich et al., 2003). As 
demonstrated by immunoblot analysis of media from stably transfected Sf9 cells using α-
V5 antibody, introduction of Asp at the P4 position (R to D; DQKR720) completely 
prevented cleavage (Figure 4A), implicating the involvement of a PC in the cleavage of 
apoLp-II/I.  
 To further identify the sequence that directs the cleavage of apoLp-II/I, the basic 
residues in the furin consensus substrate sequence of apoLp-II/I-38 (RQKR720) were 
mutated to neutral (uncharged) amino acids (Figure 1B). Mutagenesis at the P1 position 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Cleavage of recombinant apoLp-II/I-38 upon modification of the consensus cleavage site for
furin. Sf9 cells were stably transfected with wild-type (wt) and mutant apoLp-II/I-38 constructs (designated as
in Figure 1B), and incubation media were analyzed for cleavage of apoLp-II/I-38 by immunoblotting with α-V5
antibody. A: Effect of a negatively charged amino acid at the P4 position, resulting in the mutant DQKR720.
Wild-type and QQAQ720 apoLp-II/I-38 transfectants were included to mark uncleaved and cleaved apoLp-II/I-38
products. B: Effect of the mutation of basic residues in the furin consensus substrate sequence to amino acids
neutral of charge. Molecular mass standards are indicated at the left. Arrows mark the positions of apoLp-II/I-38
and apoLp-I567/V5. Mutated residues are shown in boldface. 
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(R to Q; RQKQ720) abrogated cleavage of apoLp-II/I-38 (Figure 4B). In contrast, mutation 
of the cleavage site residues at the P2 (K to A; RQAR720) or P4 (R to Q; QQKR720) 
position prevented cleavage only partially, reminiscent of the inefficient cleavage at 
imperfect cleavage sites described for mammalian furins (Rehemtulla and Kaufman, 
1992; Rockwell et al., 2002). Again, impairment of cleavage did not hamper the secretion 
of truncated apoLp-II/I by the recombinant expression system (Figure 4B). These results 
demonstrate that efficient apoLp-II/I cleavage in Sf9 cells requires the presence of the 
preferred consensus substrate sequence for furin, R-X-K/R-R, in apoLp-II/I. This 
indicates the involvement of an insect furin in apoLp-II/I cleavage.   
 

Uncleaved native apoLp-II/I is secreted and forms a stable lipoprotein 

To validate the involvement of an insect furin in lipophorin biosynthesis, and to establish 
the importance of cleavage for (apo)lipoprotein secretion in a physiological situation, fat 
body tissue from adult male locusts was treated in vitro with decRVKRcmk. Experiments 
showed the release of large amounts of HDLp that had adhered to fat body tissue. 
Therefore, [35S]Met/Cys was included in incubation media to label newly biosynthesized 
proteins. 
 To identify secreted apoLp-II/I, incubation media were submitted to density 
gradient ultracentrifugation, and the resulting fractions were analyzed for radiolabeled 
proteins by phosphorimaging. Compared with control-treated fat body tissue, incubation 
with 100 µM decRVKRcmk resulted in the appearance of an additional radiolabeled band 
of high molecular mass and a concomitant decrease in the putative apoLp-I, in fractions 
with an average buoyant density of 1.12 ± 0.01 g/ml (Figure 5A), identical to the density 
previously reported for wild-type HDLp (Weers et al., 1992). The identity of the 
radiolabeled proteins in these fractions as apoLp-II/I and apoLp-I was confirmed by 
immunoblotting with α-I (Figure 5B). Although apoLp-II could not readily be identified 
among other labeled proteins, immunoblotting demonstrated its presence in the same 
fractions as apoLp-II/I and apoLp-I (data not shown). The sensitivity of apoLp-II/I 
cleavage to decRVKRcmk incubation (60% with 100 µM inhibitor; Figure 5A) was 
reduced in the fat body, compared with the recombinant expression system (90% with 10 
µM inhibitor; Figure 3). This difference may reflect reduced delivery of decRVKRcmk 
within the fat body, as the hydrophobic decanoyl group of this inhibitor may cause it to 
accumulate at the surface of the lipid droplets in this tissue. Thus, fat body tissue can 
secrete uncleaved apoLp-II/I with a buoyant density identical to wild-type HDLp. Gel 
filtration chromatography indicates that this secreted apoLp-II/I forms particles with a 
molecular size identical to wild-type HDLp (data not shown). Together, these results 
demonstrate that fat body can secrete uncleaved apoLp-II/I that has been integrated in a 
high-density lipoprotein similar to wild-type HDLp. Apparently, the biosynthesis as well 
as secretion of insect lipoprotein can occur independently of apoLp-II/I cleavage. 
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Homology modeling of apoLp-II/I indicates the position of the cleavage site 
The ability of uncleaved apoLp-II/I to form a lipoprotein highlights the structural 
homology between insect and mammalian apoB-containing lipoproteins in the region of 
cleavage, but it also provokes questions regarding its function. To obtain a better 
understanding of the structural consequences of cleavage, L. migratoria apoLp-II/I was 
modeled to the available homologous structures, the lipovitellin crystal structure 
(Thompson and Banaszak, 2002) and an apoB model (Richardson et al., 2005). The 
obtained apoLp-II/I model encompasses amino acids 22–1,030 and therefore the complete 
LLT module. This apoLp-II/I sequence can form a structure similar to that of the 
corresponding lipovitellin and apoB regions, as indicated by the recognition of three 
antiparallel β-sheets (βA, βB, and βC) and an extensive α-helical structure (Figure 6). The 
βA and βB sheets face each other to form a putative lipid-binding cavity and are partly 
surrounded by the α-helical region. The βC sheet is curved, resulting in a barrel-like 

 
 
Figure 5. Buoyant density of apoLp-II/I secreted by fat body. A: Fat body tissue was labeled using 
[35S]Met/Cys and incubated with 0 (control) or 100 µM decRVKRcmk. Incubation media were subsequently 
submitted to density gradient ultracentrifugation, fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and labeled proteins 
were visualized by PhosphorImager screen autoradiography. The signals of labeled proteins with molecular
masses 150 kDa are shown for both the control and 100 M decRVKRcmk incubations, as indicated. B: 
Immunoblot detection of apoLp-II/I in ultracentrifugation fractions from decRVKRcmk-treated fat body tissue 
incubation media, using α-I antibody. Isolated wild-type high-density lipophorin was used as a positive control 
(as indicated by the plus sign). Arrows mark the positions of apoLp-I and apoLp-II/I. The density (g/ml) of each 
fraction is indicated at the bottom. 
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structure, which is situated above the putative lipid-binding cavity. The apoLp-II/I 
cleavage site, located between residues 720 and 721, was situated in an extended loop 
region (residues 669–748) that connects two β-strands of the βA sheet at the base of the 
putative lipid-binding cavity. This region could not be modeled confidently. The 
corresponding sequence was not resolved in the crystal structure of silver lamprey 
lipovitellin either (Thompson and Banaszak, 2002), which is suggestive of structural 
flexibility in this region of lipovitellin and possibly also in the region of apoLp-II/I 
cleavage. According to the present model, apoLp-II includes the βC sheet, the α-helical 
region, and most of the βA sheet, whereas apoLp-I consists of two distal β-strands from 
the βA sheet, the full βB sheet, and further unmodeled C-terminal sequences.  
 
 

Discussion 

It is well established that insect lipoproteins contain two apolipoproteins, apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II, that are derived from their common precursor protein apoLp-II/I (Weers et al., 
1993; Kutty et al., 1996; Sundermeyer et al., 1996; Bogerd et al., 2000; Holt et al., 2002). 
In the present study, we identified and characterized the cleavage site in L. migratoria 

  

Figure 6. Model of L. migratoria apoLp-
II/I. The model of locust apoLp-II/I 
includes amino acid residues 22–1,030 and 
was constructed based on sequence 
homology with silver lamprey lipovitellin 
and human apolipoprotein B, for which an 
all atom structure and a model are 
available, respectively (Thompson and 
Banaszak, 2002; Richardson et al., 2005). 
The structures that are part of apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II after apoLp-II/I cleavage are 
marked in dark and light grey, 
respectively. The three β-sheets are 
indicated by βA, βB, and βC. N and C 
mark the amino- and carboxyl-terminal 
sides of the modeled region, respectively. 
The arrows indicate the β-strands at the 
base of the putative lipid-binding cavity 
that are connected by amino acid residues 
669–748. ApoLp-II/I is cleaved within this 
region, between residues 720 and 721. 
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apoLp-II/I using an insect recombinant expression system of Sf9 cells and demonstrated 
that its cleavage likely involves an insect furin. As locust fat body can secrete uncleaved 
apoLp-II/I in the form of a lipoprotein particle with a buoyant density and molecular mass 
identical to wild-type HDLp, we conclude that cleavage of apoLp-II/I by insect furin is not 
required for the biosynthesis or the secretion of this insect lipoprotein.  
 The involvement of an insect furin in the cleavage of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I is 
indicated by three results. First, apoLp-II/I cleavage in both the Sf9 recombinant 
expression system and locust fat body can be inhibited by decRVKRcmk, which 
specifically inhibits PCs (Jean et al., 1998), including Sfurin, the furin homolog 
characterized from the insect Sf9 cell line (Cieplik et al., 1998). Second, cleavage is 
completely prevented by mutation of the basic amino acid residue (Arg) at the P4 position 
to a negatively charged amino acid residue (Asp). Based on the presence of a negatively 
charged residue at the S4 substrate binding pocket of PCs, this mutation is predicted to 
impair the substrate interaction via charge repulsion (Rehemtulla and Kaufman, 1992; 
Roebroek et al., 1994; Henrich et al., 2003). Third, complete proteolytic processing 
requires an intact furin consensus substrate sequence with basic amino acid residues at P1, 
P2, and P4. Mutation of any of these sites into amino acids neutral of charge results in the 
secretion of uncleaved apoLp-II/I, yet some cleavage does occur in the P2 (Lys→Ala) and 
P4 (Arg→Gln) mutants. Mammalian furin is known to cleave, with reduced activity, at 
sequences that partially match the preferred R-X-K/R-R substrate sequence (Rehemtulla 
and Kaufman, 1992; Rockwell et al., 2002). Likewise, the partial cleavage in these P2 and 
P4 mutants may result from limited activity of furin at non-ideal sites. Together, these 
results indicate cleavage of apoLp-II/I by an insect furin.  
 Several furin homologs have been identified in insects. In D. melanogaster, 
cleavage activity and homology have been demonstrated for the dfurin1 and dfurin2 gene 
products (Roebroek et al., 1991; Roebroek et al., 1992; De Bie et al., 1995). Furthermore, 
a furin was cloned from the insect Sf9 cell line (Cieplik et al., 1998). Moreover, a PC with 
furin-like activity is present in the fat body of Aedes aegypti (Chen and Raikhel, 1996). 
However, no putative furin has yet been identified in L. migratoria fat body.  
 In transfected Sf9 cells as well as locust fat body, uncleaved apoLp-II/I could be 
secreted in similar amounts as its cleavage products. The recombinant apoLp-II/I-38 
cleavage products apoLp-II and apoLp-I567/V5 appeared to form a complex, yet were not 
integrated in a high-density lipoprotein, in contrast to apoLp-II/I products secreted by 
locust fat body, as they were recovered in the very high-density range upon density 
gradient ultracentrifugation (see Smolenaars et al., 2005; Chapter 3). The poor lipidation 
of the apoLp-II/I-38 truncation products is in accordance with the decreased lipidation 
observed for apoB truncations (Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Richardson et al., 2005) but 
may also reflect the absence of co-factors for lipidation in the present expression system. 
Therefore, the possible role of cleavage in the lipidation and secretion of insect lipoprotein 
was investigated in locust fat body. Here, decRVKRcmk treatment resulted in the 
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secretion of uncleaved apoLp-II/I that formed a stable high-density lipoprotein, as 
indicated by its density and molecular mass identical to wild-type HDLp. Consequently, 
the uncleaved precursor apoLp-II/I can function as a single apolipoprotein in the 
formation of lipoprotein, like its mammalian homolog apoB. Thus, apoLp-II/I can be 
lipidated to form a high-density lipoprotein, irrespective of its cleavage.  
 The lipidation of apoB starts co-translationally in the rough endoplasmic reticulum 
and is completed post-translationally in the smooth endoplasmic reticulum and/or cis-
Golgi network, possibly by fusion with an intralumenal lipid droplet (Mahmood Hussain 
et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001). The lipidation process starts with the lipidation 
of the lipid-binding cavity in the apoB LLT module and requires the lipid transfer activity 
of MTP (Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001). Based on the 
homology between apoB and apoLp-II/I (Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999) as well as 
the discovery of an insect MTP (Sellers et al., 2003), insect lipoprotein assembly may also 
occur early in the secretory pathway. However, cleavage by furin homologs is performed 
late in the secretory pathway, mainly in the trans-Golgi network (Molloy et al., 1999). 
Therefore, we propose that insect lipoprotein biosynthesis by the fat body involves 
lipidation of apoLp-II/I to a lipoprotein first, followed by cleavage of apoLp-II/I into 
apoLp-I and -II. The occurrence of cleavage before any lipidation might result in the 
parting of apoLp-I and apoLp-II, and hence impairment of lipoprotein biosynthesis. The 
uncleaved LLT module in apoLp-II/I may be essential to enable the first steps in 
lipidation, as in apoB.  
 Homology modeling shows that the LLT module of apoLp-II/I can form a putative 
lipid-binding cavity. Remarkably, the cleavage site is located in an unresolved loop region 
between two β-strands in the βA sheet at the base of this cavity (Figure 6). In apoB, the 
corresponding region is proposed to function in early lipidation events, as it may form a 
hairpin structure that temporarily closes the basal opening of the lipid-binding cavity by 
connecting to the βB sheet via salt bridges (Richardson et al., 2005). When the lipid-
binding cavity of apoB reaches a certain lipid content during lipoprotein assembly, these 
salt bridges are proposed to dissociate. This would allow for widening of the V-shaped 
lipid-binding cavity formed by the βA and βB sheets and the progression of apoB 
lipidation (Manchekar et al., 2004; Richardson et al., 2005). The cleavage of apoLp-II/I 
might represent an alternative structural solution to unlock the lipid-binding cavity and 
increase the flexibility of the non-exchangeable apolipoprotein, hence allowing for further 
lipidation of the lipoprotein particle. Interestingly, insects can lipidate circulating HDLp 
to a low-density lipophorin (LDLp) during conditions that require enhanced lipid transport 
(e.g., long-term flight and vitellogenesis) (Kawooya and Law, 1988; Ryan and Van der 
Horst, 2000). Therefore, apoLp-II/I cleavage may function to enable the formation of 
LDLp from HDLp.  
 The apparent conservation of apoLp-II/I cleavage in all insects characterized to 
date reveals the importance of this processing step. Besides LDLp formation, however, 
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apoLp-II/I cleavage may enable other unique insect lipoprotein characteristics, such as the 
ability of lipophorin to function as a reusable lipid transporter (Ryan and Van der Horst, 
2000) and to be recycled after endocytic uptake by an insect member of the low-density 
lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) family (Van Hoof et al., 2002). Vitellogenin, another ligand 
of this receptor family, is homologous to apoB and apoLp-II/I, and is also cleaved at a 
furin consensus substrate sequence in the LLT module during biosynthesis in most insect 
species, but not vertebrates (Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). Lipophorin, vitellogenin, 
and LDLR family members are involved in insect vitellogenesis, the transfer of nutrients 
to the developing oocyte (Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a), and perhaps the post-
translational cleavage of apoLp-II/I and vitellogenin facilitates this process (e.g., by 
enabling receptor binding). In addition, apoLp-II/I cleavage might enable a function for 
lipophorin in coagulation. Lipophorin has been implicated in this process by its abundant 
presence in clots (Brehélin, 1979; Gellissen, 1983; Barwig, 1985; Li et al., 2002), capacity 
to aggregate (Chino et al., 1987; Van Antwerpen, 1989), and interactions with other insect 
hemostasis factors (Theopold and Schmidt, 1997). Moreover, the disappearance of apoLp-
I but not apoLp-II from plasma during coagulation (Duvic and Brehélin, 1998) suggests 
that apoLp-II/I cleavage enables distinct roles for apoLp-I and apoLp-II in coagulation.  
 Cleavage of the insect apoB homolog apoLp-II/I appears to be a molecular 
adaptation within homologous structures and may have a significant impact on insect 
lipoprotein function. The possibility of obtaining apoLp-II/I lipoprotein from fat body 
using a furin inhibitor may aid in establishing the physiological role of apoLp-II/I 
cleavage. Furthermore, the recombinant expression of truncated apoLp-II/I may be used to 
explore aspects of insect lipoprotein assembly and structure, such as lipid binding regions 
in apoLp-I and -II, the role of protein-protein and lipid-protein interactions in apoLp-
I:apoLp-II complex formation and lipoprotein solubility (Kawooya et al., 1989), as well 
as the co-factors involved in insect lipoprotein biosynthesis. For example, apoB 
truncations with a length similar to apoLp-II/I-38 can form high-density lipoprotein 
particles upon recombinant expression, but only when cells are supplied with exogenous 
lipids and (co)express MTP (Sellers et al., 2003; Shelness et al., 2003). Likewise, the 
present recombinant expression system may be used to investigate putative roles for lipid 
availability and insect MTP homologs in the biosynthesis of insect lipoprotein.  
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Abstract 

Lipoproteins transport lipids in the circulation of an evolutionary wide diversity of 
animals. The pathway for lipoprotein biogenesis has been uncovered only in mammals, 
where apolipoprotein B (apoB) acquires lipids via the assistance of microsomal 
triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) and binds them by means of amphipathic protein 
structures. To investigate whether this is a common mechanism for lipoprotein biogenesis, 
we studied the structural elements involved in the assembly of lipophorin, the insect 
lipoprotein. LOCATE sequence analysis predicted that the insect lipoprotein precursor 
apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I) contains clusters of amphipathic α-helices and β-strands, 
organized along the protein as N-α1-β-α2-C, corresponding to a truncated apoB form. 
Recombinant expression of a series of C-terminal truncations of Locusta migratoria 
apoLp-II/I in an insect expression system revealed that formation of a buoyant high-
density lipoprotein requires the amphipathic β cluster. Co-expression of apoLp-II/I with 
an insect MTP homolog impacted insect lipoprotein biogenesis quantitatively as well as 
qualitatively, as the secretion of apoLp-II/I proteins was increased several-fold while the 
buoyant density of the secreted lipoprotein concomitantly decreased, indicative of 
augmented lipidation. In addition, we observed that insect MTP is secreted, suggesting a 
possible extracellular function in insect lipoprotein assembly. Based on the above findings 
we propose that, despite specific modifications, the assembly of lipoproteins involves 
MTP as well as amphipathic structures in the apolipoprotein carrier, both in mammals and 
insects. Thus, lipoprotein biogenesis in animals appears to rely on structural elements that 
are of early metazoan origin. 
 
 

Introduction 

Lipoproteins transport lipids in the circulation of vertebrates as well as invertebrates. In 
mammals, the biosynthesis of these macromolecular protein:lipid complexes involves the 
intracellular transfer and subsequent stabilization of lipids onto a single protein 
component, the non-exchangeable apolipoprotein B (apoB) (for reviews see Shelness and 
Sellers, 2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Olofsson and Borén, 2005). To attain a 
comparative viewpoint on apoB lipoprotein assembly we investigated the biosynthesis of 
an invertebrate lipoprotein, i.e. lipophorin, the insect lipoprotein. 
 The structural protein of lipophorin is a homolog of apoB (Babin et al., 1999). 
Remarkably, this apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I) is cleaved during lipoprotein 
biosynthesis, resulting in the presence of two proteins in insect lipoprotein, apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II (Weers et al., 1993; Babin et al., 1999; Chapter 2). Cleavage is not essential for 
lipoprotein biogenesis, as uncleaved apoLp-II/I also formed a lipoprotein (Chapter 2). 
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Lipophorin is produced in cells of the fat body and is secreted with a buoyant density in 
the high-density or very high-density lipoprotein range, dependent on the species (Prasad 
et al., 1986; Venkatesh et al., 1987; Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990; Weers et al., 1992; 
Van Heusden et al., 1998). Accordingly, lipophorin contains far less associated lipids than 
apoB lipoproteins that are secreted as very low-density lipoproteins. Moreover, the major 
neutral lipid in the lipophorin of most insects is diacylglycerol (DAG), rather than the 
triacylglycerol (TAG) that dominates the lipid content of newly biosynthesized apoB 
lipoproteins (Weers et al., 1992; Soulages and Wells, 1994). It remains to be established 
whether lipidation of apoLp-II/I (cleavage products) is completed intracellularly, as for 
apoB (for reviews see Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Borén 
and Olofsson, 2005). Lipid transfer particle (LTP), an insect-specific heterotrimer that can 
mediate the transfer of lipids between lipoproteins and tissues (for review see Ryan and 
Van der Horst, 2000), has been suggested to complete lipidation at the fat body plasma 
membrane (Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990). Therefore, insect lipoprotein biosynthesis 
differs from mammalian apoB lipoprotein formation in the amount and type of lipid 
acquired, cleavage of the structural apolipoprotein, and possibly the localization of 
lipidation. 
 Unlike the biosynthesis of lipophorin, the molecular mechanism of apoB 
lipoprotein biogenesis has been studied extensively (for reviews see Shelness and Sellers, 
2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Borén and Olofsson, 2005). ApoB lipoprotein 
biogenesis starts upon translation of apoB mRNA and translocation of the nascent 
polypeptide into the ER. Following translocation, the N-terminal ~900 amino acids of 
apoB fold into the large lipid transfer (LLT) module that interacts with microsomal 
triglyceride transfer protein (MTP). This interaction is required for the deposition of lipids 
in the lipid-binding cavity of apoB's LLT module. Accordingly, MTP prevents misfolding 
of the more C-terminal amphipathic apoB sequences and the resulting intracellular 
retention and degradation of apoB. Following apoB translocation, the lipoprotein particle 
continues along the secretory pathway and acquires the bulk of its neutral lipids (TAG), 
putatively by fusion with an intralumenal neutral lipid droplet. 
 ApoB can bind hundreds of lipid molecules by amphipathic structures that 
ultimately envelope and stabilize a core of lipids, thus shielding hydrophobic lipids from 
the hydrophilic environment (for reviews see Hevonoja et al., 2000; Segrest et al., 2001). 
Prediction of amphipathic α-helices and amphipathic β-strands in apoB by the program 
LOCATE suggested the presence of five amphipathic clusters, enriched in either of 
secondary structure elements, organized along the apoB polypeptide as N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-
C (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998). The α1 cluster and the N-terminal part of the β1 cluster 
constitute the LLT module. The C-terminal β1-α2-β2-α3 clusters stabilize expansion of the 
initial lipid core in the LLT module and actually possess most lipid-binding capacity (for 
review see Segrest et al., 2001). The β1 cluster appears to be especially important to 
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buoyant lipoprotein formation, and the mammalian intestine in fact produces lipoproteins 
of very low buoyant density from C-terminally truncated apoB that contains little more 
than the α1 and β1 clusters, due to editing of the apoB RNA (for review see Davidson and 
Shelness, 2000). Thus, mammalian lipoprotein assembly is enabled by the molecular 
architecture of apoB as well as MTP.  
 Despite apparent differences in the biogenesis of insect apoLp-II/I and mammalian 
apoB lipoproteins, the presence of an LLT module in apoLp-II/I (Babin et al., 1999; 
Chapter 2) and MTP homologs in insect genomes (Sellers et al., 2003) suggest that 
lipoprotein biosynthesis in insects may be dictated by similar structural elements as in 
mammals. Therefore we studied the involvement of two major elements of mammalian 
lipoprotein biogenesis, amphipathic clusters in the structural apolipoprotein as well as 
MTP, in the assembly of Locusta migratoria apoLp-II/I into a high-density lipoprotein 
(HDLp), the mature form of lipophorin that enables the circulatory transport of lipids (fo 
review see Van der Horst et al., 2001). Secondary structure prediction as well as 
recombinant expression of apoLp-II/I and Drosophila melanogaster MTP (dMTP) in 
insect cells provide direct evidence for a major role of apoLp-II/I amphipathic clusters and 
MTP in the biosynthesis of insect lipoprotein. Consequently, mechanisms of lipoprotein 
assembly in vertebrates and invertebrates appear to have a common evolutionary origin. 
 
 

Materials and Methods 

LOCATE analysis. LOCATE (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998, 1999, 2001) was used to predict 
amphipathic α-helices and β-strands with high lipid affinity in apoLp-II/I and apoB 
sequences. The following sequences were downloaded from GenBank in FASTA format 
and analyzed: apoLp-II/I from L. migratoria (accession CAB51918.1), D. melanogaster 
(acc. AAC47284.1) and Manduca sexta (acc. AAB53254.1), and apoB from Homo 
sapiens (acc. P04114), Gallus gallus (acc. XP_419979.1) and Danio rerio (acc. 
XP_694827.1). Amphipathic α-helices and β-strands in these sequences were predicted by 
LOCATE. Default parameter settings were used, except the exhaustive search option was 
activated, as well as the snorkel option for amphipathic α-helix prediction. Lipid affinities 
were calculated using the Λ3 algorithm (Segrest et al., 1998).  
 
Construction of the dMTP expression plasmid. A cDNA clone (SD01502) encoding 
dMTP was obtained from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project. To express dMTP in 
insect Sf9 cells, its complete coding sequence was transferred into the pIB/V5-His vector 
(Invitrogen). To this end, the dMTP coding sequence was PCR amplified (forward primer 
5’-CGCGGCCGATATCATGGAGAACAAAAATAAGAAGTGCCTG-3’, reverse 
primer 5’-GCAGGGCTCGAGTACAAGTCCCTAAAAATGAGGTTGCAC-3‘). The 
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PCR product was purified and ligated into the pGEM-T vector (ProMega), and 
subsequently transferred into the pIB/V5-His vector using EcoRV/XhoI double digestion, 
in frame with the vector-encoded V5/His epitope tag. To prevent inclusion of possible 
PCR-introduced mutations, an EcoRI/AfeI dMTP fragment was transferred from the 
original cDNA clone into the dMTP:pIB/V5-His construct. Subsequent DNA sequencing 
verified that the dMTP cDNA sequence in the obtained expression construct was correct. 
 
Construction of truncated and full-length apoLp-II/I expression plasmids. Subclones of 
the L. migratoria apoLp-II/I cDNA (Bogerd et al., 2000) were used to step-wise extend a 
previously established apoLp-II/I-38 construct, consisting of the pIZ/V5-His expression 
vector encoding 38% (1290 aa) of the complete apoLp-II/I polypeptide (Chapter 2). A 
fragment corresponding to apoLp-II/I mRNA nucleotides 3387 to 6021 was amplified 
from one of the apoLp-II/I cDNA subclones by PCR (forward primer 5’-
CAGAAGGAATCACTGTTGATGG-3’; reverse primer 5’-TCTAGATGGCCATTTCC-
ACTGTATG-3’) using PfuTurbo DNA polymerase (Stratagene). Following SuperTaq 
DNA polymerase (HT Biotechnologies Ltd.) mediated tailing with a terminal adenosine 
nucleotide, this fragment was cloned into pGEM-T. The transfer of a PacI/SacII fragment 
from the selected clone into the apoLp-II/I-38 clone (in the pIZ/V5-His vector) resulted in 
the apoLp-II/I-59 expression vector that encodes the N-terminal 2004 amino acids (aa) of 
apoLp-II/I, in frame with the V5-epitope and 6xHis-tag. The apoLp-II/I fragment in 
pGEM-T was subsequently extended up to apoLp-II/I mRNA nucleotide 8505 by the 
transfer of a BaeI-XbaI digested fragment from an apoLp-II/I cDNA subclone. The 
subsequent transfer of a PacI/SacII fragment from the resulting pGEM-T contruct into the 
apoLp-II/I-38 clone, resulted in the expression vector apoLp-II/I-84 that encodes the N-
terminal 2832 aa of apoLp-II/I, in frame with the V5-epitope and 6xHis-tag. The 
subsequent cloning of a BstEII-digested PCR amplified fragment (forward primer 5’-
CTGGTGGTGACCATACAAAGG-3’; reverse primer 5’-TCTAGACCTCCTTTAACA-
CCCTTAG-3’) into BstEII-XbaI digested apoLp-II/I-84 construct, resulted in the apoLp-
II/I-100 construct that encodes full-length 3380 aa L. migratoria apoLp-II/I with a C-
terminal V5-epitope and 6xHis-tag. The sequence of obtained constructs was verified for 
out-of-frame errors by DNA sequencing of both sense and anti-sense strands. Several non-
synonymous and synonymous nucleotide differences as well as three nearly adjacent 
nucleotide deletions and one short 16-nucleotide frame-shifted segment, were observed as 
compared to the published sequence (Bogerd et al., 2000). These differences likely reflect 
inaccuracies in the published sequence, and are to be deposited at GenBank as an update 
to the L. migratoria apoLp-II/I nucleotide and protein sequences. 
 
Transient transfection and incubation of Sf9 cells. Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 cells were 
maintained in adherent culture in serum-free Insect-Xpress medium (Cambrex) in 
polystyrene flasks (Greiner) at 27°C, and passed twice a week. Transfections were 
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performed in 6-well plates with cells grown to 80% confluency. Transfection mixture was 
prepared by adding DNA and 6 µg polyethylenimine (Polysciences Europe) to 50 µl 
culture medium. After 15 min incubation at room temperature, the transfection mix was 
added to the wells (put on 600 µl culture medium). Cells were incubated with DNA for 5 
h, and subsequently washed with culture medium. The amount of DNA transfected was 
increased according to construct size, using 0.75, 0.75, 1, 1.2, and 1.5 µg per well for the 
dMTP, apoLp-II/I-38, -59, -84 and –100 constructs, respectively. For co-expression 
experiments, transfection mixtures were supplemented with either 0.75 µg dMTP 
construct or 0.3 µg control (pIB/V5-His) vector. For determinations of buoyant density 
and antibody reactivity, transfections were performed in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks, with 
reaction volumes for transfection scaled up according to surface increase. Incubations 
were performed 40 h post-transfection. Cells were rinsed twice with culture medium and 
incubated for 7 h in PBS (pH 7.4) supplemented with 0.75 mM CaCl2, 0.75 mM MgCl2 
and 1 g/l β-D-glucose. Incubation media were subsequently sampled as described 
previously (Chapter 2).  
 
Density gradient analysis. The buoyant density of recombinant apoLp-II/I proteins as 
well as dMTP was analyzed by subjecting incubation media from transfected cells to KBr 
density gradient ultracentrifugation (Weers et al., 1992). Resulting gradients were divided 
into 11 fractions, collected from bottom to top. Following gravitometric analysis of 
density, fractions were TCA precipitated and assessed for the presence of apoLp-II/I 
proteins and dMTP by immunoblotting. 
 
Gel filtration chromatography. Incubation media from apoLp-II/I transfected cells were 
concentrated 8-fold and submitted to Superose 12 and Superose 6 gel filtration 
chromatography. Proteins were eluted (130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1.9 mM NaH2PO4, 1.7 
mM K2HPO4, 5 mM EDTA, 0.2% NaN3, pH 7.5) in 0.65 ml fractions that were TCA 
precipitated and analyzed for recombinant apoLp-II/I and its cleavage products by 
immunoblotting. Molecular size was calculated using a standard curve obtained from the 
elution peaks of the marker proteins bovine serum albumin (66 kDa), aldolase (158 kDa), 
katalase (240 kDa), ferritin (450 kDa) and thyroglobulin (669 kDa) (Sigma or Boehringer 
Mannheim). 
 
Immunoblot analysis of apoLp-II/I and cleavage products. TCA-precipitated proteins 
from incubation media were analyzed for the presence of recombinant apoLp-I, apoLp-II, 
uncleaved precursor apoLp-II/I and dMTP by SDS-PAGE (5-10% slab) and subsequent 
immunoblot analysis (Chapter 2). Primary antibodies (dilution 1:10,000) were either 
monoclonal α-V5 (Invitrogen), or the polyclonals α-II and α-I that are directed against 
apoLp-II and apoLp-I, respectively (Schulz et al., 1987). 
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Results 

Amphipathic clusters in apoLp-II/I 

The program LOCATE (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998, 1999, 2001), used to predict 
amphipathic secondary structures (α-helices and β-strands) of high lipid affinity in 
available insect apoLp-II/I sequences, indicates the presence of two clusters of 
amphipathic α-helices of relatively high calculated lipid affinity in the Locusta migratoria 
apoLp-II/I, located between aa 275 to 750 and 2400 to 2750 (Figure 1A), named α1 and 
α2, respectively. These regions correspond to part of the LLT module and a less-
conserved region just N-terminal to the von Willebrand Factor D (vWF-D) module (aa 
2815 to 3004; Babin et al., 1999), respectively. Compared to the α1 cluster, the α2 cluster 
contains a higher density of predicted amphipathic α-helices, that also have a higher 
calculated lipid affinity. Most amphipathic β-strands are between apoLp-II/I aa 750 and 
2250, with a concentration of amphipathic β-strands of particularly high calculated lipid 
affinity between aa 800 and 950. The C-terminal part of apoLp-II/I (aa > 2750) is not 
clearly enriched in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands (Figure 1A).  
 A similar clustering of amphipathic α-helices and β-strands is predicted for other 
characterized insect apoLp-II/I (Figure 1C), that also appear to contain a region enriched 
in amphipathic β-strands in between two clusters of amphipathic α-helices, and a C-
terminal part that is not particularly enriched in either of amphipathic structures. This 
organization of amphipathic clusters in insect apoLp-II/I may be summarized as N-α1-β-
α2-C. Compared to LOCATE analysis of vertebrate apoB (Figure 1B, C), insect apoLp-
II/I is predicted to contain three amphipathic clusters rather than five. These three clusters 
may correspond to the three N-terminal clusters of vertebrate apoB (N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C), 
although several differences were found. In all analyzed apoLp-II/I, the β cluster occupies 
at least 200 residues more than either of the β clusters of analyzed vertebrate apoB (Figure 
1C). In addition, the β cluster of apoLp-II/I is predicted to contain amphipathic β-strands 
of particularly high calculated lipid affinity from aa 800 to 950, at its N-terminal 
boundary, unlike the β1 and β2 clusters in apoB (Figure 1B). These sequences correspond 
to the βB sheet that constitutes one side of the lipid-binding cavity of apoLp-II/I's LLT 
module (Chapter 2). The α2 cluster of apoLp-II/I is smaller than the α2 and α3 clusters in 
vertebrate apoB, comprising ~300 rather than ~500 residues. Thus, prediction of 
amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands by LOCATE indicates the presence of 
amphipathic clusters enriched in either of amphipathic structures in apoLp-II/I, in an 
organization along the protein corresponding to N-α1-β-α2-C. 
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Figure 1. Clusters of amphipathic secondary structure in apoLp-II/I. Amphipathic α-helices and β-strands
in apoLp-II/I and apoB were predicted using LOCATE. Predicted α-helical or β-strand amphipathic stretches are
indicated by boxes at their predicted amino acid positions (horizontal axis), provided that their calculated lipid
affinity is above the chosen threshold for calculated lipid affinity (vertical axis). Upper panels show predicted
amphipathic β-strands and lower panels predicted amphipathic α-helices. Solid and dotted black lines below the
panel of each LLTP indicate the designated clusters enriched in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-
strands, respectively. A: LOCATE analysis of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I with threshold for calculated lipid
affinity increasing from 6 to 20 and 6 to 14 kcal/mol for amphipathic α-helices and β-strands, respectively. B:
LOCATE analysis of H. sapiens apoB with threshold for calculated lipid affinity increasing from 6 to 20 and 6
to 14 kcal/mol for amphipathic α-helices and β-strands, respectively. C: Amphipathic α-helices and β-strands
predicted within apoLp-II/I from L. migratoria, D. melanogaster and M. sexta as well as apoB from H. sapiens
(human), G. gallus (chicken), and D. rerio (zebrafish) at a calculated lipid affinity threshold of 10 and 7
kcal/mol, respectively.  
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Expression of apoLp-II/I truncations 

To assess the role of the identified apoLp-II/I amphipathic clusters in lipoprotein 
formation, constructs encoding a series of C-terminal apoLp-II/I truncations were created 
(Figure 2A). C-terminal apoB truncations previously demonstrated that in this related 
apolipoprotein, the β1 cluster mediates lipid binding and lipoprotein formation (Yao et al., 
1991; Spring et al., 1992; McLeod et al., 1996; Dashti et al., 2002; Shelness et al., 2003; 
Manchekar et al., 2004). The created apoLp-II/I constructs encode the N-terminal 1290, 
1983, 2811 and the complete 3380 aa of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I, fused at the C-terminus 
to a V5/His epitope tag. Excluding the signal sequence, these C-terminal truncations 
correspond to 38, 59, 84 and 100% of apoLp-II/I, respectively. All constructs contain the 
complete LLT module, including the full apoLp-II sequence (Figure 2A). ApoLp-II/I-38 
encodes the complete LLT module and one third of the β cluster, apoLp-II/I-59 nearly the 
complete β cluster, whereas apoLp-II/I-84 encompasses all three recognized amphipathic 
clusters. ApoLp-II/I-100 encodes the complete apoLp-II/I precursor, with all recognized 
clusters as well as the C-terminal region, including the vWF-D module. ApoLp-II/I-38 
expression products have been characterized previously (Chapter 2).  
 Recombinant expression of the apoLp-II/I-59, apoLp-II/I-84 and apoLp-II/I-100 
truncations in Sf9 cells resulted in the secretion of the expected apoLp-II/I cleavage 
products, as judged from immunoblotting of incubation medium from transfected Sf9 cells 
(Figure 2B). ApoLp-II was identified by the appearance of immunoreactivity to α-II at a 
molecular mass of ~72 kDa, for all truncation variants expressed. ApoLp-I was identified 
by immunoreactivity for α-V5 and α-I, with molecular mass increasing proportional to 
apoLp-II/I truncation length, i.e. ~145, ~220 and ~250 kDa for apoLp-II/I-59, apoLp-II/I-
84 and apoLp-II/I-100 truncation variants, respectively. Since the α-II antibody has a mild 
cross-reactivity to apoLp-I (Jan M. van Doorn, personal communication), a minor 
immunoreactivity with apoLp-I was observed in some cases. Shared immunoreactivity of 
α-I, α-II, and α-V5 also identified significant amounts of uncleaved apoLp-II/I in the 
incubation media for all truncations, with molecular masses of ~230, >250 and >250 kDa, 
respectively, for the novel constructs. The secretion of uncleaved apoLp-II/I likely relates 
to the relatively high expression level achieved with the present transfection protocol, as 
transfection according to a previous protocol did not result in secretion of uncleaved 
apoLp-II/I-38 protein (Chapter 2). For clarity, as both the cleavage products apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II as well as their precursor apoLp-II/I are secreted, we will refer to their 
complement as apoLp-II/I proteins. 
 The relative amount of apoLp-II/I proteins secreted by transfected cells differs 
between the apoLp-II/I truncation variants. As compared to apoLp-II/I-38 proteins, 
approximately three times less apoLp-II/I-59 proteins are secreted and about ten times less 
apoLp-II/I-84 and apoLp-II/I-100 proteins (data not shown). These differences may reflect 
different expression levels, due to decreased transfection efficiency with larger expression 
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plasmids, or a decreased secretion rate due to difficulties in the proper folding of apoLp-
II/I proteins. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Expression of apoLp-II/I truncations. Distinct expression constructs encoding C-terminal truncation
variants of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I were created, and subsequently expressed in Sf9 cells. A: Comparison of
the proteins encoded by the different constructs, indicated by grey horizontal arrows, to the complete L.
migratoria apoLp-II/I. The names of the constructs at the left of the arrows correspond to the encoded
percentage of the complete apoLp-II/I, excluding the signal peptide. The total number of encoded apoLp-II/I
amino acids is shown on the right. The recognized structural elements in apoLp-II/I are indicated schematically.
Boxes denote the large lipid transfer (LLT) and von Willebrand Factor D (vWF-D) modules, whereas regions
enriched in amphipathic α-helices, designated α1 and α2, are indicated by ovals, and the region enriched in
amphipathic β-strands, named β, by zigzag-lines. The small vertical arrow indicates the predicted signal peptide
cleavage site, and the dashed vertical line the location of the site of apoLp-II/I cleavage into apoLp-II and
apoLp-I. B: Recombinant expression of the novel apoLp-II/I constructs, apoLp-II/I-59, -84 and -100, in Sf9
cells. Immunoblot analysis of incubation medium, using antibodies directed against apoLp-II (α-II) and apoLp-I
(α-I and α-V5), demonstrates secretion of (truncated) uncleaved apoLp-II/I as well as its cleavage products
apoLp-II and (truncated) apoLp-I (marked by arrows). The position of molecular mass standards is indicated at
the right by arrowheads. The relative amount of incubation medium applied for immunoblot was varied
according to the apoLp-II/I truncation variant used, to enable detection of variants with a relative low secretion
level. 
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Lipoprotein formation by truncated apoLp-II/I variants 

To assess the role of the identified apoLp-II/I amphipathic clusters in lipid binding, we 
determined the buoyant density of recombinant secreted apoLp-II/I truncation variants 
using density gradient ultracentrifugation. The apoLp-II/I-100 proteins were all recovered 
at a buoyant density of 1.18 ± 0.02 g/ml (Figure 4G), suggesting formation of high-
density lipoprotein particles. The apoLp-II/I-84 proteins were recovered at a similar 
buoyant density (1.17 ± 0.02 g/ml; Figure 4E). In contrast, apoLp-II/I-38 proteins were 
found in the very high-density lipoprotein range only, at 1.24 ± 0.02 g/ml, indicating a 
very poor lipidation, if any (Figure 4A). ApoLp-II/I-59 proteins floated at an intermediate 
position of 1.19 ± 0.03 g/ml (Figure 4C). Gel filtration analysis (data not shown) 
confirmed that apoLp-I and apoLp-II from the apoLp-II/I-59, -84 and –100 variants form 
lipoprotein complexes as both cleavage products were recovered at the same elution, with 
estimated molecular weights of 230, 500 and 550 kDa. ApoLp-II/I-38-derived apoLp-I 
and apoLp-II, however, were recovered at an estimated molecular weight of 100 kDa, 
below their combined molecular mass, indicating that they do not form a complex. 
Together, these data demonstrate that the apoLp-II/I-38 truncation cannot form a buoyant 
lipoprotein, whereas the apoLp-II/I-59, -84, and –100 do. These differences between 
apoLp-II/I truncation variants in buoyant density are not related to differences in 
expression level, as apoLp-II/I-38 proteins also failed to produce a high-density 
lipoprotein at lower expression levels (Chapter 2). Compared to apoLp-II/I-38, apoLp-II/I-
59 contains an additional half of the β cluster, amounting to nearly the complete β cluster, 
whereas apoLp-II/I-84 contains the entire β cluster and the α2 cluster. Therefore, 
sequences in the β cluster, and possibly the α2 cluster, are proposed to enable apoLp-II/I 
to acquire the lipids required to contitute a high-density lipophorin. 
 

Effect of dMTP on insect lipoprotein formation 

The recombinant lipoprotein expression system was subsequently used to investigate a 
putative role for MTP in insect lipoprotein assembly. A previously reported insect MTP 
from D. melanogaster (dMTP; Sellers et al., 2003), was cloned for co-expression with the 
apoLp-II/I constructs. As antibodies to dMTP are currently not available, dMTP cDNA 
was cloned in frame with a V5/His epitope tag to enable detection of the encoded protein. 
Transfection of this dMTP construct in Sf9 cells resulted in the secretion of dMTP, as 
evidenced by an α-V5 immunoreactive band at approximately 100 kDa (Figure 3A). This 
molecular mass is similar to that reported for dMTP upon expression in the mammalian 
COS-1 cell line (Sellers et al., 2003).  
 The effect of dMTP co-expression on the secretion of apoLp-II/I proteins by 
recombinant Sf9 cells was assessed by immunoblot analysis of apoLp-II/I proteins in 
incubation media. As compared to the control (pIB/V5-His vector co-transfected cells), 
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co-expression of dMTP with apoLp-II/I-100 in Sf9 cells resulted in a several-fold increase 
of all secreted apoLp–II/I proteins (Figure 3B). Co-expression of dMTP was verified by 
α-V5 immunoreactivity at 100 kDa. dMTP impacted the secretion of apoLp-II/I-59 and -
84 proteins to a similar extent, whereas the increase in secretion of apoLp-II/I-38 proteins 
was clearly lower (Figure 3B). Thus, an insect MTP enhances the secretion of 
recombinant apoLp-II/I proteins by Sf9 cells. 
 To assess the effect of MTP on the lipidation of insect lipoproteins, we determined 
the effect of dMTP co-expression on the buoyant density of the secreted apoLp-II/I 
proteins, i.e. apoLp-I, apoLp-II and the uncleaved precursor apoLp-II/I. Co-expression of 
dMTP was confirmed by α-V5 immunoreactivity at 100 kDa (only shown in Figure 4H). 
dMTP co-expression clearly affected the buoyant density of the apoLp-II/I proteins for all 
truncation variants, except apoLp-II/I-38 (Figure 4A, B), since buoyant density decreased 
from 1.19 ± 0.03 g/ml to 1.15 ± 0.01 g/ml for apoLp-II/I-59 proteins (Figure 4C, D), from 
1.17 ± 0.02 g/ml to 1.14 ± 0.01 g/ml for apoLp-II/I-84 proteins (Figure 4E, F) and from 
1.18 ± 0.02 g/ml to 1.14 ± 0.02 g/ml for apoLp-II/I-100 proteins (Figure 4G, H). For all 
truncation variants, the uncleaved apoLp-II/I displayed the same buoyant density 
distribution as its cleavage products apoLp-I and apoLp-II, confirming that apoLp-II/I 
cleavage is not an indispensable step in high-density lipophorin biogenesis (Chapter 2). 
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Figure 3. Co-expression of dMTP enhances the secretion of recombinant apoLp-II/I proteins. A: 
Recombinant expression of dMTP by Sf9 cells. Cells were transiently transfected with control or dMTP 
construct, and incubation media were assessed for the presence of recombinant dMTP by immunoblotting with 
α-V5 antibody. B: Effect of dMTP co-expression on the secretion of apoLp-II/I-38, apoLp-II/I-59, apoLp-II/I-
84, and apoLp-II/I-100 proteins. Sf9 cells were co-transfected with one of the apoLp-II/I constructs as well as 
dMTP construct (plus sign) or control vector (minus sign). The amount of apoLp-II/I, apoLp-I, apoLp-II and 
dMTP secreted into the incubation medium was assessed by immunoblotting, using α-II antibody to detect 
apoLp-II, and α-V5 antibody to detect apoLp-I, apoLp-II/I and dMTP. The relative amount of incubation 
medium used for immunoblot was varied according to the apoLp-II/I truncation variant used, to enable 
consistent detection of apoLp-II/I proteins. Results are representative of at least three independent transfections. 
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Figure 4. Co-expression of dMTP selectively decreases the buoyant density of recombinant apoLp-II/I
proteins. Sf9 cells were transiently transfected with one of the different apoLp-II/I constructs, along with dMTP
or control vector, and incubation medium was submitted to density gradient ultracentrifugation. The resulting
gradients were divided in fractions that were analyzed for apoLp-II/I proteins by immunoblotting with α-V5 and
α-II antibodies. The relative amount of fractions used for immunoblot was varied between the gradients
according to secretion levels, to enable consistent detection of apoLp-II/I proteins. Panels show immunoblotting
results on the distribution of apoLp-I, apoLp-II and apoLp-II/I among the fractions of each gradient, and are
accordingly marked by I, II and II/I, respectively. For all gradients, the buoyant density of each fraction is
indicated under the lower panel. Subfigures A to H show the density distribution of apoLp-II/I proteins for
different sets of transfected constructs, representative of at least three independent transfections. A: apoLp-II/I-
38 and control; B: apoLp-II/I-38 and dMTP; C: apoLp-II/I-59 and control; D: apoLp-II/I-59 and dMTP; E:
apoLp-II/I-84 and control; F: apoLp-II/I-84 and dMTP; G: apoLp-II/I-100 and control; H: apoLp-II/I-100 and
dMTP. In H, a panel has been included that shows the distribution of dMTP in the density gradient,
representative for its co-expression with any of the apoLp-II/I truncation variants.  
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dMTP is recovered in the higher density range of the gradient, mostly at a density above 
1.20 g/ml (Figure 4H), demonstrating that it is not or only poorly lipidated, and that it is 
not secreted by virtue of association with apoLp-II/I lipoproteins, as also indicated by its 
expression by Sf9 cells in the absence of apoLp-II/I co-transfection (Figure 3A). In 
summary, the present findings show that, in a recombinant expression system, an insect 
MTP promotes the secretion as well as the lipidation of apoLp-II/I proteins. 
 
 

Discussion 

It is well established that the two apolipoproteins of insect lipoprotein, apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II, are derived from cleavage of their precursor protein apoLp-II/I (Weers et al., 
1992; Chapter 2). Yet the mechanism that allows apoLp-II/I proteins to acquire lipids and 
accordingly form a lipoprotein remains to be characterized. In the present study, we 
identified clusters enriched in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands in 
apoLp-II/I, and demonstrated the requirement of the β cluster for biogenesis of a buoyant 
lipoprotein, using a novel, insect cell-based recombinant expression system for insect 
lipoprotein. ApoLp-II/I may acquire at least part of its bound lipids from MTP, as we 
found D. melanogaster MTP to promote the secretion of apoLp-II/I proteins and to 
enhance their lipidation to a high-density lipoprotein. These effects of dMTP depend on 
the presence in apoLp-II/I of the larger part of the predicted amphipathic β cluster. Thus, 
insect lipoprotein biogenesis appears to involve the same major structural elements as 
mammalian apoB lipoprotein biogenesis. Moreover, in accordance with our earlier study 
(Chapter 2), we find that cleavage of apoLp-II/I is not a prerequisite for lipophorin 
biogenesis, since uncleaved apoLp-II/I was also lipidated and displayed a buoyant density 
similar to native HDLp. 
 LOCATE analysis predicts insect apoLp-II/I to contain three regions enriched in 
either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands, that are organized along the 
polypeptide as N-α1-β-α2-C. This tripartite organization is reminiscent of a truncated form 
of its vertebrate homolog apoB, that was predicted to contain a pentapartite organization, 
viz. N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998). However, the β cluster of apoLp-II/I 
is significantly longer than either of the two β clusters in apoB, whereas apoLp-II/I’s α2 
cluster is only about two third the size of the α2 or α3 clusters in apoB. Based on their 
sequence similarity in the N-terminal LLT module, which includes the α1 cluster and a 
small part of the β1 cluster, apoB and apoLp-II/I have previously been recognized as 
homologs (Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999). Therefore, the amphipathic clusters C-
terminal from the LLT module of apoB and apoLp-II/I may also share a common 
evolutionary origin. From this perspective, one speculative scenario to explain the present 
differences between apoB and apoLp-II/I amphipathic clusters would be that the β2 and α3 
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clusters in apoB have arisen from a duplication of the β1 and α2 clusters. On the other 
hand, the amphipathic structures outside of the LLT module in apoB and apoLp-II/I may 
have evolved independently, and thus represent an example of convergent evolution. The 
lack of clear sequence conservation between apoB and apoLp-II/I C-terminal to the 
conserved N-terminal LLT module does not allow for a conclusive statement on the origin 
of the amphipathic cluster organization at present.  
 Recombinant expression of apoLp-II/I proteins demonstrates the importance of the 
β cluster region in the biogenesis of insect lipoprotein, as only C-terminal truncations of 
apoLp-II/I with at least the larger part of the β cluster were secreted as buoyant 
lipoproteins. In addition, the α2 cluster may also enhance lipid acquisition, as suggested 
by the slightly lower density of apoLp-II/I-84 lipoprotein, compared to apoLp-II/I-59 
lipoprotein in the presence as well as absence of dMTP co-expression. On the other hand, 
apoLp-II/I-84 also contains an additional ~250 aa of the β cluster region that might 
mediate the additional lipid association as well. Inclusion of the region C-terminal to the 
α2 cluster hardly affected lipoprotein density. The vWF-D module in this region 
apparently does not function in lipid binding. Thus, the β cluster region in apoLp-II/I is 
essential to lipoprotein formation. The acquired lipids are likely bound and stabilized by 
the β-strands of high lipid-binding affinity predicted in this region. We propose that the 
apoLp-II/I region N-terminal to the β cluster, i.e. most of the LLT module, facilitates lipid 
acquisition by the β cluster, similar to the homologous region in apoB, which interacts 
with MTP and constitutes part of the lipid-binding cavity responsible for initial lipid 
acquisition (Gretch et al., 1996; Mann et al., 1999; Shelness et al., 1999; Manchekar et 
al., 2004). 
 Similar to the β cluster region in apoLp-II/I, the β1 cluster in apoB is involved in 
lipoprotein formation. Inclusion of increasingly more of the β1 cluster results in 
lipoproteins of decreased buoyant density that accordingly contain more lipid (Yao et al., 
1991; Spring et al., 1992; Dashti et al., 2002; Shelness et al., 2003; Manchekar et al., 
2004). However, unlike apoLp-II/I in the present study, apoB truncations that include 
hardly any β1 cluster sequence already formed high-density lipoproteins. Moreover, C-
terminal truncations of apoB including the complete β1 cluster can form lipoproteins in the 
very low-density range (d<1.006 g/ml) in vivo (for review see Davidson and Shelness, 
2000), binding far more lipids than the apoLp-II/I high-density lipoproteins formed in 
insects (Venkatesh et al., 1987; Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990; Weers et al., 1992; Van 
Heusden et al., 1998). These differences in lipid acquisition may reflect a limited lipid 
binding capacity of apoLp-II/I’s β cluster as compared to apoB’s β1 cluster, but might also 
result from differences in the mechanism of apoLp-II/I and apoB lipoprotein assembly, 
the cell lines used (Graham et al., 1991; Gretch et al., 1996; Manchekar et al., 2004), or 
incubation conditions, e.g. supplementation with exogenous lipids. 
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 The amphipathic α and β clusters of apoB are believed to play different roles in 
lipid association. The β clusters are predicted to form nearly continuous amphipathic β-
sheets of sufficiently high lipid affinity to nearly irreversibly associate with lipids, 
whereas the amphipathic α-helices of the α2 and α3 clusters may reversibly associate or 
dissociate from the lipid core upon changes in lipid content (Segrest et al., 2001; Wang et 
al., 2003; Wang and Small, 2004). Amphipathic β-strands and α-helices may play similar 
roles in the dynamics of insect lipoprotein. Strikingly, lipid transfer can exceed the lipid-
binding capacitity of HDLp during extreme lipid transport conditions in the insect, e.g. 
during sustained flight. Several molecules of a specialized exchangeable apolipoprotein 
consisting of five reversibly lipid-binding amphipathic α-helices, apoLp-III, then bind and 
stabilize lipophorin (for review see Ryan and Van der Horst, 2000; Van der Horst et al., 
2001). In view of the present results, apoLp-III may be regarded as a reservoir of lipid-
binding amphipathic α-helices that compensates for the relative small amount of 
amphipathic α-helices present in apoLp-I and -II as compared to apoB. 
 Following cleavage of apoLp-II/I into apoLp-I and apoLp-II, the β cluster is almost 
entirely situated in apoLp-I. From this perspective, the finding that inclusion of the β 
cluster enables HDLp biogenesis suggests that apoLp-I, and not apoLp-II, binds the vast 
majority of lipids. This finding is in accordance with HDLp dissociation experiments in 
which over 98% of the total lipid in lipophorin remained associated to apoLp-I (Kawooya 
et al., 1989). Nonetheless, apoLp-I and apoLp-II most probably cannot be regarded as 
independent entities during insect lipoprotein biogenesis, as lipidation likely occurs prior 
to cleavage of apoLp-II/I, and apoLp-I and apoLp-II regions are intimately linked within 
the structure of the LLT module (Chapter 2).  
 Whereas insect lipoprotein appears to bind lipids via the amphipathic β cluster in 
apoLp-II/I, our results also suggest that insect MTP enhances the lipid transfer to apoLp-
II/I. Co-expression of dMTP clearly stimulated the lipidation of apoLp-II/I-59, apoLp-II/I-
84 and apoLp-II/I-100, as judged from their shift to a lower buoyant density. This 
stimulation is dependent on the presence of the larger part of the β cluster, as apoLp-II/I-
38 failed to form a buoyant lipoprotein regardless of dMTP co-expression. In addition, 
dMTP co-expression resulted in a several-fold increase in the secretion of recombinant 
apoLp-II/I proteins, for all truncation variants studied. Similarly, MTP co-expression 
enhances the secretion of apoB truncations longer than the N-terminal 1000 aa of apoB. 
Unlike our present findings for apoLp-II/I, mammalian cells secrete hardly any apoB in 
the absence of MTP expression (Leiper et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1997; Dashti et al., 
2002; Shelness et al., 2003; Manchekar et al., 2004). The secretion and limited lipidation 
of apoLp-II/I truncations by Sf9 cells in the absence of dMTP co-expression may indicate 
that MTP is not an absolute requirement in insect HDLp biogenesis. However, it cannot 
be excluded that Sf9 cells express an endogenous MTP, especially since Sf9-derived cells 
have previously been reported to possess limited apoB lipoprotein assembly capacity 
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(Gretch et al., 1996). In any case, dMTP co-expression clearly enhanced the cellular 
capacity of Sf9 cells to produce HDLp, suggesting that MTP functions in insect 
lipoprotein biogenesis in vivo as well. 
 In mammals, MTP promotes the secretion of apoB lipoproteins by decreasing apoB 
misfolding, intracellular retention and degradation. ApoB is particularly prone to 
degradation during the co-translational step of lipidation, and MTP associates with apoB’s 
LLT module to promote the lipidation and folding of apoB’s amphipathic sequence 
regions at this step (for reviews see Davidson and Shelness, 2000; Shelness and Sellers, 
2001; Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001, 2003). It remains to be determined whether MTP 
directly promotes either proper folding or net lipidation of nascent apoB (for review see 
Mahmood Hussain et al., 2003), and the ability of MTP to transfer lipids may only be 
relevant for formation of intralumenal neutral lipid droplets during the second post-
translational lipidation step. The concomitant increased secretion and decreased buoyant 
density of recombinant apoLp-II/I upon dMTP co-expression suggests that dMTP also 
promotes insect lipoprotein secretion by enhancing apoLp-II/I lipidation, possibly by 
preventing intracellular degradation and/or retention of nascent apoLp-II/I lipoproteins. 
However, the mechanism by which dMTP promotes insect lipoprotein biogenesis remains 
to be established. 
 Given the specific features of insect lipoproteins and lipid transport, it appears 
unlikely that the mechanism of apoLp-II/I lipoprotein biogenesis is identical to apoB 
lipoprotein biogenesis. Importantly, upon secretion, insect lipoprotein contains far less 
lipid molecules than apoB lipoproteins, i.e. several hundred vs. over a thousand, 
respectively. ApoB acquires the majority of these lipids after its co-translational lipidation 
by fusion of the primordial lipoprotein with an intralumenal neutral lipid droplet, resulting 
in a very low-density lipoprotein (for reviews see Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Mahmood 
Hussain et al., 2001; Borén and Olofsson, 2005). Therefore, the relatively modest 
lipidation of apoLp-II/I to a high-density lipoprotein could result from the absence of this 
second step in insect lipoprotein biosynthesis. In addition, the major lipid components in 
newly biosynthesized insect HDLp and mammalian apoB lipoprotein are DAG and TAG, 
respectively (Weers et al., 1992; for review see Ryan and Van der Horst, 2000), 
suggesting that the lipoprotein producing cells of insects and mammals differ in their 
intracellular lipid mobilization. The lipid transfer activity of MTP may have been 
optimized accordingly, as suggested by the far lower in vitro TAG transfer activity of 
dMTP as compared to human MTP (Sellers et al., 2003). Furthermore, we observed 
dMTP to be secreted efficiently by insect cells. In contrast, mammalian MTP is not 
secreted but retained in the secretory pathway, due to its stable interaction with the ER-
resident chaperone protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) (Wetterau et al., 1990). Therefore, 
the observed secretion of dMTP may reflect the lack of interaction with PDI, either by an 
insufficient amount of PDI or by an inability of dMTP to heterodimerize with PDI. 
Moreover, the secretion of recombinant dMTP is of special interest since insect 
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hemolymph contains large amounts of the lipid transfer particle LTP (for reviews see 
Ryan and Van der Horst, 2000; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). LTP enables the 
lipoprotein-mediated lipid transport within insects as it mediates the vectorial 
redistribution of lipids among lipoproteins and between lipoproteins and tissues. LTP is a 
very high-density lipoprotein that contains three distinct apoproteins, and is produced and 
secreted by the fat body. Based on the similar activity and the secretion of dMTP by 
recombinant insect cells, we speculate that MTP is a component of the LTP complex.  
 The involvement of MTP in lipoprotein assembly in insects as well as mammals 
implies a common evolutionary origin for lipoprotein formation, prior to the divergence of 
deuterostome and protostome lineages of animals. This prompts the question when and 
how this system arose in evolution. Strikingly, the lipid transfer protein MTP as well as its 
substrates apoLp-II/I and apoB are members of the homologous family of large lipid 
transfer proteins (LLTP), identified by the presence of an LLT module (Babin et al., 1999; 
Mann et al., 1999). Another LLTP is the yolk protein vitellogenin (Vtg) (Babin et al., 
1999). Vtg was previously assumed to be ancestral to the other LLTP, based on its nearly 
ubiquitous presence among animal classes (mammals excepted) and limited lipid binding. 
However, the biosynthesis of vertebrate and invertebrate Vtg was recently shown to be 
MTP-dependent (Shibata et al., 2003; Sellers et al., 2005), suggesting that MTP is the 
ancestral member of the LLTP gene family and may function in the biogenesis of all of its 
evolutionary descendants. Our findings concur with latter hypothesis, as we find that in 
addition to apoB and vitellogenin, MTP also stimulates the biosynthesis of apoLp-II/I. 
 In conclusion, we propose that lipoprotein biogenesis in insects depends on the 
same major structural elements as in mammals, i.e. MTP as well as amphipathic structures 
in the carrier apolipoprotein. This implies an early metazoan origin for the current 
mechanisms of lipoprotein assembly. Many questions on the origin of LLTP-derived 
lipoproteins remain to be answered, including whether MTP is ancestral to the other 
LLTP, whether apoLp-II/I is the insect apoB ortholog, and on the origin of amphipathic 
clusters in apoB and apoLp-II/I. The availability of multiple complete vertebrate and 
invertebrate genome sequences may provide further insight into the diversity and 
molecular evolution of LLTP, and therefore the evolution of lipoproteins. The early 
metazoan origin of lipoprotein assembly implies ample time for divergence and 
adaptations, and specific features of insect lipoprotein, e.g. binding less and different 
lipids, may be understood from this perspective. Thus, further research on the mechanism 
of insect lipoprotein biosynthesis may provide novel venues to manipulate the 
biosynthesis of apoB lipoproteins, and accordingly to the treatment of atherosclerosis and 
other lipid disorders. 
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Abstract 
The family of large lipid transfer proteins (LLTP) consists of homologous lipid-binding 
proteins of high physiological and pathological importance, including vitellogenin (Vtg), 
apoB, apoLp-II/I, and MTP. To attain a view on the diversity of LLTP, available sequence 
databases were searched for proteins that contain the family-defining large lipid transfer 
(LLT) module. LLTP could only be identified in metazoan phyla, with represented LLTP 
subsets varied among taxa. Two novel LLTP were recognized in insects, melanin-
engaging protein (MEP) as well as an apoLp-II/I-related protein (ARP). Phylogenetic 
analysis of conserved sequence blocks in the LLT module revealed three major 
subfamilies of LLTP: (1) vertebrate and invertebrate MTP, (2) vertebrate apoB, insect 
apoLp-II/I, insect ARP, mite M-177 allergen, and Vtg from decapodan Crustacea, (3) Vtg 
(excluding decapodan Vtg), decapodan clotting protein and insect MEP. Strikingly, the 
Vtg from decapodan Crustacea is not Vtg-like, but an apoB-like LLTP, exemplifying the 
functional flexibility of LLTP. The evolution and diversification of LLTP is discussed in 
relation to the apparent variation in LLTP functionality. 
 
 

Introduction 

Lipid transport potentially poses a problem to multicellular organisms, as lipids are 
hydrophobic and aggregrate in an aqueous environment. In animals, members of the 
family of large lipid transfer proteins (LLTP) enable lipid transport, as these proteins can 
bind and bundle up to hundreds of lipid molecules (for reviews see Hevonoja et al., 2000; 
Segrest et al., 2001). In this way, LLTP constitute lipoproteins that endow the uptake and 
transport of a multitude of lipid species. Accordingly, LLTP have been implicated in 
animal development (Panakova et al., 2005), vitellogenesis (for reviews see Sappington 
and Raikhel, 1998a; Walzem et al., 1999; Romano et al., 2004), immunity (Hall et al., 
1999; Yeh et al., 1999; Brozovic et al., 2004; Dougan et al., 2005), as well as ageing and 
lifespan regulation (Brandt et al., 2005; Amdam et al., 2005). Moreover, lipoproteins 
constituted by LLTP are a major causitive agent of atherosclerosis in man, and involved in 
other metabolic disorders such as obesity and diabetes mellitus 2 (for reviews see 
Olofsson and Borén, 2005; Shoulders and Shelness, 2005; Taskinen, 2005). 
 LLTP have been identified in most metazoan phyla, and were recognized to 
include apolipoprotein B (apoB), apolipophorin-II/I (apoLp-II/I), vitellogenin (Vtg), and 
microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) (Babin et al., 1999). All LLTP bind lipids, 
albeit in different amounts and compositions, and for different purposes. ApoB is present 
in vertebrates and mediates post-prandial lipid uptake as well as lipid redistribution in the 
body (for review see Frayn, 2003), as hundreds of lipid molecules may be grouped and 
stabilized by a single apoB (for reviews see Hevonoja et al., 2000; Segrest et al., 2001). 
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Like apoB, the insect apoLp-II/I functions as a general-purpose lipid transporter. 
However, in contrast to apoB, apoLp-II/I additionally mediates the transport of stored 
lipid for energy generation during muscular activity (for reviews see Ryan and Van der 
Horst, 2000; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). Moreover, the lipoprotein constitutes a 
major coagulogen in insect hemolymph (see Chapter 2). Vtg is the major yolk protein 
found in females of most egg-laying animals, non-mammalian vertebrates as well as 
invertebrates, supplying the developing oocyte with nutrients, including lipids (for 
reviews see Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a; Romano et al., 2004). MTP is present in 
vertebrates and invertebrates and has been shown to enhance the biosynthesis of other 
LLTP, as demonstrated for apoB, apoLp-II/I and Vtg (Shibata et al., 2003; Shelness et al., 
2005; Shelness and Ledford, 2005; Chapter 3). MTP and most Vtg can bind relative little 
lipids, as compared to apoB and apoLp-II/I. Vertebrate Vtg are known to form 
homodimers (Anderson et al., 1998; Kollman and Quispe, 2005). During their biogenesis, 
apoLp-II/I and several invertebrate Vtg are cleaved, yet the resulting polypeptides remain 
in complex, as illustrated by the presence of the apoLp-II/I cleavage products apoLp-I and 
–II in insect lipoprotein (Weers et al., 1993; Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a; Chapters 2 
and 3). 
 LLTP are defined by their large lipid transfer (LLT) module, comprising the N-
terminal ~900 amino acid residues, that has been conserved in sequence and structure 
among LLTP (Raag et al., 1988; Anderson et al., 1998; Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 
1999; Segrest et al., 1999; Read et al., 2000; Thompson and Banaszak, 2002; Richardson 
et al., 2005; Chapter 2). The more conserved N-terminal 600 residues of the LLT module 
form a barrel-like β-sheet (βC) as well as a coiled horsehoe-shaped α-helical bundle, with 
α-helices arranged in two layers. The less conserved C-terminal portions encode two 
amphipathic β sheets (βA and βB) that constitute the larger part of the lipid-binding 
cavity. Studies on apoB lipoprotein biosynthesis indicate that the LLT module provides 
the structural basis for initial acquisition and binding of lipids (for review see Segrest et 
al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001). Several modifications within the LLT module have 
been observed. ApoLp-II/I is post-translationally cleaved within the LLT module (Chapter 
2), as are some insect Vtg (for review see Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). Several insect 
Vtg also contain repeats of serine residues (i.e. polyserine tracts) within the LLT module, 
that may be phosphorylated and accordingly bind ions (for review see Sappington and 
Raikhel, 1998a).  
 Apart from their common LLT module, LLTP differ to a great extent. MTP is the 
smallest LLTP and contains little more sequence than the LLT module. In contrast, 
vertebrate apoB spans ~4500 amino acids (aa), insect apoLp-II/I ~3350 aa, and Vtg ~1700 
aa (see Shelness and Ledford, 2005). In addition to the LLT module, Vtg and apoLp-II/I 
have been demonstrated to contain a single von Willebrand Factor D (vWF-D) module 
near their C-terminus, unlike MTP and apoB (Babin et al., 1999). The function of this 
domain remains elusive. Apart from the LLT and vWF-D modules, hardly any sequence 
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similarity can be observed among apoB, apoLp-II/I, vitellogenin and MTP (Babin et al., 
1999). Structural predictions, however, indicate that apoB and apoLp-II/I contain clusters 
enriched in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands, organized along these 
proteins as N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C and N-α1-β-α2-C, respectively (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998; 
Chapter 3). The N-terminal amphipathic α-helix cluster corresponds to the α-helical 
bundle of the LLT module, whereas part of the adjacent amphipathic β-strand cluster 
constitutes the lipid-binding cavity of the LLT module. The β cluster appears to harbor 
most of the lipid-binding capacity in apoB (for review see Segrest et al., 2001) as well as 
apoLp-II/I (Chapter 3).  
 LLTP were previously demonstrated to be derived from a common ancestor, based 
on similarity and ancestral exon boundaries (Babin et al., 1999). However, the 
evolutionary relationships among LLTP and the nature of their common ancestor could 
not be established clearly, due to a lack of sequence information (Babin et al., 1999). Vtg 
has been assumed to be ancestral to the other LLTP, based on its ubiquitous presence 
among animal phyla and important role as a yolk protein in reproduction. However, the 
recent demonstration that MTP facilitates apoB, apoLp-II/I and Vtg biosynthesis in 
vertebrates as well as invertebrates, suggests that MTP may be the ancestral family 
member of LLTP (Shibata et al., 2003; Shelness et al., 2005; Shelness and Ledford, 2005; 
Chapter 3). The currently available LLTP sequences, from molecular cloning studies as 
well as eukaryote genome sequences, may provide further insight into the molecular 
diversity as well as evolution of LLTP and their specific elements, i.e. the LLT and vWF-
D modules as well as amphipathic clusters. Therefore, we presently explore the molecular 
diversity, in sequence and structure, as well as the phylogeny of the LLTP family. 
 
 

Methods 

Database searches and LLTP selection. The non-redundant GenBank protein database 
was searched for LLTP by PSI-BLAST and BLASTP (version 2.2.11; Altschul et al., 
1997) with the BLOSUM 62 matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1993), using different 
regions from previously identified LLTP, selected on type and phylogenetic spread. 
Results from multiple and iterative searches were compiled. Candidate hits were identified 
as LLTP if they shared significant similarity with LLT modules from previously identified 
LLTP, i.e. they were recovered at a significant score (E<0.001) upon BLASTP searching 
with at least two types of LLTP (Vtg, apoLp-II/I, apoB, or MTP), and reciprocal BLASTP 
searching recovered the LLTP they had previously been detected with. Hits resulting from 
strong bias in amino acid composition, for example due to polyserine tracts, were 
removed. Borderline cases were further investigated by literature analysis. Identified 
LLTP were compiled and selected for further analysis, based on type, taxonomic 
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distribution, unique properties and novelty. Whenever availiable, in each phylum two to 
three sequences of each LLTP type (established in searches of whole genomes) were 
selected, provided their overall similarity was less than 90%. 
 
Analysis of modular organization and structural elements. Conserved protein domains 
in selected LLTP were identified using the Conserved Domain Database and Search 
Service with Reverse Position Specific BLAST (version 2.04; Marchler-Bauer et al., 
2005) at NCBI. Polyserine and polyglutamine tracts were identified using WinPep 
(Hennig, 1999). Literature was analyzed to assess LLTP for the probable and established 
presence of post-translational cleavage sites. The distribution of amphipathic α-helices 
and β-strands in LLTP was analyzed using LOCATE (Segrest et al., 1994, 1998, 1999, 
2001), with settings as described previously (Chapter 3). The crystal structure of 
lipovitellin (the N-terminal cleavage product of Vtg) from lamprey (PDB accession 
1LSH; Thompson and Banaszak, 2002) was visualized with DeepView (version 3.7; Guex 
and Peitsch, 1997) to illustrate the conserved and variable sequence regions in the LLT 
module. 
 
Multiple alignment and phylogenetic analysis. The LLT modules of selected LLTP were 
manually aligned using GeneDoc (version 2.6.002) by sequential alignment of individual 
sequences, using the alignments proposed by individual BLAST searches. The alignment 
was subsequently optimized by reference to previously published alignments (Spieth et 
al., 1991; Chen et al., 1997; Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999; Read et al., 2000) as 
well as alignments of relatively similar LLTP created by T-Coffee (http://igs-server.cnrs-
mrs.fr/Tcoffee; Notredame et al., 2000; Poirot et al., 2003). The allowed conservative 
substitutions were defined as follows: A, G; S, T; E, D; R, K, H; Q, N; V, I, L, M; Y, F; 
W; P; C. For phylogenetic analysis, only the identified conserved sequence blocks within 
the LLT module were used. The best fitting model for amino acid sequence evolution was 
selected using ProtTest (Abascal et al., 2005), and found to be WAG + I + Γ4 for the 
present LLT module alignment. This model was used in subsequent phylogenetic 
analyses. Maximum likelihood (ML) analysis was performed using PHYML 2.4.4 
(http://atgc.lirmm.fr/phyml; Guindon et al., 2005), with a BIONJ starting tree and 
optimalization of gamma shape parameters and proportion of invariable sites during 
analyses. Node stability was estimated by 100 replicates of non-parametric bootstrapping. 
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was performed with MRBAYES (version 3.1.1; 
Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001). Four Markov chains were run simultaneously for 
1,000,000 generations, with initial equal probabilities for all trees and starting with a 
random tree. Tree sampling was done each 100 generations and the consensus tree with 
posterior probabilities was calculated after removal of the first 500 trees ("burn in" as 
determined from the likelihood values). Bayesian analyses was run twice to check 
consistency of results, and resulted in the same topologies, except for the local placement 
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of the mite M-177 and zebrafish Vtg, with a maximum observed difference in posterior 
probability of 2%. Posterior probabilities are indicated as percentages in this study. 
 
 

Results 

Identification of LLTP family members 

Multiple and iterative searches identified a total of 234 unique LLTP, including all 
previously acknowledged LLTP types (Babin et al., 1999), i.e. apoLp-II/I, apoB, Vtg, and 
MTP. In addition, several differently named proteins found in arthropods, were 
recognized as LLTP, i.e. the clotting protein (CP) from decapodan Crustacea (e.g. shrimp, 
crayfish, crab; Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999), melanin-engaging protein (MEP) from 
the insect Tenebrio molitor (Lee et al., 2000), and M-177 from dust mite (Arachnida; 
Epton et al., 1999). Moreover, several Vtg of special evolutionary interest were identified, 
i.e. from oyster (Mollusca; Matsumoto et al., 2003), coral (Cnidaria; accession 
BAD74020.1, Hayakawa et al., unpublished), water flea (Kato et al., 2004), and 
decapodan Crustacea (e.g. Abdu et al., 2003; Tsang et al., 2003). Despite their failure to 
meet the present identification criterium of being recovered upon BLAST search with 
multiple LLTP types, the putative MTP sequences for D. melanogaster and C. elegans 
were assigned as LLTP, because of their functional and sequence similarity to vertebrate 
MTP (Chapter 3; Sellers et al., 2003; Shibata et al., 2003). Unfortunately, LLTP remain to 
be identified in most invertebrate phyla, such as the polyphyletic group of Porifera. 
Although several hits on bacteria, plants and unicellular eukaryotes were obtained, none 
of these met the identification criteria. Thus, no LLTP could be identified in non-
metazoan species. 
 The availability of annotated genomes allowed for the analysis of the complete set 
of LLTP family members present in a single species. We limit the analysis to the LLTP 
found in the Homo sapiens, Danio rerio, Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis 
elegans genomes as the assembly and annotation of these genomes has reached a matured 
level. More recent animal genome and cDNA projects are used for reference only. 
 Our searches identified four distinct LLTP in the fruitfly D. melanogaster, 
including the previously demonstrated apoLp-II/I and MTP. Unlike other insects, we 
could not identify Vtg in the fruitfly, in accordance with the finding that fruitfly and other 
higher Diptera rely on another unrelated protein as major yolk constituent (for review see 
Bownes, 1992; Sappington, 2002). In addition to apoLp-II/I and MTP, we identified a 
putative LLTP (acc. AAM50129) with by far the highest similarity to T. molitor MEP 
(acc. BAB03250; Lee et al., 2000). This apparent MEP from D. melanogaster is 
supported by two full-length cDNA sequences (acc. NM_142244.1 and NM_169676.1). 
In addition to D. melanogaster (order Diptera) and T. molitor (Coleoptera), MEP 
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homologs were also identified in the genome of the honey bee Apis mellifera 
(Hymenoptera; acc. XP_395423.2), suggesting that MEP may be present in most insects. 
In addition to MEP, another novel LLTP was identified in the D. melanogaster genome 
that had highest similarity to apoLp-II/I and accordingly is named apoLp-II/I-related 
protein (ARP) in the present study. This LLTP is supported by EST sequences (acc. 
AA140964, AA440024, AI260281, AW942336, CO155780, CO337900, CO275893, 
CO330605, CO300300, CO306852, AI944515) as well as two cDNA sequences that 
reflect two splice variants, differing by the presence (acc. AAS64667.1) or absence (acc. 
AAF52796.1) of 29 additional residues after residue 451. In addition to D. melanogaster, 
an as yet prematurely annotated ARP homolog was predicted in the genome of A. 
mellifera (Hymenoptera; acc. XP_394269.2), indicating that ARP may be present in most 
insects. Thus, the fruitfly D. melanogaster has at least 4 distinct LLTP genes, i.e. MTP, 
apoLp-II/I, MEP, and ARP. Unlike this higher Dipteran, most insects additionally have 
one to three relative closely related Vtg. 
 Analysis of the annotated H. sapiens, D. rerio, and C. elegans genomes did not 
yield previously unacknowledged LLTP. Apparently man has only two LLTP, apoB and 
MTP. Similarly, apoB and MTP were the only LLTP identified in the current annotations 
of Bos taurus, Canis familiaris, Mus musculus and Rattus norvegicus genomes, supporting 
the view that apoB and MTP are the only LLTP in mammals. In addition to apoB and 
MTP, non-mammalian vertebrates were found to possess several relatively closely related 
Vtg. Interestingly, two apoB protein sequences of 3730 and 4418 aa were predicted to be 
encoded by two distinct genes in the zebrafish (acc. CAH68927 and XP_694827, 
respectively). Literature survey indicates that it remains to be established whether both 
apoB variants are present in zebrafish lipoproteins. The nematode C. elegans has two 
distinct LLTP types, a MTP (Shibata et al., 2003) as well as six relatively closely related 
Vtg genes. Thus, organisms from distinct taxa contain a specific subset of LLTP 
members. 
 

Modular organization of LLTP 

Based on their taxonomic distribution, diversity and novelty, a subset of the identified 
LLTP was selected for further structural and phylogenetic analysis (Table 1). MTP is the 
smallest of the LLTP and contains little more sequence than the LLT module. In contrast, 
vertebrate apoB spans ~4500 aa, insect apoLp-II/I ~3350 aa, Vtg range from ~1350 
(zebrafish Vtg1) to ~2600 aa (decapodan Vtg), CP ~1700 aa, M-177 ~1700 aa, ARP 
~4350 aa, and MEP ~1460 aa (Figure 1 and 2). Homology among all disparate LLTP is 
limited to the LLT module, as evidenced by BLAST searches as well as multiple 
alignments. The single LLT module is always situated near the N-terminus, with the sole 
exception of Vtg from the water flea D. magnalis that has a 145 aa superoxide dismutase 
(SOD)-like domain, N-terminal to the LLT module. Most LLTP also contain a single 
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vWF-D module, with the exception of vertebrate apoB, MTP (all animals), MEP from the 
beetle T. molitor, Vtg from the oyster C. gigas, Vtg1 from zebrafish, and M-177, that is 
situated near the C-terminus. In the middle of the vWF-D module, the selected Vtg of 
vertebrates, nematodes and water flea have a CGLCG-like motif, reminiscent of the active 

Table 1. LLTP selected for analysis. 1)
 Sequence identifiers used in Figures 3 and 5; 2) Species abbreviations, as 

used in Figures 1 and 2, are indicated in between parentheses; 3) Sequence compiled from multiple sources 
(GenBank RefSeq); 4) Sequence deposited but unpublished. 
 

Sequence name 1) Species 2)
 

Protein 
accession Reference 

  apoB_Chicken 
  apoB_Human  
  apoB_Zebrafish 
  apoLp_Fruitfly 
  apoLp_Locust 
  ARP_Fruitfly 
  CP_SignalCrayfish 
  CP_Tigershrimp 
  M-177_Mite 
  MEP_Beetle 
  MEP_Fruitfly 
  MTP_Chicken 
  MTP_Fruitfly 
  MTP_Human 
  MTP_Nematode 
  MTP_Zebrafish 
  Vtg2_Chicken 
  Vtg_Lamprey 
  Vtg1_Zebrafish 
  Vtg_Beetle 
  Vtg1_Cockroach 
  Vtg_SilkMoth 
  Vtg_Crayfish 
  Vtg_Shrimp 
  Vtg_WaterFlea 
  Vtg1_Nematode 
  Vtg5_Nematode 
  Vtg6c_Nematode 
  Vtg_PacificOyster 
  Vtg_GalaxyCoral 

  Gallus gallus (Gg) 
  Homo sapiens (Hs) 
  Danio rerio (Dr) 
  Drosophila melanogaster (Dm) 
  Locusta migratoria (Lm) 
  Drosophila melanogaster (Dm) 
  Pacifastacus leniusculus (Pl) 
  Penaeus monodon (Pm) 
  Euroglyphus maynei (Em) 
  Tenebrio molitor (Tm) 
  Drosophila melanogaster (Dm) 
  Gallus gallus (Gg) 
  Drosophila melanogaster (Dm) 
  Homo sapiens (Hs) 
  Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce) 
  Danio rerio (Dr) 
  Gallus gallus (Gg) 
  Ichthyomyzon unicuspis (Iu) 
  Danio rerio (Dr) 
  Tenebrio molitor (Tm) 
  Periplaneta americana (Pa) 
  Bombyx mori (Bm) 
  Cherax quadricarinatus (Cq) 
  Metapenaeus ensis (Me) 
  Daphnia magna (Dma) 
  Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce) 
  Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce) 
  Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce) 
  Crassostrea gigas (Cg) 
  Galaxea fascicularis (Gf) 

XP_419979.1 
AAA35549.1 
XP_694827.1 
AAC47284.1 
CAB51918.1 
AAF52796.1 
AAD16454.1 
AAF19002.1 
AAF14270.1 
BAB03250.1 
AAM50129.1 
XP_420662.1 
AAF53946.2 
P55157 
AAR27937.1 
CAD21747.1 
AAA49139.1 
Q91062 
NP_739573.1 
AAU20328.2 
Q9U8M0 
BAA06397.1 
AAG17936.1 
AAM48287.1 
BAD05137.1 
AAB52675.1 
AAA83587.1 
AAQ91901.1 
BAC22716.1 
BAD74020.1 

Pruitt et al., 2005 3) 

Chen et al., 1996 

Pruitt et al., 2005 3) 

Kutty et al., 1996 

Bogerd et al., 2000 

Adams et al., 2000 

Hall et al., 1999 

Yeh et al., 1999 

Epton et al., 1999 

Lee et al., 2000 

Stapleton et al., 2002 

Pruitt et al., 2005 3) 

Adams et al., 2000 

Sharp et al., 1993; Shoulders et al., 1993 

Shibata et al., 2003 

Marza et al., 2005 

Nardelli et al., 1987 

Sharrock et al., 1992 

Tong et al., 2004 

Warr et al., 2004 4) 

Tufail et al., 2000 

Yano et al., 1994 

Abdu et al., 2002 

Tsang et al., 2003 

Kato et al., 2004 

C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998 

C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998 

C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998 

Matsumoto et al., 2003 

Hayakawa et al., 2004 4)
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sites of proteins catalyzing disulfide bond formation. At this aligned position, insect Vtg 
and decapodan CP lack the N-terminal cysteine, whereas apoLp-II/I, ARP, and decapodan 
Vtg lack both cysteines (data not shown). A search for additional domains using the 
SMART/pfam database revealed a single additional motif of high significance (E<0.001), 
pfam06448, located from aa ~950 to aa ~1050, uniquely present in apoLp-II/I, ARP, 
decapodan Vtg, and apoB only. The presence of this pattern suggests that these vertebrate 
and arthropodan LLTP are relatively closely related.  
 The selected LLTP were analyzed for the presence of pronounced clusters enriched 
in either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands, i.e. α and β clusters, using 
LOCATE prediction of amphipathic secondary structure (Figure 1). Comparison with the 
available lipovitellin crystal structure showed that, using the present cut-off values for 
calculated lipid affinity, only approximately half of the LOCATE predictions were 
accurate in the LLT module, as the size of the α-helical bundle was overestimated, 
whereas the β-strands in the βA-sheet were not recognized as amphipathic. Therefore, our 
discussion is limited to the more C-terminal pronounced clusters of predicted amphipathic 
secondary structure, the prediction of which is supported by additional data in apoB 
(Segrest et al., 1994, 1998, 1999, 2001). For the included apoB, apoLp-II/I, ARP, as well 
as the Vtg from decapodan Crustacea and the oyster C. gigas, a pronounced alternating 
clustering of α and β clusters was predicted. The amphipathic clusters are distributed 
along these proteins as N-α-β-α-C, with the exception of apoB, for which an extended 
clustering conforming to N-α-β-α-β-α-C was predicted. For M-177, insect Vtg and C. 
elegans Vtg a less pronounced clustering according to N-α-β-C was observed, whereas 
clustering was less evident for CP, MEP, and vertebrate Vtg. As compared to other 
included LLTP family members, the amphipathic β-strand cluster(s) of the included apoB, 
apoLp-II/I, ARP, and decapodan Vtg are predicted to be relatively large, encompassing 
about ~1000 aa in decapodan Vtg, up to ~2400 aa in ARP, whereas the recognized β 
cluster of M-177 is smaller yet particularly enriched in amphipathic β-strands. In contrast, 
CP, MEP, MTP, and Vtg (except decapodan Vtg) either lack an evident β cluster or have 
a clearly smaller β cluster with less amphipathic β-strands.  
 Vertebrate Vtg most often contain multiple polyserine tracts, occupying a region of 
~40 to ~210 aa (Figure 2). As noted below, several invertebrate Vtg contained polyserine 
tracts in the LLT module. Polyserine tracts were only identified in Vtg, and not in other 
LLTP. Both characterized decapodan CP contain a ~50 aa glutamine-rich region, with the 
shrimp CP additionally containing a polyglutamine tract near its C-terminus (Hall et al., 
1999; Yeh et al., 1999). The features of selected LLTP, including the recognized modules, 
amphipathic clusters, established and putative post-translational cleavage sites, polyserine 
tracts and glutamine-rich regions, are summarized in Figure 2.   
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Figure 1. Clusters of amphipathic secondary structure in apoLp-II/I. Amphipathic α-helices and
amphipathic β-strands in selected LLTP were predicted using LOCATE. Each LLTP is shown as a grey box
with size proportionally to length, with the N- and C-terminus at the left and right sides, respectively. For each
protein, the predicted α-helical or β-strand amphipathic stretches are indicated by grey and black boxes at their
predicted amino acid positions (horizontal axis), provided their calculated lipid affinity is equal or above 10 and
7 kcal/mol, respectively. LLTP are named using the first letters of their scientific name, with the exception of the
Vtg of Daphnia magna that is indicated with Dma to avoid confusion with sequences from Drosophila
melanogaster (Dm) (Table 1). Optional numbers behind species abbreviations indicate the specific sequence, if
multiple are known. Dotted and solid black lines below the panel of each LLTP indicate the clusters enriched in
either amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic β-strands, respectively, as designated from the present results as
well as additional sets of cut-off values for calculated lipid affinity (data not shown). An asterisk indicates that
the analyzed sequence is not complete. 
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Figure 2. Modular architecture of selected LLTP. LLTP are shown with size proportional to length, with the
N- and C-terminus at the left and right sides, respectively. Recognized domains are indicated by boxes at their
respective position within the LLTP. The LLT module, delimited by the presently recognized conserved
segments (Figure 3), is indicated by a light grey box, the pfam06448 motif by a box with parallel horizontal
lines, the vWF-D module by a dark grey box, and the SOD-like domain in the Vtg of Daphnia magna (Dma) by
a black rectangle. Regions rich in polyserine tracts are indicated by black boxes, whereas the polyglutamine
regions in CP are indicated by white boxes. Predicted clusters enriched in amphipathic α-helices or amphipathic
β-sheets are indicated by dotted and solid black lines below each LLTP, respectively. Evidenced and predicted
sites of post-translational cleavage during biosynthesis are indicated by filled and open arrowheads, respectively.
An asterisk indicates that the analyzed sequence is not complete. LLTP are named as in Figure 1. 
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Architecture of the LLT module  

The N-terminal protein sequences from selected LLTP (Table 1) were aligned to allow for 
analysis of the conserved (structural) regions, molecular diversity and phylogenetic 
relation of their LLT modules. Sequence divergence is high and about 60% of the total 
LLT sequence covered cannot be aligned confidently among all included LLTP. However, 
13 sequence blocks of contiguous conserved sequence could be detected, in total 
including 337 to 350 aa of the total LLT module with on average ~40% similarity among 
selected LLTP (Figure 3). These conserved segments largely correspond to the conserved 
N1 to N5 and N7 to N20 sequence motifs, previously recognized by Babin and co-authors 
(1999). The additional conserved motifs observed in that study, N6, N21, and N22, could 
not be aligned unambiguously in the present set of LLTP due to the relatively high 
sequence divergence of the MTP from fruitfly and C. elegans. 
 Several remarkable features were noted in between the conserved segments of 
some selected LLTP. The number of residues in between segments 4 and 5 (corresponding 
to N4 and N5 in Babin et al., 1999) is far larger in both decapodan CP than in others (79 
and 91 aa vs. 3 to 28 aa), and the additional residues are marked by the presence of several 
repeated lysine-rich motifs (Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999), i.e. five S-K-T-S motifs in 
P. monodon (shrimp) CP and three T-K-T-T-G motifs in the P. leniusculus (crayfish) CP. 
In between segments 5 and 6 (corresponding to N5 and N7 in Babin et al., 1999), the 
selected insect Vtg contain putative cleavage sites, corresponding to the consensus 
substrate sequence for furin, R-X-K/R-R. Strikingly, these cleavage sites are located in 
between two nearby polyserine tracts in cockroach and silk moth Vtg. Established and 
predicted cleavage sites are also located between the C-terminal segments 12 and 13 
(corresponding to N19 and N20 in Babin et al., 1999) in all included apoLp-II/I as well as 
the Vtg of decapodan Crustacea, Pacific oyster, and C. elegans. In between segments 9 
and 10 (corresponding to N11 and N12 in Babin et al., 1999), Vtg of water flea contains 
an additional stretch of ~60 aa, relatively enriched in lysines (8 within 19 aa, organized as 
4 doublets). 
 The conserved sequence segments as well as above-mentioned remarkable variable 
regions in LLT modules were mapped onto the available crystal structure of the lamprey 
lipovitellin monomer (PDB accession: 1LSH; Thompson and Banaszak, 2002) that 
contains the LLT module of lamprey Vtg (Figure 4). Conserved sequence blocks 1 to 5 
are situated in the barrel-like βC-sheet. A relatively highly conserved motif N-L/I/V/M-
K/R-K/R-G-L/I/V was noted in conserved segment 3, only absent from C. elegans MTP, 
that corresponds to the α-helix inside the barrel-like βC-sheet. This motif appears to 
interact with another highly-conserved motif P-S/T-X-G-L/V/I/M-P, located in a loop 
extending from the βB-sheet into the barrel-like βC-sheet. Latter motif is situated in the 
N21 conserved sequence motif (Babin et al., 1999) and is present in all LLTP, except for 
D. melanogaster and C. elegans MTP. The presently observed conserved segments 6 to 10  
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Vtg2_Chicken       24:FNSRRSYLYNYEGSMLNGL   54:LSSKLEI  106:LFKFEYSS--GR--IGNIYAPEDCPDLCVNIVRGILNMFQMTI 
Vtg1_Zebrafish     24:FAHDKTYVYKYEALLLGGL   54:VSSKVLI  106:PIKFEYAN--GV--VGKVFAPAGVSPTVMNLHRGILNILQLNL 
Vtg_Lamprey        18:FQPGKVYRYSYDAFSISGL   48:GEMKIEI  100:PVRFDYSA--GR--IGDIYAPPQVTDTAVNIVRGILNLFQLSL 
Vtg1_Nematode      24:FEPKIDYHYKFDGLVLSGL   54:FSARVRI  110:PLRAQLRN--GL--IAELQFDKEDAEWSKNMKRAVVNMISFNP 
Vtg5_Nematode      24:FSPKSEYVYKFDGLLLSGL   54:ISCRTRL  110:PFRAQIRN--GL--ISEIQFSSEDAEWSKNAKRSILNLFSLRK 
Vtg6c_Nematode     34:FRAGREYRYLFNGQLSAGL   64:LQSQVTL  122:PVEFDYEH--GL--VREIRFAENDQPWSENIKRAVINMLQVNI 
Vtg_WaterFlea     253:WMAGYTYEYDYAGWTSTGI  283:IKGRLTI  337:PFQVKFVS--GK--VETVAIGKEEPLWIVNFKRALAAQIQLQL 
Vtg1_Cockroach     20:WDPNRQYVYKVESRAFTAL   50:MRAKLII  102:AFAIILQN--GH--IVNVKVKDSTPNWAVNILKGILSTLQVNT 
Vtg_SilkMoth       34:WQVGKQYRYEVTSRTLAHL   62:FKAQFTI  113:VFEIEIDG--GR--IVSLDFPTSVPVPQENLIKGLISALQLDT 
Vtg_Beetle         22:WEENKLYTYEVRGRSFASL   52:IKARLAV  107:PFEIELNK--GA--IRDIFVEKKMRNWEVNMVKGIVSQLQLDT 
Vtg_PacificOyster  23:YESNKEYLYEYETQALTGI   53:MKSDVRI  116:PINFRYVR--GN--VKDIHHEADDPEWSVNVKKGLLSMLEMNL 
Vtg_GalaxyCoral     1:   EQRYTYSYQTEASQAI   28:IKCQVHI   79:PVRFSFKVQDGS--LKEISAHPNDSEWSLNIKRGLVNLFQISY 
MEP_Fruitfly       25:IGLNKQMLYEYEGNVLVGA   60:VRGKLTL  104:PFKIALTKD-GA--ISHVVFKEGDPIWSMNFKRAIASVLQFQM 
MEP_Beetle         24:SPWDKEVIYNWKALVKAGT   54:LEGKIHV  104:VFKIIYDTK-GL--AIGIVTEAQEKEFSRNIKKAIATIFQMDE 
CP_SignalCrayfish  16:LHSNLEYQYRYSGRVASGI   46:FQADVFL  101:PFQAIPGE--QR--GEEHLVGPAEPAWITNIKKAIVRAFSIPP 
CP_Tigershrimp     15:LQPGLEYQYRYSARVASGI   45:IQADVTV  100:PFRVIMNE--SH--VPSYMEGPEEPIWISNVRKGFVNIFRVPL 
Vtg_Shrimp         42:YEPGKTYTYAYSGKSKVQL   72:WAAGIDL  112:PMVVAVAE--GR--VQHVCAHPEDQPWAINLKKGVASALQNSI 
Vtg_Crayfish       36:YQPGKTYTYEYSGKSRIQL   66:WSAQVEL  105:PLVVAVTD--GK--VHHVCSHPDDDTWSINLKKGVASAFQNSL 
M-177_Mite         33:INPKAQSTYVYSLDAKTVL   61:IKADAEV  101:SFAFGYFN--GR--ILGVCPANDDQDWSLNVKKAIVSALQVQF 
apoLp_Locust       40:YQKGQTYTYSFEGTTLTSL   70:LKATADL  111:PVLANFK---GSSINKQLCSEDGVNQSSLNIKQAILSLLQTPN 
apoLp_Fruitfly     43:YIPGNYYDYSFDSILTIGA   76:VSGSAKI  117:PVQFTLVS--GI-LEPQICSDSSDLDYSLNIKRAVVSLLQSGI 
ARP_Fruitfly       87:NYGEQLYKYQYTVAVRTEF  119:--SDLEI  195:LLRFAFHD--GL--ISEVCPQEQETPWVLNIKKGILSAFQNTM 
apoB_Human         46:FKHLRKYTYNYEAESSSGV   76:INCKVEL  130:ELKLAIPE--GK--QVFLYPEKDEPTYILNIKRGIISALLVPP 
apoB_Chicken       25:FKSLRKYVYLYEAETSSGI   55:ITCKVEL  109:ELRFSTQD--GT--KVKLYPEKDEPLNVLNLKRGIISALLAPT 
apoB_Zebrafish     39:FKNLRKYVYQYTAESKNGV   69:ISCQVEI  123:TLNFVVDQ--VT--SVSIYPEEDEPENILNIKRGIISALLVPV 
MTP_Human          28:LNNDRLYKLTYSTEVLLDR   59:ISSNVDV  122:PTLLHLIH--GK--VKEFYSYQNEAVAIENIKRGLASLFQTQL 
MTP_Chicken        28:LSNDRLYRFAYTAEVYVDR   59:FSAGVDV  122:PMVLELAR--GK--VQNFYSYENEPGFTQNLKRGLASLFQLQM 
MTP_Zebrafish      26:LDNGKLYRYSYGTEVGLNR   57:ISSDVDI  120:PFLVLWKM--GK--IRSLYAQKAEPATVKNLKRGVASMLMMQL 
MTP_Nematode       23:LDEIKKNLRKHGPDYYKNQ   64:IYDDIDN  115:PIYIAFRQ--GGNNAEHILKASDESDATWNFLYAIVNTIYTPA 
MTP_Fruitfly       52:DSSSAETSYTFETDLKINS   76:EDQLLEV  105:PFYISLVR--GQ--PDKVIAHTSKDQSLLNLERGIASLLQLRL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vtg2_Chicken      155:EAGIGGICHARYVI  179:VTRTVDLNNCQEKVQKSIG  333:FL-EVVQLCRIANADNLESI  367:SAVSASGTTETLKFLKNRI
Vtg1_Zebrafish    155:EAGAQGVCRTHYVI  179:VTKSKDLSHCQERIMKDVG  333:FV-QLVQLLRVASLEKIEAI  367:DALPAVGTPVIIKFIKEKF
Vtg_Lamprey       149:ETGVEGICQTTYVV  173:VVKTKDLNNCDHKVYKTMG  329:FL-RLTAFLRNVDAGVLQSI  363:DAVPAMATSEALLFLKRTL
Vtg1_Nematode     178:EKTLEGDCQVAYTV  200:ITKSINFDKCTERSEIAYG  356:FLARLVRIFRTTSTSQLKEI  393:HALAIAGTKNTIQHILVHI
Vtg5_Nematode     175:EKTMEGDCEVAYTI  197:YTKSVNFDKCITRPETAYG  353:LIARAVRMFRMCTIEELKKV  390:TTLAVAGTKNTIQHLIHHF
Vtg6c_Nematode    185:ERTLEGECEVLYTV  209:WAKSINFDKCTRRPYIHHV  373:TVARIVKVLRECNEEQLEQI  414:NTLALAGTRVTIQQFVDKV
Vtg_WaterFlea     401:EGSVTGECQTWYHI  443:IVKNRDLDNCRILPVFNYN  625:IN-MLRRALASLDYNELMGF  662:DALMLSGTNPSLMLVREYI
Vtg1_Cockroach    167:ETTITGECEVEYDV  207:IEKTQNFSNCKRRPAVHYG  490:LM-MMRDIVRTMTAKQLQKA  527:DMVSESGTHPALEELSIWI
Vtg_SilkMoth      177:ETDVTGDCETLYTV  213:VTKSTNYGHCHHRVAYHFG  458:LS-KFNILVRLIASMSTEQL  503:DGVTQAGTLPAFKQIQSWI
Vtg_Beetle        172:EETVTGVAETLYEI  214:VVKHKNYTY-SPRQVLPSY  461:FV-TLVSLVRTMDHEEVNKV  500:DAVAQSGTSPALLNIKEWI
Vtg_PacificOyster 185:EPSIVGECETLYRI  212:ITKVRNYQHCLDRPKYFGS  408:LM-SLLEEIRTADSESLRAV  444:GHPSICGTTSATEVLVDSI
Vtg_GalaxyCoral   136:SPQQSVTAKVVYVI  165:LTKVMNYEKCSKRPEFSQS  321:FA-VAVQQLRKCNQDTMERL  357:DALSFVGTREAFQVLQQKV
MEP_Fruitfly      153:ELGIHGTCRTEYFV  175:IRKTPEVKTC--KPYSEAV  334:DS-TLSDVIKLLSEMDFDSL  376:EIIPRIGTKASVFLTHHLV
MEP_Beetle        160:EHSIYGHFDVDYTI  182:VHKLHDMHD----PHHLYL  347:VN-RVQRLLQFFSLTKLEEL  379:HILPLVGTKSSTLFIKQLI
CP_SignalCrayfish 160:GTFIHGDCMCWYSM  265:MSRTVDFDSCEDLVKWRIH  432:MS-TLVDAASILSRPEIEAL  469:ELLVTAGTEPAIRYLLDKI
CP_Tigershrimp    155:EETLVGRCQNWYTS  248:VRRTTDFDMCENLVSLQIH  407:IG-RLVEAVANLDYPYIQTL  442:QLVIHAGTEPAVNFAVDNL
Vtg_Shrimp        164:ETDVIGKCPPNTKV  186:VTKEKEHRHCTEHFPTPNE  325:VD-KALHMLRSVPAEVVEEV  365:DAVAFVHESGAVKVMVEEI
Vtg_Crayfish      157:ETDVVGKCPTRYEV  197:MIKEKNHRQCKERYHTPAE  317:VA-RAIQFLRMVPEEAVEQT  357:DFVSFVDEPGAVKVMVKEL
M-177_Mite        148:ETDFSGTCPTEYRK  172:MEKRKDLNLCDDRRVDLRQ  314:FH-KLVDKLRYLSAEETATV  354:DASAFAASDGSIRTLVKAH
apoLp_Locust      158:EVDVFGICPTNVRH  180:ISKTRNLNRCASRENLIQE  323:FR-TLVSVLRQSSTTDILKV  363:DAL-FRTSTGDAVEVIARL
apoLp_Fruitfly    161:EVDVFGMCPTHTST  183:ITKARNLNSCSHREQINSG  321:AK-KFVEFIRLLRQSDSETL  359:DGL-FRTSTAESARVILKQ
ARP_Fruitfly      244:ETDVSGQCQVQYAL  267:IRKTKDINSCRQRYATHSV  415:FT-NFLQTSKSLDYKTLSVL  450:ESLPFIGSTASYKVMQTLE
apoB_Human        179:LDTVYGNCSTHFTV  203:ISTERDLGQCDRFKPIRTG  348:FN-KLVTELRGLSDEAVTSL  380:QALVQCGQPQCSTHILQWL
apoB_Chicken      158:MDTVYGKCDSEVEF  182:ISINRNLKACDNFSPIRDY  327:FY-KFVSGLRSLHNSTLGSL  359:QALIQCGTPECYSAVLQIL
apoB_Zebrafish    170:MSTIHGICKTEVTV  193:VSVVRDLSDCSHFSPHSLS  339:FH-KLVSEVRGLKNETLSGA  371:QTLFQCGTDECTSAIMQIL
MTP_Human         167:EVDISGNCKVTYQA  185:VIKIKALDSCK---IARSG  329:FL-AFIQHLRTAKKEEILQI  361:DAVTSAQTSDSLEAILDFL
MTP_Chicken       167:EVDISGKCNVTYQV  185:VTKIKALDTCE---IEKTG  329:FL-SFIQNIRKATKEEILQI  361:DAITSAQTPASLEAILEFL
MTP_Zebrafish     165:EADASGKCLVEYKV  183:VIRTKHLETCK---SQETG  327:FL-TLVHSLRKSSKSEILTV  359:DAVTSAQTPSSLSAILEFL
MTP_Nematode      165:VDTIYGRCFVNFGR  182:KRFRRIIEKCDL--GYGTN  333:YS-QIAQEARLAKRQDWEAA  366:SALGGVGTAESITTAREVL
MTP_Fruitfly      150:ELDVSGLCRVSYNV  167:TKVEKTKRDCSLW-DLRVN  315:YV-KLIPLARITRQEQFEDL  346:DLLGAVQTFDAHNATFGFL

          N4                      N5                                      N7                                N8 

     N1                                                     N2                      N3         

1                           2              3                   

4                      5                           6                             7                    

Figure 3. Alignment of the LLT modules from selected LLTP. LLTP are named according to the sequence
names in Table 1. The recognized conserved segments are shown in boxes, with their identification number
indicated above each box. Thick lines at the bottom of blocks indicate the location of the conserved LLT module
motifs recognized by Babin et al. (1999). Numbers at the left of conserved sequence blocks indicate the N-
terminal starting position of the conserved sequence blocks for each sequence. Amino acid residues  
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identical or considered conserved in over 90%, in between 90% and 65%, or in between 65% and 40% of
included sequences are shaded in black, dark gray and light gray, respectively. The allowed conservative
substitutions were defined as follows: A, G; S, T; E, D; R, K, H; Q, N; V, I, L, M; Y, F; W; P; and C. Dashes
indicate gaps that were introduced in conserved blocks to optimize alignments, whereas blank spaces are
introduced if the sequence is incomplete.      (figure continued on next page)

Vtg2_Chicken      431:LQQVACLGYSSVVNRYC  473:REDKMKLALKCIGNMGEPASLKRILKFL  514:IQIDAITALKKIAWKDPKT--VQGYLIQI
Vtg1_Zebrafish    431:LREVVMLGYGSLIAKYC  473:DIPEITLALKVMGNAGHPSSLKPIMKLL  514:VQVDAILALRNIAKKEPKL--VQPVALQL
Vtg_Lamprey       427:LRKTAVLGYGSLVFRYC  469:DEEEIVLALKALGNAGQPNSIKKIQRFL  510:VQAEAIMALRNIAKRDPRK--VQEIVLPI
Vtg1_Nematode     457:VRQSAWLAAGSVVRGIV  506:TTYEKILALKSIGNAGLDISVNQLNEII  542:VRKEAIDALRLLKDTMPRK--IQKVLLPI
Vtg5_Nematode     454:LRQSAWLAAGSVVRGFA  503:STYEKVLALKTLGNAGIDLSVYELVQII  539:IRTEAVDALRLLKDVMPRK--IQKVLLPV
Vtg6c_Nematode    479:LRQSCWLTYGAIVNGVC  532:TRYEKVLALKTLANAGLDLSVYPLEKII  568:IRTQAIESFRRLRTQMPTK--IQRVLMPV
Vtg_WaterFlea     727:LKITTALSLSRLVYQAC  786:DAGERMAFLTALGNIGHEIIVPFVKPFI  884:VRAKAIFALSTLAVQKKEI--VGTLLMPI
Vtg1_Cockroach    592:VNSTGLLALATLHRQVH  652:NRPKIQVIIRALGNTGNKRILNYLEPYL  689:ERLLMVTSLDILAEINPEL--ARQVLYNV
Vtg_SilkMoth      568:LNSSALMAATKLINLGQ  630:DSTKAQVYIQAIGNLGHREILKVFAPYL  667:LRTHIVKNLKTLAKLRDRH--VRAVLFSI
Vtg_Beetle        559:ILSKPYVNESAILSYTD  628:DTRKIHVYIRALGNVGQQYILEAFEPYL  665:QRVLMVTALDRLVESNPTV--GRSVFYKI
Vtg_PacificOyster 508:LKRAAFLCLGSVAGMLR  594:VFDDKILSFKTIGNAGLWEMIPTIRTYI  630:LRTQAIYSLRKLARHYPDD--IQTTLLPL
Vtg_GalaxyCoral   420:CRRQCLLSLGVLIYKGS  465:SQEDRLTFIKTLGNAGSPDAQEQLQKIL  501:TRVECVWALRRITRQAKEK--TYPCLISI
MEP_Fruitfly      439:VRQAAILSFATLIHNVY  481:DFDQKMLYLQGLNNLQLGNVANYLEPIV  517:LKFQAAWTTLALADRRAER--IYEVYWPI
MEP_Beetle        443:VRKVAVLSFASLVQHSH  508:DYKVQMTYLMGLCNMRLHSIIKHLLPAV  548:LSLWAV-STAVVEERDPNT--VIETLWPI
CP_SignalCrayfish 536:FKMTLLLNLASLAKQLC  595:SLWIRLVYIQALANLGIPQTIDVLKHFA  634:LRTNAILGLSGVYLPETAQSSVFGILMPV
CP_Tigershrimp    498:HHSLGLMNFATLAHDAC  557:DVWQRLIYLQALSNLGTPQTINVLKPII  594:MRTNAIWSLSAYNMHKTALSQIYEILMPI
Vtg_Shrimp        424:-KPTLMLAAASMVNKYC  474:AEEEIVAALKALGNMGVVTPAVTSAAVT  512:IRVAAAEVFRQAK--CYRP--AVEKLVDI
Vtg_Crayfish      416:MPYPT-LAASSMVNNYC  466:TVQAALTTLKALGNMGVMTPAVATSVLR  504:IRVAAAQAFRKAK--CHRA--STGRLVGY
M-177_Mite        412:TIRPMLLGFSVLVRRYC  456:DPSERMTIVRALENLNVNTEDVDNMINA  497:LRAAAVNALPSDA--SHMD--RYKSLVM-
apoLp_Locust      418:LPTEAFLGIGSFIGRYC  465:GENRAIAALKALGNIRHLNNALGEKVKQ  503:VRVAALEVIQSDP--CRKN--IKQAALQI
apoLp_Fruitfly    414:APKELYIAVGNLVAKYC  461:EEERIVYILKGLGNAKSLSGNTVAALSE  498:IRVAALHAFSKVK--CEET--LQSKSLEL
ARP_Fruitfly      481:LDAEYTLGATAVVHSFC  533:TRERMVILLKGLGNIGVVSSAFAEQLQW  571:IRLHGILAFRRVD--CARH--RSYFLDNY
apoB_Human        437:RSRATLYALSHAVNNYH  481:DEDYTYLILRVIGNMGQTMEQLTPELKS  523:IQKAAIQALRKME--PKDK--DQEVLLQT
apoB_Chicken      416:PSRASFYGLSHAVTKFY  460:DAELTYLTLRAIGNMGAVMEKAKPSLKA  502:VQKAAIQAFRKMT--ITEE--DRSALLKE
apoB_Zebrafish    428:PSKPIMYALANTVKQLP  471:DEDSTFLTLRVIGVMGKYMEGFPSLKSS  512:VQKAAIQAFRLME--MDSD--VRSALIQQ
MTP_Human         424:IRETVMIITGTLVRKLC  466:KKEDTRMYLLALKNALLPEGIPSLLKYA  503:LATTALQRYDLPFITDE----VKKTLNRI
MTP_Chicken       424:IRETLVIVMGELIRKLC  466:KDDNVRMYLLALKNALLPEAIPLLLKYA  503:AAVTALQRYDPSFLTNE----VKKTMNRI
MTP_Zebrafish     422:IKESVVIIMGALLRKLC  464:EESEVQMYLLALKNALLPEGIPVLTKYA  501:IAITALQRYDPALITAE----VKKALNRI
MTP_Nematode      426:EYWKVANTIATVLNKRC  470:GGVEVRV-LEVLENIPIFGSYTFAKKFI  504:VQKAALNVILAASKNLYETQ-LTHKLIKL
MTP_Fruitfly      414:LRESVIQTVATLTRQSG  450:TSKEPTLYIRALQNLQDPATIEALLEHA  485:LSVAALQALKAFPLGSFNSS-HRLQFESI
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vtg2_Chicken      L-ADQSLPPE----VRMMACAVIFETRPALALITTIANVAMKESKTNMQV--------AS-FVYSHMKSLSKSRLPFMYNIS 
Vtg1_Zebrafish    V-LDRALHPE----VRMVACIVLFETEPSVALISSLAGALRTE--PNMHV--------AS-FAYSHIKSLTRITAPDMAYVA 
Vtg_Lamprey       F-LNVAIKSE----LRIRSCIVFFESKPSVALVSMVAVRLRRE--PNLQV--------AS-FVYSQMRSLSRSSNPEFRDVA 
Vtg1_Nematode     Y-KNRQYEPE----IRMLALWRMMHTRPEESLLVQVVSQMEKE--TNQQV--------AA-LTHQMIRHFAKSTNPCYQRVA 
Vtg5_Nematode     Y-KNRQNKPE----LRMAALWRMMHTIPEEPVLAHIVSQMENE--SNQHV--------AA-FTYNVLRQFYKSTNPCYQQLA 
Vtg6c_Nematode    Y-LNRQQPQH----IRMSALHQIIYTQPEWSVLSQIGNQLRQE--RNQQV--------RA-FTLSLLRSYANNESPCEQTFS 
Vtg_WaterFlea     F-FNKAEETE----VRLAALTLLFVSNPPQAFWSRVALSTWYE--PNDQI--------SH-FIYTTIASRVANKNPLNREET 
Vtg1_Cockroach    Y-INIGENHE----LRCASVILLMRTQPPAAMLQRMAEFSNID--PVKQV--------VS-AVQSAIRSAANLKEPGNLNLA 
Vtg_SilkMoth      L-RNTAEPYP----VRVAAIQSIFISHPTGEMMQAMAEMTHND--PSVEV--------RA-VLKSAILSAAELQHPRNFYLS 
Vtg_Beetle        Y-RNPSEAEP----VRVAAVFQLMRTNPPADMLQRMASYTNVD--SSNYV--------NA-AVKSSIESASQLEEARLAPLR 
Vtg_PacificOyster Y-FDQSEKEE----VRIGSYLVMTFTEPSRQLLEMVAQSLHRE--RNPHV--------GT-FVYTHLEQMSNSTYPCLMSWA 
Vtg_GalaxyCoral   F-ADRQENPE----LRMATFVQLLNTEPNFVILQALTNTVRRE--INDPRPGRRSNQLAS-FVISHLSALAYHNNVLTKKRS 
MEP_Fruitfly      F-ESRNASLE----LRVAAVTLLLISNPTAARLISIHRIIQSE--TDPHM--------IN-YYRTTVTSISETTYPCYQHLR 
MEP_Beetle        F-TNVDELTE----MRTIAFYFIMMTYPNDSRLTNMFNYLLME--PNDEV--------YS-FVYTFMHGMMETNEPCHREYA 
CP_SignalCrayfish F-ENTGEHNE----VRAVAFLAMMTFKPSLAWWERIAISTWRD--PSSQV--------AN-YVSTTITSLANANYPMSKIAG 
CP_Tigershrimp    I-ENKGEQFE----IRNIAFLTLATWGPGHAWWQQLAVSTWHD--PSPQF--------AN-FVTTTIYSISDSHTKLAETVS 
Vtg_Shrimp        A-THPDFETE----VRIVSYLAAIK-CAEMEDLEKIINKITEE--KNTQV--------RS-FVLGHLINIQESTCPSKEHLR 
Vtg_Crayfish      A-LDSRKTTE----VRIASYIAAVR-CAEKWDFEKIVEKISVG--QNTQV--------RG-FILSHLRNVQQSDAPDKENLR 
M-177_Mite        ---DESMPNE----ARIAAFHKMMQ-NGGMTHIKDLFAVKGDC--MKNYV--------LT-YVDNMQKSNNDLRRRTVAADV 
apoLp_Locust      L-RDQVEDSE----LRIKAYLAVVE-CPCDNVVKTISNLLENE--PIIQV--------GS-FVVSHLKNLQASTDPSKAEAK 
apoLp_Fruitfly    L-KNRNEDSE----LRIEAYLSAIS-CPNAEVANQISEIVNSE--TVNQV--------GG-FISSNLKAIRDSTDVSRDQQK 
ARP_Fruitfly      --GNYTLNSE----LRIYSYLQAMR-CPDYISVGVIKSILEHE--EINQV--------GS-FVWSHLTNLAKSNSPVRIEAQ 
apoB_Human        F-LDDASPGD----KRLAAYLMLMR-SPSQADINKIVQILPWE--QNEQV--------KN-FVASHIANILNSEELDIQDLK 
apoB_Chicken      F-QEGDAPTD----KRLATYLILMK-NPSPADLAKIMRILTRE--KNEQV--------KS-FVASHIANILDSDEVGIEDLK 
apoB_Zebrafish    Y-QNVEAPAQ----KRIAAYLMLMR-NPEVAE--NVLRTLKSE--QNEQV--------KS-FVSSHIANILESENPNLSIAK 
MTP_Human         YHQNRKVH-E--KTVRTAAAAIILNNNPSYMDVKNILLSIG-EL-PQEMN--------K--YMLAIVQDILRFEMPASKIVR 
MTP_Chicken       YHQNRKVH-E--KTVRTTAAAIILNSNPSYMEVKNILLSIG-EL-PLEMN--------K--YMLSIIQDILQLEKPSSKTVR 
MTP_Zebrafish     YHQNQRIY-E--KNVRAAAADVIMSSNPSYMEVKNLLLSIG-HL-PHEMN--------K--YMLSKIQDVLRFQMPAYKLVR 
MTP_Nematode      FR-NTCSQ-ETPTSHSQLAIDILLKCVPDHQNVATLILRTE-TLNPDDQE--------KWHYLYKAIEA--SGNKDELKAEF 
MTP_Fruitfly      FYQRKRRF-D--SSARTLALDIILSLRPTQEQLGNFLDYLA-SNDRQFEI--------KT-YVLQKLR-MLAEKCPRFRALF 
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correspond mostly to α-helices in the α-helix bundle region, whereas segments 11 to 13 
correspond to the βA-sheet of the lipid-binding cavity. Considering the βB-sheet, 
sequence conservation was noted only in the motifs corresponding to N21 and N22 in 
Babin et al. (1999) that are not present in the MTP of fruitfly and C. elegans. Several of 
remarkable LLT module inserts appear to be located around the barrel-like βC-sheet, i.e. 
at its top, as for the repeated lysine-rich motifs of both decapodan CP, or on its backside, 
as for the furin-like cleavage motifs and polyserine tracts in insect Vtg (Figure 4b). In 
addition, the lysine-rich insert in the Vtg of water flea is situated within a loop between 
two α-helices in the α-helical bundle. As noted previously for locust apoLp-II/I (Chapter 
2), the post-translational cleavage site of insect apoLp-II/I as well as the Vtg from several 
invertebrates (decapodan Crustacea, Pacific oyster and C. elegans) is located in a region 
of unknown structure, in between two β-strands of the βA-sheet (Figure 4). 
 

Phylogenetic analysis of LLTP  

Phylogenetic analysis on the conserved sequence blocks in the LLT module revealed 
topologically similar unrooted trees, using ML as well as Bayesian analysis methods 
(Figure 5). Three distinct subfamilies of LLTP can be discerned in the present unrooted 
tree. The first subfamily is constituted by vertebrate and invertebrate MTP and is strongly 
supported by Bayesian as well as ML bootstrap analyses (100% and 99% support, 

Vtg2_Chicken      628:RYSKVIRADTYFDNYRV------GATGEIFVVNS------PRTMFPS   681:EVGIRVEGLADVI   729:VSAYLKILGQEVAFININKELL
Vtg1_Zebrafish    626:RYSRAFKMDYYYTPLMI------GAAGSAYMIND------AATILPR   679:EFGVRTGGIHEAL   727:ASAYVKVFGQEVAYVNFDKTII
Vtg_Lamprey       622:RYSKAVHVDTFNARTMA------GVSADYFRINS------PSGPLPR   675:EFGLRAEGLQELL   739:ASGYVKVHGQEVVFAELDKKMM
Vtg1_Nematode     650:SYAQ---LPLFLQNSFS------GAQFDFAAIFE------KNSFLLK   707:QIGFSQQHMDKYV   772:AMVYLRYKDMDYAILPVDTQLI
Vtg5_Nematode     652:TYSQ---LPLFNSEWLS------GVQFDFATIFE------KNAFLPK   703:QVGFSQQNFEQVI   767:AVFYLRYKEMDYIVLPIDMETI
Vtg6c_Nematode    683:VYGK---WSTYSRRHQS------GFEANFASLFT------TESVLPT   734:QIGFTQKNMEKII   790:AFVYIRHRDMDYAFLPIDADSI
Vtg_WaterFlea     998:NYQK----AGFSEKTRL------GYVTETVNFPG------FESFVPS  1047:EISIDSKHAEKFI  1103:LYIYLNFLDNYQRFFTINPNTI
Vtg1_Cockroach    799:AYSNDILSSNMIQDMDL------GYKDNMAHVGS------SDSIIPN   852:NFSEMVSSVKQLL   905:GNMMLRWLGNDRFFSY-DKNDI
Vtg_SilkMoth      777:QHSFKFIDDSYDEDNDI------GTF-VISHIGS------EDSLLPK   827:TIEASFSSAERFL   880:ASFYVDFMNNQRLFSFSESDLQ
Vtg_Beetle        775:QFSQGYLRS-YVFKELQP-----GYEQYLQSFGG------EDYAVPK   828:NMQAMTSSVEDLI   889:GNLYLQANAWQEIFSF-DNHTL
Vtg_PacificOyster 740:HYSRFMHLSGFNEMHKM------GAAAELGLVTT------PEEFIPR   793:EIGFNTEGLQTLV   861:GHMYMKMMGNELQYITLDGTLV
Vtg_GalaxyCoral   619:SYSKGMRL--VQHSEKL 
MEP_Fruitfly      626:RYWV-TGNYIFDYRDSKF-----GIGAMLQVFLV----GDPKSDMPV   681:ALYIKARGLPDTI   730:LEFILQMEGKTVLSYYLNQRMF
MEP_Beetle        654:HGRSFATRHDYKDVNFDF-----SAGVENYFING------SDSQIYG   705:TFFVKIHGVDHHI   742:IEVVLLRHGHIVNTYFFDQHSL
CP_SignalCrayfish 744:HSSMIF-LNDYLYNCKS------QNYFNFGWFAS------NQGLFPS   796:RVVFGQAEINKII   853:MSFYIKITDFISLTPVLSSPEN
CP_Tigershrimp    704:HSTNFF-LHEYLFSEEH------GSRVNFAWFAS------VHGAIPE   756:KIDGQQRGLYNLM   812:ATLWLKLDRLIYVALQYHFMEG
Vtg_Shrimp        619:RVSRNVMMGYHSAAFEM------GADVESNIIYA------PGAFVPR   672:EIGARFEGVDSII   753:AEVFARIMGQEVTYANIAETLK
Vtg_Crayfish      611:KYSRNLDLSYFSPSAGV------GAGLESNIIYA------PGSFIPR   664:EVGARFEGLDPFI   745:ADVFARFMGQEISFASLAGDLT
M-177_Mite        605:PYTFEYDVIYPETHENV------TRSINGRLIRA------KNDKLKE   659:SLLEKKSF-QSVM   693:MKVSVKVNGKNVYYTDVFQDLK
apoLp_Locust      610:KYSQNYELSYAIDAINA------GASVESNVIFS------QSSYLPR   663:EIAARTENLDHII   749:VDLSLKTFGSELAWFNYDGKHE
apoLp_Fruitfly    605:RYSFNNEVSYKLESLGV------GASTDYQIIYS------QHGFLPR   658:EASVRQENVEDVL   732:LDVSLKLFGSELAFLSLGDNIP
ARP_Fruitfly      677:KFSRNYEHSLFFDEYNF------GTTTDANVIFG------TDSYLPR   730:EFTARAEGLEELA   853:AQFGLRVFGNDLRYFNVESLVE
apoB_Human        632:KFSRNYQLYKSVSLPSLDPA---SAKIEGNLIFD------PNNYLPK   689:EIGLEGKGFEPTL   773:ARAYLRILGEELGFASLHDLQL
apoB_Chicken      611:KFSQNYQVSKRVSVPGLNPI---SAKVEGNVIFD------PSSYVPK   668:ELGLDGKGFEPTL   752:GRAFLRILGEELGYMKLSDFKL
apoB_Zebrafish    619:KLSRNYKTE----VPLV------GS-VESNVIFD------SANYMPR   665:EIGLEGEGLEPVI   754:GLAYLRLFGTELGYLKTSDLKH
MTP_Human         607:RFSRSGSSSAYTGYIERSPRSASTYSLD--ILYS------GSGILRR   663:QVVIEAQGLEALI   714:MSKMLSASGDPISVVKGLILLI
MTP_Chicken       607:RFSKPGSSSAYSGYITRGPDISSTYGLD--ILYS------GSGILRR   663:QVVIEAQGLESII   714:MSKMLSATGDPISVVKGLILLT
MTP_Zebrafish     605:RFSKTGSSSAYSGFMAETVDVTCTYNLD--ILYS------GSGVLRR   661:QVTIEAQGLESPI   712:MSKMFSTSGDPINVVKGLILLT
MTP_Nematode      616:HRAL-QADSHVHWQEIADASNFQ--------LFSTANTEFLQKSFKR   671:SLSIDTEHLEQFV   720:LSTVWEADGRTHKAFEGHVPVR
MTP_Fruitfly      596:LGQK-GLTTVLTRQLSQAPAFNET-------LLSTQEV--YQGILKR   650:KLGIYTAGLGSLV   712:MGHVWGGSASDSTPAYQATTLS
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respectively). D. melanogaster and C. elegans MTP are grouped together, and have 
particularly long branch lengths, in line with the sequence divergence noted in the LLT 
module alignment (Figure 3). 
 The second subfamily, referred to as apoB-like LLTP, includes vertebrate apoB, 
insect apoLp-II/I, fruitfly ARP, mite M-177, and Vtg from decapodan Crustacea. The 
grouping of these sequences together, apart from others, received 95.1% and 51% support 
in the Bayesian and ML analyses, respectively. Phylogenetic analysis of the aligned vWF-
D modules (in total only ~100 aa alignable sequence) revealed the grouping of decapodan 
Vtg with insect apoLp-II/I and ARP, apart from an unresolved group of other LLTP with a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Mapping of LLT module sequence variation onto the lamprey lipovitellin structure. Ribbon
representation of the lamprey lipovitellin crystal structure that includes the complete LLT module. Conserved
regions across LLTP are shown in white, and the rest in grey. A: Front view, several structures outside of the
LLT module obstructing the view on the lipid-binding cavity (C-terminal from aa 1456) have been left out; B:
Back view. Regions corresponding to conserved sequence motifs are shown in white and others in grey. The
three β-sheets present in the LLT module are indicated by βA, βB, and βC. Sequences C-terminal to the LLT
module encode part of the βB and the whole βD sheet. The closed arrow in the front view (A) indicates the loop
in which decapodan CP have an insert of repeated lysine-rich motifs. In the back view (B), an open arrow
indicates the loop in which the Vtg of water flea contains an additional stretch of ~60 aa, relatively enriched in
lysines (8 within 19 aa, organized as 4 doublets), white circles indicate the region that contains the two
polyserine tracts with intermittent cleavage site in cockroach and silk moth Vtg, and white squares indicate the
location of the conserved motif in a loop extending from the βB-sheet into the barrel-like βC-sheet. Open
arrowheads point to the β-strands of the βA-sheet that are connected by a loop of unknown structure that
contains a consensus substrate sequence for cleavage by furin in apoLp-II/I, ARP, decapod Vtg and several other
invertebrate Vtg. 
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vWF-D module, further supporting that decapodan Vtg are apoB-like LLTP (data not 
shown). Although the fruitfly ARP is clearly related to apoLp-II/I, phylogenetic support 
for its grouping with apoLp-II/I rather than other apoB-like LLTP is relatively poor, 
highlighting the molecular diversification of ARP as an apoB-like LLTP. Bayesian and 
ML analyses do not agree on the placement of M-177. Bayesian analysis provides 100% 
support for the grouping of M-177 together with apoLp-II/I, ARP and decapodan Vtg, 
however, the exact position of M-177 is unresolved; ML analysis supports this grouping 
with 53%, whereas there is 36% support for a basal position of M-177 with the MTPs. 
Given the particularly long branch lengths of M-177 and the MTP of D. melanogaster and 
C. elegans, we note that this relatively high alternative support could reflect long-branch 
attraction. 
 The third subfamily, referred to as Vtg-like LLTP, includes vertebrate as well as 
invertebrate Vtg (except for Vtg from decapodan Crustacea), decapodan CP and insect 
MEP. The grouping of these sequences receives 98.2% support in Bayesian analysis and 
57% in ML bootstraps.  
 Support for the grouping of any of the LLTP, except M-177, to members of 
another subfamily is very low in Bayesian and ML analyses (data not shown), 
corroborating the validity of the proposed division of LLTP along subfamilies. Thus, three 
subfamilies of LLTP are recognized in the obtained unrooted phylogenetic tree, named 
MTP, apoB-like LLTP and Vtg-like LLTP. 
 
 

Discussion 

Subfamilies of LLTP  

The LLTP family consists of homologous lipid-binding proteins of high physiological and 
pathological importance, defined by the presence of an N-terminal conserved region, the 
LLT module. We presently investigated the diversity of LLTP to gain additional 
understanding of the molecular evolution, origin and adaptation of this protein family. 
Investigation of annotated genomes showed that distinct animal taxa have specific subsets 
of LLTP. Most insects have genes encoding MTP, apoLp-II/I, most often one or several 
Vtg, as well as two newly recognized family members, i.e. melanin-engaging protein 
(MEP) and apoLp-II/I-related protein (ARP). Analysis of the human, chicken and 
zebrafish genomes demonstrates that vertebrates have MTP, apoB and, except mammals, 
additionally encode one or more Vtg. In contrast, the nematode C. elegans has no apoB-
like protein but encodes MTP as well as seven Vtg. As yet, two distinct LLTP have been 
identified in distinct species of decapodan Crustacea, the Vtg-like CP as well as a Vtg that 
actually is an apoB-like LLTP. Given the relative close relation among these species, it 
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appears very likely that decapodan Crustacea have both CP and Vtg. Thus, distinct animal 
taxa have specific, yet mostly overlapping subsets of LLTP. 
 Phylogenetic analysis on conserved segments in the LLT module provides insight 
in the evolution of LLTP as it reveals three major subfamilies of LLTP: (1) vertebrate and 
invertebrate MTP, (2) vertebrate apoB, insect apoLp-II/I, insect apoLp-II/I-related protein, 
mite M-177 allergen and decapodan Vtg, and (3) Vtg (excluding decapodan Vtg), CP and 
MEP. This grouping likely extends to the identified LLTP not included in the present 
phylogenetic analysis, as these have a relatively high similarity to at least one of the 
included LLTP. From here on, we refer to these three subfamilies as MTP, apoB-like 
LLTP, and Vtg-like LLTP, respectively. 
 Within the MTP subfamily of LLTP, the nematode and fruitfly sequences are 
grouped together apart from the vertebrate sequences, as in the Vtg-like LLTP. The MTP 

 
Figure 5. Unrooted maximum likelihood tree of LLTP sequences. The tree is based on conserved segments
of the LLT module using the WAG + I + Γ4 model of sequence evolution. Numbers indicate ML bootstrap and
Bayesian posterior probability values (left and right of slash, respectively). Only support values equal or above
50% for ML and 95% for Bayesian analyses are shown, whereas nodes with lower support are indicated by an
asterisk. 
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of D. melanogaster and particularly of C. elegans appear to have diverged strongly, as 
also noted in the alignment. In nematodes, insects as well as vertebrates, MTP stimulates 
the biosynthesis of other LLTP (Shibata et al., 2003; Shelness et al., 2005; Shelness and 
Ledford, 2005; Chapter 3). Since the C. elegans MTP has only one type of LLTP 
substrate, the relatively closely related Vtg, this divergence may reflect the absence of the 
selective pressure induced by multiple distinct substrates, as is the case in insects as well 
as vertebrates that have multiple distinct LLTP substrates, i.e. Vtg-like and apoB-like 
LLTP. 
 The subfamily of Vtg-like LLTP is highly diverse. Previous phylogenetic analyses 
of Vtg differed regarding the relation among nematode, insect, and vertebrate Vtg. Several 
analyses based on the conserved N-terminal regions of Vtg revealed a closer relation 
between the Vtg from nematodes and insects as compared to Vtg from vertebrates (Lim et 
al., 2001; Kato et al., 2004). In contrast, other analyses suggest a closer relation between 
the Vtg from nematodes and vertebrates as compared to Vtg from insects (Trewitt et al., 
1992; Winter et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1997; Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). However, 
most of the latter analyses may not be interpreted correctly, since the Vtg trees were 
unrooted (Chen et al., 1997), “rooted” using an insect Vtg rather than a non-Vtg LLTP 
(Winter et al., 1996), or presented and interpreted without taking the included apoB 
outgroup into account (Chen et al., 1997; Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). The present 
phylogenetic analysis suggests a closer relation between the Vtg from nematodes and 
insects as compared to Vtg from vertebrates, in accordance with a present view on animal 
phylogeny (Maddison and Schulz, 2004). In addition to multiple related Vtg, insects also 
have another Vtg-like LLTP, MEP, that likely is a paralog of an insect Vtg. In decapodan 
Crustacea, however, CP is the only Vtg-like LLTP identified at present, as the protein 
named Vtg in this taxon is found to be an apoB-like LLTP. 
 The grouping of vertebrate apoB, insect apoLp-II/I, insect ARP, and decapodan 
Vtg in a subfamily is additionally supported by the recognition of a homologous region in 
these sequences only, the pfam06448 motif (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005), located just C-
terminal to the LLT module. Moreover, members of this subfamily have a N-terminal 
distribution of pronounced amphipathic clusters with a relatively long β cluster and 
additional α cluster, according to N-α-β-α-C. Phylogenetic analysis suggests that mite M-
177 is also a member of this apoB-like LLTP subfamily, although it lacks the pfam06448 
motif, extended β cluster and additional α cluster, present in other apoB-like LLTP. 
Additional sequences of LLTP from arachnids may help define the context of its 
divergence. The present grouping of vertebrate apoB and insect apoLp-II/I could not be 
demonstrated convincingly previously (Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999), likely due 
to the unavailability of the presently applied phylogenetic methods. Importantly, the Vtg 
of decapodan Crustacea are not directly related to the Vtg genes of other taxons, as 
assumed previously (Tsutsui et al., 2000; Abdu et al., 2002; Okuno et al., 2002; Avarre et 
al., 2003; Tsang et al., 2003; Kung et al., 2004; Tsutsui et al., 2004; Mak et al., 2005; 
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Raviv et al., 2006), but are apoB-like LLTP. This observation explains previous 
phylogenetic analyses on Vtg only (Lim et al., 2001; Tsang et al., 2003; Kato et al., 2004; 
Donnell, 2004), in which decapodan Vtg did not group with other invertebrate Vtg.  
  

Origin of modules and subfamilies of LLTP 

The MTP, apoB-like and Vtg-like subfamilies of LLTP appear to have arisen prior to the 
evolution of Bilateria, given their distribution in distinct phyla. The arisal of the LLT 
module appears to be the hallmark event in the origin of the complete family of LLTP, as 
it provides the basal structure for the binding of multiple lipid molecules. Based on the 
absence of sequences similar to the LLT module in taxa other than animals, the LLT 
module likely is a Metazoan innovation, that arose at least prior to the divergence of the 
Cnidaria and bilaterian phyla. Thus, the evolution of the LLT module may coincide with 
the evolution of animal multicellularity, a condition that provoked the need for 
intercellular lipid transport. Previously, the common ancestor to the present LLTP has 
been suggested to function in vitellogenesis, as this ancient process is essential to 
reproduction in even the oldest animal phyla. More recently, however, MTP has been 
proposed as the predecessor to other LLTP, in view of its importance in the biosynthesis 
of other LLTP (Shibata et al., 2003; Shelness et al., 2005; Shelness and Ledford, 2005; 
Chapter 3). Nonetheless, it cannot be excluded that the LLT module evolved as part of a 
larger multidomain protein, with a function unrelated to any of the functions presently 
ascribed to LLTP. Thus, the major LLTP subfamilies likely arose in an ancestor of the 
Bilateria, but the early history of the LLT module remains shrouded.  
 Recent preliminary apoB sequences from the emerging sea urchin genome 
(accessions XP_785757 and XP_785809) do suggest a common origin for the current Vtg-
like and apoB-like LLTP. The sea urchin apoB contains an LLT module and is predicted 
to have a pentapartite amphipathic structure similar to vertebrate apoB (data not shown), 
but additionally has a C-terminal vWF-D module. This poses the possibility that the 
ancestral vertebrate apoB lost its vWF-D module. Accordingly, the presence of a vWF-D 
module appears to be the ancestral state for apoB-like LLTP, suggesting that both apoB-
like and Vtg-like LLTP stem from a common ancestor that consisted of a LLT module as 
well as a vWF-D module. This appears to be a more parsimonious possibility than the 
independent gain of the vWF-D module in apoB-like and Vtg-like LLTP. In addition to 
apoB, several Vtg-like LLTP have lost the vWF-D module, e.g. Vtg1 in zebrafish.  
 The organization of amphipathic clusters in LLTP has evidently been modified, as 
exemplified by the apoB-like LLTP, in which the number, size and organization of these 
clusters clearly vary. As suggested previously (Chapter 3), the amphipathic clusters in 
vertebrate apoB may have expanded from an ancestral N-α-β-α-C organization to the 
pentapartite N-α-β-α-β-α–C clustering, by the duplication of a β and α cluster in the 
ancestral vertebrate apoB gene. As compared to apoLp-II/I, the amphipathic β cluster 
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region of ARP appears to have expanded, resulting in the larger size of ARP. However, 
reconstruction of these modifications is prevented by the scarce sequence similarity within 
and among the involved regions of different LLTP.  
 

Molecular diversity in LLTP 

The subfamilies of LLTP have common and specific features in their modular 
organization that likely relate to functional aspects (Table 2). Comparison of various 
LLTP reveals that the LLT module is virtually always located at the N-terminus. The only 
exception presently found is the Vtg of Daphnia magnalis (water flea), in which the LLT 
module is preceded N-terminally by a SOD-like domain (Kato et al., 2004). The fusion of 
this domain to Vtg has been suggested to play a role in transport of Cu(II) or in the 
immediate detoxification of superoxides resulting from Vtg metabolism (Kato et al., 
2004). The conservation of the N-terminal position of the LLT module in all other LLTP 
likely relates to its importance to lipoprotein assembly, as it folds into a basal lipid-
binding structure that enables the proper co-translational folding and lipid association of 
further C-terminal amphipathic regions, as demonstrated for apoB (for reviews see Segrest 
et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001).   
 Conserved sequences in the LLT module suggest that all LLTP contain the major 
structural regions of the LLT module, with the possible exception of the D. melanogaster 
and C. elegans MTP sequences, as these LLTP display no sequence similarity associated 
to the βB-sheet. In the periphery of the βB-sheet, these LLTP also lack the highly 
conserved motif, located in a loop extending from the βB-sheet into the barrel-like βC-
sheet, that appears to interact with another highly conserved α-helix within the barrel-like 
βC-sheet (Figure 4). Previously, D. melanogaster and A. mellifera MTP were already 
noted to diverge from vertebrate MTP by the absence of amphipathy in the helix A, at the 
boundary of the βB-sheet (Read et al., 2000; Sellers et al., 2003). These findings suggest 
that a large part of the βB-sheet and peripheral structure may not be present in D. 
melanogaster and C. elegans MTP. Given the role of these structures in constituting the 
lipid-binding cavity and mediating lipid transfer, their absence may have profound 
functional implications. Strikingly, D. melanogaster MTP nonetheless stimulated apoLp-
II/I lipoprotein biogenesis in vitro (Chapter 3). 
 Within the non-conserved segments of their LLT module, several LLTP contain 
conspicuous insertions that appear to be located mostly in short loops in between α-
helices and/or β-strands (Figure 4). In line with possible functional interactions, these 
insertions are located on the outer surface of the LLT module. For example, the repeated 
lysine-rich motifs in CP are located on top of the barrel-like βC-sheet, a location that may 
allow for the suggested role of these motifs in the crosslinking of CP by transglutaminase 
upon hemolymph coagulation (Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999).  
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 LLTP subfamilies differ to a great extent in the presence of amphipathic clusters 
(Figure 1). ApoB-like LLTP were predicted to contain one or two extended clusters 
enriched in amphipathic β-strands. The (partial) presence of such a β cluster dramatically 
increases the lipid binding of truncated apoB and apoLp-II/I (Chapter 3; for reviews see 
Hevonoja et al., 2000; Segrest et al., 2001). In apoB, the two β clusters have been 
predicted to form nearly continuous amphipathic β-sheets of sufficiently high lipid 
affinity to nearly irreversibly associate with lipids (Segrest et al., 2001; Wang and Small, 
2004). Thus, the β clusters in apoB-like LLTP may function to enhance their lipid-binding 
capacity, in accordance with the role of these LLTP in lipid distribution. Accordingly, the 
suspected role of MTP in the transfer of lipids to other LLTP may relate to its relatively 
limited amount of amphipathic β-strands. Vtg-like LLTP are also predicted to contain 
amphipathic β-strands, yet often in smaller or less clearly defined clusters (Figure 1; 
Segrest et al., 1999). As compared to Vtg-like LLTP, the apoB-like decapodan Vtg 
contain an extended amphipathic β cluster, suggesting that they may have a larger lipid-
binding capacity than any member of the Vtg-like LLTP.  
 In addition to a N-terminal α cluster, apoB-like LLTP also contain one or two 
more pronounced C-terminal α clusters of higher calculated lipid affinity. The 
amphipathic α-helices of the α clusters may reversibly associate or dissociate from the 
lipid core upon changes in lipid content (Wang et al., 2003), as occur in vivo in lipid 
transport by lipoproteins constituted by apoB-like LLTP, e.g. the insect lipophorin and the 
vertebrate lipoproteins containing apoB. As compared to vertebrate apoB, insect apoLp-
II/I contains only one such α cluster that also is of relatively small size. Therefore, the 
exchangeable apolipoprotein apoLp-III, that is constituted of amphipathic α-helices and 
enables additional lipid binding by insect lipoprotein, has been proposed to compensate 
for the relative small amount of amphipathic α-helices present in apoLp-II/I, as compared 
to apoB (Chapter 3). From this point of view, the absence of a pronounced C-terminal α 
cluster in nearly all Vtg-like LLTP accords with their limited dynamics in lipid content, as 
expected from their functions in yolk supply (Vtg), coagulation (CP) and immunity 
(MEP) (Table 2). 
 The vWF-D module, present in many apoB-like LLTP and most Vtg-like LLTP, is 
always located near the C-terminus. Unlike any LLTP, mammalian secretory mucin and 
von Willebrand factor contain multiple vWF-D modules that allow their multimerization 
(Journet et al., 1993; Perez-Vilar and Hill, 1999). The functional significance of the single 
vWF-D module in LLTP is thus far unknown. Interestingly, the vWF-D module of several 
LLTP contains a complete CGLCG-like motif that has been been suggested to catalyze 
disulfide bonds during protein folding (Perez-Vilar and Hill, 1999). A similar motif of 
vicinal cysteines is present in protein disulfide isomerase, the binding partner that enables 
MTP function in mammals (for review see Shoulders and Shelness, 2005). 
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 Unlike other LLTP, several Vtg-like LLTP also contain polyserine tracts. Although 
their physiological role is not clear, the serines are heavily phosphorylated, likely resulting 
in the binding of calcium (Montorzi et al., 1995; Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). 
Strikingly, the regions enriched in polyserine tracts are particularly large in most 
vertebrate Vtg, suggesting a taxon-specific role. Accordingly, we speculate that the 
extensive polyserine regions in vertebrate Vtg represent a molecular adaptation to enhance 
calcium deposition to the developing oocyte, to enable skeletal formation in the future 
embryo. 
 In conclusion, much of the diversity in the molecular organization of LLTP, within 
and between subfamilies, may be related to specific functional aspects that remain to be 
established experimentally. 
 

Functional diversification of LLTP subfamilies 

The ancient metazoan origin of LLTP subfamilies implies a rich history of LLTP gene 
duplications. In general, copies of genes are lost due to degenerative mutations, whereas 
only a minority is preserved on the long term, either by subfunctionalization, i.e. the gene 
copies partition/complement the function of the ancestral gene, or neofunctionalization, 
i.e. acquirement of a novel function by one of the copies (Lynch and Conery, 2000). The 
occurrence of frequent gene duplication in LLTP is clearly illustrated by the large 
variation in the number of Vtg genes between taxa and even within closely related 
species, e.g. seven Vtg genes are present in the zebrafish D. rerio (Wang et al., 2005), two 
to 30 within different species of salmonids (Buisine et al., 2002), four in the amphibian 
Xenopus laevis (Wahli et al., 1979), and six in the nematode C. elegans (Blumenthal et 
al., 1984). Vtg copies have been found to originate from genome duplication as well as 
local gene amplification, resulting in tandem repeats of Vtg genes (Buisine et al., 2002; 
Wang et al., 2005). Several of the multiple Vtg genes are highly similar, e.g. vitellogenins 
3, 4 and 5 in C. elegans, suggesting either a recent origin, strong purifying selection for 
sequence, or concerted evolution. Such multiple Vtg genes may be maintained by 
subfunctionalization, as egg production and fertility can depend on the number of yolk-
protein gene copies (Bownes et al., 1991). Conversely, Vtg genes can be lost entirely 
when they become redundant, as in the higher Diptera whose ancestor reverted to a 
lipoprotein lipase-related protein as the major yolk protein (Sappington, 2002), and in the 
ancestral mammal that abandoned yolk accumulation in the oocyte altogether. 
 The apoB-like LLTP and MTP would appear to be as prone to duplication as the 
Vtg-like LLTP. Compared to Vtg-like LLTP, however, only few additional encoded 
apoB-like LLTP have been found as yet in a single species, e.g. ARP in insects, an 
additional apoB in zebrafish (acc. CAH68927.1; ~50% similarity to acc. XP_694827), and 
a second Vtg gene in the decapod crustacean Metapenaeus ensis (Tsang et al., 2003; Kung 
et al., 2004). No such putative duplicates were observed for MTP. This indicates that 
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duplicates from the apoB-like and MTP subfamilies less often than Vtg-like LLTP attain a 
selective advantage. 
  To obtain a more clear view on the role of neofunctionalization in the 
establishment of LLTP diversity, the functions ascribed to the distinct LLTP were 
compiled (Table 2). The overview suggests several instances of neofunctionalization. For 
example, MEP is an insect Vtg-like LLTP that appears to have a function in regulating 
melanogenesis reactions in insect immunity (Lee et al., 2000), unlike any other LLTP. In 
view of the presence of another Vtg-like LLTP in insects, i.e. Vtg, MEP appears to 
originate from a duplicated Vtg gene that has been retained due to its 
neofunctionalization. The single Vtg-like LLTP identified in decapodan Crustacea to date, 

Table 2. Identified LLTP and their functions. 
 

Subfamily LLTP Function References 
 

- facilitate biosynthesis of other LLTP 
 

 

- Chapter 3; Shibata et al., 2003; 
Sellers et al., 2005; Shelness and 
Ledford, 2005 

  

  MTP 
 

  MTP 

- lipid antigen presentation (mammals) - Brozovic et al., 2004; Dougan et 
al., 2005 

 

- lipid transport to maintain homeostasis 

 

- Frayn, 2003 
- vitellogenesis / placenta - Terasawa et al., 1999; Walzem et 

al., 1999; Madsen et al., 2004 

 

  apoB 
 

- vision: place lipids in Bruch's membrane? - Li et al., 2005a, b 
 

 

- lipid transport to maintain homeostasis 

 

- Van der Horst et al., 2001, 2002; 
Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004 

- vitellogenesis - Kawooya and Law, 1988; 
Kawooya et al., 1988; Sun et al., 
2000 

- coagulogen - Duvic and Brehélin, 1998 

- immunity: β-1,3-glucan recognition - Duvic and Brehélin, 1998 

- immunity: lipopolysaccharide detoxification - Ma et al., 2005 

 

  apoLp-II/I  
 
 
 
 

- morphogen transport during embryogenesis - Panakova et al., 2005 

 

  ARP 
 

? 
 

 
 

 

  M-177 
 

? 
 

- Epton et al., 1999 
 

 

  apoB-like 
  LLTP 
 

 

  decapodan Vtg 
 

- vitellogenesis 
 

 

- Tsutsui et al., 2000, 2004; Abdu 
et al., 2002 

 
    

  Vtg 
 

 
 

- vitellogenesis 
 

- Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a; 
Matsumoto et al., 2003; Kato et 
al., 2004; Romano et al., 2004 

 
 

  MEP 
 

- immune system: regulation melanogenesis 
 

- Lee et al., 2000 
 

 

  Vtg-like 
  LLTP 
 

 

  CP 
 

- coagulogen 
 

- Hall et al., 1999; Yeh et al., 1999 
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CP, may represent another example of neofunctionalization, as this Vtg-like LLTP 
functions as the major hemolymph coagulogen rather than as a yolk protein (Hall et al., 
1999; Yeh et al., 1999; Tsutsui et al., 2000, 2004; Abdu et al., 2002). In the same taxon, 
an apoB-like LLTP, named Vtg, constitutes the major yolk protein, rather than a Vtg-like 
LLTP as in most animals. This likely reflects a shift in the relative importance of yolk 
proteins, as apoB-like LLTP have also been reported to engage in nutrient supply, 
especially of lipids, to the developing oocyte in insects as well as non-mammalian 
vertebrates (Kawooya and Law, 1988; Kawooya et al., 1988; Walzem et al., 1999; Sun et 
al., 2000). Rather than a duplicate, decapod CP may as well be the Vtg ortholog that has 
been retained by neofunctionalization in the face of redundancy, as an apoB-like LLTP 
became the major yolk protein. Opposite to decapodan Crustacea, however, most insects 
depend on an apoB-like LLTP (apoLp-II/I) for coagulation and a Vtg-like LLTP (Vtg) as 
the major yolk protein (Chapter 2; Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a). Thus, members from 
phylogenetically distinct LLTP subfamilies have attained similar functions in 
vitellogenesis or coagulation in distinct taxa. This may reflect the taxon-specific division 
of multiple functions that used to be performed by the common ancestor of current apoB- 
and Vtg-like LLTP, although it is well possible that these functional similarities arose 
independently and are the result of parallel adaptations. 
 

Conclusions and future directions 

Examination of available sequence resources revealed two novel LLTP in insects, i.e. 
MEP and ARP. Phylogenetic analysis of selected LLTP, using conserved segments in the 
LLT module, revealed three major subfamilies of LLTP, i.e. MTP, Vtg-like LLTP, and 
apoB-like LLTP. Strikingly, the major yolk protein in decapodan Crustacea, which was 
also named vitellogenin, is not a Vtg-like but an apoB-like LLTP, exemplifying the 
functional flexibility within the family of LLTP. Despite the considerable amount of 
LLTP sequences that have become available since the recognition of this family (Babin et 
al., 1999), the early origin and evolution of this family and its specific structural elements, 
i.e. the LLT module, vWF-D module and amphipathic clusters, cannot be established yet. 
Current efforts on additional metazoan genomes, particularly from the ancient metazoan 
phyla Cnidaria and Porifera, may provide further insight into the early origin and 
diversification of LLTP. Moreover, a wealth of LLTP functionality may still await 
discovery, as illustrated by the very recent discoveries that apoLp-II/I lipoprotein 
transports morphogen proteins during early embryonal development of D. melanogaster 
(Panakova et al., 2005), and that mammalian MTP facilitates lipid antigen presentation 
(Brozovic et al., 2004; Dougan et al., 2005). For example, it remains to be established 
whether the adaptive advantage of multiple Vtg genes relates to new functions for Vtg or 
only to increased Vtg production (Bownes et al., 1991), whether apoLp-II/I expression 
fulfils a function in the insect eye (Bogerd et al., 2000), and what function(s) the vWF-D 
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module and pfam06448 motif have. Moreover, the function of the newly established 
insect LLTP, ARP, remains to be discovered. In particular, the functional implications of 
the observed structural variations in diverse LLTP remain to be established in most cases. 
Accordingly, the LLTP family provides a rich substratum for future integrative and 
comparative studies on protein evolution and adaptation throughout the animal kingdom. 
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Abstract 

Lipoprotein-mediated delivery of lipids in mammals involves endocytic receptors of the 
low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor (LDLR) family. In contrast, insects were thought 
not to use endocytic receptors in lipid transport, as their lipoprotein, lipophorin, functions 
as a reusable lipid shuttle in lipid delivery. However, recent data indicate additional 
endocytic uptake of lipophorin, mediated by a lipophorin receptor (LpR) of the LDLR 
family. The two N-terminal domains of LDLR family members are involved in ligand 
binding and dissociation, respectively, and are composed of a mosaic of multiple repeats. 
The three C-terminal domains, viz. the optional O-linked glycosylation domain, the 
transmembrane domain, and the intracellular domain, are of a non-repetitive sequence. 
The present classification of newly discovered LDLR family members, including the 
LpRs, bears no relevance to physiological function. Therefore, as a novel approach, the C-
terminal domains of LDLR family members across the animal kingdom were used to 
perform a sequence comparison analysis. The LpRs appeared to segregate into a specific 
group distinct from the groups encompassing the other family members, as each of the 
three C-terminal domains of the insect receptors is composed of a unique set of sequence 
motifs. Based on the present sequence motifs and their organization in the domains, LpR 
resembles most the groups of the LDLRs, very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) receptors, 
and vitellogenin receptors. However, in sequence aspects in which LpR deviates from 
these three receptor groups, it most notably resembles LDLR-related protein-2, or 
megalin. These features might explain the functional differences disclosed between insect 
and mammalian lipoprotein receptors. 
 
 

Introduction 

Lipoprotein-mediated transport of lipid in the circulation is a general mechanism in 
animals, where lipid is being used for storage or metabolic purposes. The lipoprotein in 
insects, lipophorin (Lp), is proposed to function as a reusable shuttle, in which Lp 
selectively unloads lipids at the cell surface, subsequently followed by a new round of 
lipid loading. Consequently, in this process, Lp is not taken up into the cells by 
endocytosis (see Van der Horst, 1990; Ryan and Van der Horst, 2000; Van der Horst et 
al., 2002; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005). On the other hand, lipid delivery in 
mammals finally results in the endocytic uptake of remnant lipoprotein by cells, which is 
mediated by members of the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor (LDLR) family. 
After endocytic uptake, the complex of lipoprotein and receptor dissociates and the 
lipoprotein undergoes lysosomal degradation, whereas the receptor is recycled back to the 
cell surface for another round of lipoprotein uptake (see Goldstein et al., 1985; Krieger 
and Herz, 1994; Herz and Bock, 2002; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005). In view of the reusable 
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shuttle functioning of Lp, there would be no need for insects to express LDLR family 
members that can endocytose lipoproteins. However, recently it has become apparent that 
in insects also endocytic uptake of Lp is occurring, which is mediated by Lp receptors 
(LpRs) (Dantuma et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2003; Seo et al., 2003; Van Hoof et al., 2003, 
2005a) (see Van der Horst et al., 2001; Van der Horst et al., 2002; Van der Horst and 
Ryan, 2004; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005). Remarkably, sequence comparison 
indicates that these LpRs belong to the LDLR family (Dantuma et al., 1999; Lee et al., 
2003; Seo et al., 2003; Van Hoof et al., 2003, 2005a, b). In addition, not only the LDLR 
family members of insects and mammals are homologous, but also their lipoprotein 
ligands (Babin et al., 1999; Chapter 4). Strikingly, LpR of Locusta migratoria (Lm LpR), 
the only LpR for which the endocytic process to date has been characterized in details at 
the cellular level, appears to be able to recycle its ligand, a function not reported for any 
other LDLR family member (Van Hoof et al., 2002, 2003, 2005a, b; see Van der Horst et 
al., 2002; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005).  
 LpRs are LDLR family members and are composed of the five characteristic 
domains (see Figure 7 in Chapter 1), also present in human LDLR: (1) an N-terminal 
ligand-binding domain, (2) an epidermal growth factor (EGF)-precursor homology 
domain, (3) an optional O-linked glycosylation domain (OLGD), (4) a single 
transmembrane spanning segment or transmembrane domain (TMD), and (5) a C-terminal 
intracellular domain (ICD). The ligand-binding domain is composed of multiple cysteine-
rich repeats that are involved in binding of different ligands, including lipoproteins. The 
EGF-precursor homology domain is composed of different repeats that function in ligand 
dissociation after endocytic uptake of the ligand. The OLGD, present in some but not all 
family members, contains several serine and threonine residues that potentially are O-
linked glycosylated. The TMD spans the cell membrane once, to position the receptor 
properly during intracellular transport and at the cell surface. The ICD mediates the 
endocytic uptake of receptor in complex with lipoprotein via the NPXY sequence motif in 
the latter domain that acts as a clathrin-coated pit internalization signal (see Willnow, 
1999; Herz and Bock, 2002; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003). Because they are composed of 
non-recurring sequences, unlike the ligand binding and EGF-precursor homology 
domains, we refer to the OLGD, TMD and ICD as the non-recurring C-terminal domains. 
 The family of LDLR members is composed of a large variety of receptors that, 
most notably, contain a different number of cysteine-rich ligand-binding repeats in the 
first domain, often in combination with multiple copies of the second (EGF-precursor 
homology) domain, thereby allowing the binding and dissociation of different ligands, 
both in number and specificity (Herz and Bock, 2002). In addition to their endocytic role, 
several family members have been shown to be involved in other processes: they effect 
signal transduction (LDLR-related protein, LRP; very low-density lipoprotein receptor, 
VLDLR; and LRP8 [apolipoprotein E receptor-2, apoER2]), mediate polarized expression 
in cells (LDLR; LRP2, also known as megalin), perform transcytosis (LRP2), ligand 
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recycling (LpR), activate transcription (LRP; LRP2), or interact with intracellular proteins 
for which a cellular event has not been identified yet (Herz and Strickland, 2001; Herz and 
Bock, 2002; May and Herz, 2003; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; Strickland and 
Ranganathan, 2003; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004; Rodenburg and Van der Horst, 2005). 
Involvement in function has been characterized for the OLGD of LRP8 (May et al., 2002, 
2003), and the ICD of LDLR, VLDLR, LRP, LRP2, and LRP8 (Matter et al., 1992, 1994; 
Trommsdorff et al., 1999; Djordjevic et al., 2000; Gotthardt et al., 2000; Li et al., 2000; 
Oleinikov et al., 2000; Rader et al., 2000; Stockinger et al., 2000, 2002; Patrie et al., 
2001; He et al., 2002; Melman et al., 2002; Mishra et al., 2002; Larsson et al., 2003; 
Nagai et al., 2003; Petersen et al., 2003; Takeda et al., 2003). Tissue specific splice 
variants in the OLGD have been identified for VLDLR, LRP8 (Martensen et al., 1997; 
Iijima et al., 1998; Nakamura et al., 1998; Clatworthy et al., 1999; Magrane et al., 1999; 
Sun and Soutar, 1999; Korschineck et al., 2001), and LpR from the insects Aedes aegypti 
(Seo et al., 2003) and Galleria mellonella (Lee et al., 2003), suggesting alternative 
functioning of these variants. Thus, it appears that each LDLR family member performs 
its own specific set of functions, and that the OLGD and ICD of individual receptors are 
directly involved in the execution of many of these functions (see Willnow, 1999; Herz 
and Strickland, 2001; Herz and Bock, 2002; Andersen and Petersen, 2003; May et al., 
2003; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; Stolt et al., 2003; Strickland and Ranganathan, 2003; 
Jeon and Blacklow, 2005).  
 Mammalian LDLR family members are often compared and classified based on the 
number of the N-terminal ligand-binding domains and EGF-precursor homology domains, 
and the number of repeats within these domains (see Willnow, 1999; Herz and Bock, 
2002; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005). For example, the single ligand-binding domain of 
mammalian LDLR and VLDLR contain 7 and 8 N-terminal cysteine-rich repeats, 
respectively. Accordingly, Lm LpR has been classified as belonging to the group of 
VLDLR due to its eight cysteine-rich ligand-binding repeats (Dantuma et al., 1999). 
However, the functional and evolutionary significance of such a classification is lacking, 
as the number of repeats is known to change with relatively high frequency (Sappington 
and Raikhel, 1998b) and the number of ligand-binding repeats in A. aegypti LpR (Aa 
LpR) can be modified by splicing (Seo et al., 2003). Thus, comparison of repeat numbers 
in the ligand-binding and EGF-precursor homology domains does not suffice for the 
classification of non-mammalian LDLR family members, such as insect LpRs. A more 
profound categorization would be based on sequence homology. Unfortunately, the 
assignment of homologous repeats is particularly difficult due to rearrangements, 
duplications and deletions in the repeat regions during evolution (Sappington and Raikhel, 
1998b)  
 The non-recurring domains, i.e. the OLGD, TMD and ICD, may provide another 
tool for the classification of LpR among other LDLR family members. Therefore, a 
sequence analysis was performed on the non-recurring domains in LpR, as compared to 
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other LDLR family members. The observed sequence motifs are discussed in the context 
of their meaning for the functioning of the LpR group members. 
 
 

Methods 

Amino acid sequences of endocytic LDLR family members that contain a TMD, and at 
least one clathrin-coated pit internalization signal, [F/Y]XNPXY (amino acids are 
represented by the one letter code; X stands for any amino acid; letters enclosed in square 
brackets indicate a position were either of the represented amino acids is allowed) were 
obtained with NCBI Entrez Protein search engine (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/). 
LpRs were chosen that either were demonstrated to bind lipophorin or are expressed in fat 
body tissue. The two putative LpRs from Drosophila melanogaster (Dm) and Anopheles 
gambiae (Ag) (Table 1) were included after an analysis with the LpRs from L. migratoria 
(Lm), G. mellonella (Gm), and A. aegypti (Aa), since their sequence motifs comply with 
all aspects characterized in this study. Amino acid sequence alignment was based on the 
region starting immediately after the sixth cysteine (C) residue of EGF-precursor 
homology repeat C to the very C-terminus. In this study the first residue of this region is 
indicated as residue 1. 
 The boundaries of the TMD of the receptors were determined individually using 
the on-line transmembrane regions prediction software TMpred at ch.EMBNET.org 
(http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/TMPRED_form.html) (Hofmann and Stoffel, 1993). 
The sequences were analyzed for potential glycosylation sites in the OLGD, and casein 
kinase-2 (CK2) phosphorylation, cAMP/cGMP dependent protein kinase (cA/GDPK) and 
PKC-phosphorylation sites in the ICD, using the Prosite scan software (Sigrist et al., 
2002) at the Expasy proteomics server. 
 The multiple amino acid sequence alignment of the domain regions was created 
with the on-line CMBI Clustal-W server (http://www.cmbi.kun.nl/bioinf/tools/ 
clustalw.shtml), and manually modified by aligning potential N-linked glycosylation sites 
in the OLGD or ectodomain segment, the proline, glycine and aromatic residues in the 
TMD, and the sequence motifs I to VII in the ICD (Figure 1). The modified alignment 
was used to reconstruct an unrooted tree by quartet puzzling and maximum likelihood 
(Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1996), based on 10,000 puzzling steps with the on-line 
software Puzzle (http://bioweb.pasteur.fr/seqanal/interfaces/Puzzle.html), the infile data 
tree of which was visualized with TreeView 1.6.6 (http://www.taxonomy.zoology.gla. 
ac.uk/rod/treeview.html) (Page, 1996). The branch lengths are proportional to the degree 
of relative sequence divergence. 
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Table 1. Reference information of vertebrate and invertebrate LDLR family members. The accession 
numbers refer to database information linked to Entrez-Pubmed. 
 

Species Receptor Abbreviation Accession  
 

  Homo sapiens (human) 
 

LDLR 
 

Hs LDLR 
 

NP_000518 
VLDLR Hs VLDLR NP_003374 
LRP Hs LRP NP_002323 
LRP2 Hs LRP2 NP_004516 

 

LRP8 Hs LRP8 NP_004622 
 

  Mus musculus (mouse) LDLR Mm LDLR QRMSLD 
 VLDLR Mm VLDLR P98156 
 LRP Mm LRP NP_032538 
 LRP2 Mm LRP2 XP_130308 
 LRP8 Mm LRP8 NP_444303 

 
  Rattus norvegicus (Norway rat) LDLR Rn LDLR NP_786938 
 VLDLR Rn VLDLR NP_037287 
 LRP2 Rn LRP2 NP_110454 

 
  Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit) LDLR Oc LDLR P20063 
 VLDLR Oc VLDLR P35953 

 
  Sus scrofa (pig) LDLR Ss LDLR AAC39254 

 
  Cricetulus griseus (Chinese hamster) LDLR Cg LDLR P35950 

 
  Bos taurus (cow) VLDLR Bt VLDLR NP_776914 

 
  Gallus gallus (chicken) LRP Gg LRP P98157 
 LR8B Gg LR8B CAA65729 
 VGR Gg VGR P98165 

 
  Danio rerio (zebrafish) LDLR Dr LDLR AAP22970 

 
  Chiloscyllium plagiosum (bambooshark) LDLR Cp LDLR AAB42184 

 
  Oreochromis aureus (blue tilapia) VGR Oa VGR AAO27569 

 
  Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout) VGR Om VGR CAD10640 
 SLR Om SLR CAA05874 

 
  Xenopus laevis (African clawed toad) LDLR Xl LDLR Q99087 
 VLDLR Xl VLDLR JC4858 

 
  Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) 
   

GH26833 Dm LpR AAQ22563 
 

  Locusta migratoria (migratory locust)  LpR Lm LpR CAA03855 
 

  Galleria mellonella (wax moth)  LpR Gm LpRov n/a 
 

  Aedes aegypti (yellow fever mosquito)  LpR Aa LpRov AAK72954 
 

  Anopheles gambiae (malaria mosquito)  LpR Ag LpR EAA03681 
 

  Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode) LRP-1 Ce LRP1 NP_492127 
 RME-2 Ce RME2 NP_500815 
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Results and Discussion 

Amino acid sequence alignment of the non-recurring C-terminal domains of LDLR 
family members  

To disclose common and unique sequences and motifs in the C-terminal domains, selected 
LDLR family members (Table 1) were aligned (Figure 1). The sequences of the TMD and 
OLGD (absent in LRP, LRP2, and both C. elegans (Ce) receptors) appeared to be highly 
specific for each group, as illustrated by the recognition of intergroup sequence similarity 
only in the TMD between VLDLR and VGR family members. In contrast, the ICD also 
contained muliple sequence motifs that were present in most LDLR family members, in 
addition to group-specific sequence motifs. Considering their small size and possible 
functional value, the common motifs might have arisen independently among different 
LDLR groups. Thus, the non-recurring C-terminal domains of LDLR family members 
may not be suitable for establishing the evolutionary relationships among different LDLR 
family groups.  
 Tree construction was applied to visualize the diversity and similarity among 
LDLR family members in the non-recurring domains, which can readily be observed in 
the alignment (Figure 1). Strikingly, the topology of the obtained tree (Figure 2) reflects 
the generally accepted grouping of vertebrate LDLR family members that have been 
subdivided according to number of cysteine-rich repeats and domain arrangement. In 
addition, VGRs and VLDLRs clustered into a clade (78% support), in accordance with a 
previous phylogenetic analysis of cysteine-rich repeats in the ligand-binding domain 
(Sappington and Raikhel, 1998b). The long branches of both C. elegans LDLR members 
concur with their lack of similarity to any other included sequence. Strikingly, LpRs form 
an isolated branch that diverges from other lipoprotein receptors (80% support). Based on 
their eight cysteine-rich ligand-binding repeats (Dantuma et al., 1999; Cheon et al., 2001), 
Lm LpR and Aa LpRov would be classified as belonging to the group of VLDLR. In 
contrast, the present sequence analysis of their non-recurring C-terminal domains 
demonstrates that LpRs constitute a unique group of LDLR family members. 
 Since the non-recurring C-terminal domains have been reported to engage in the 
execution of many of the functions of multiple LDLR family members (see Willnow, 
1999; Herz and Strickland, 2001; Herz and Bock, 2002; Andersen and Petersen, 2003; 
May et al., 2003; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003; Stolt et al., 2003; Strickland and 
Ranganathan, 2003; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005), analysis of the unique set of C-terminal 
sequences in LpRs may help to explain their functioning. In the subsequent paragraphs, 
the sequence motifs and their functional implications are discussed for each non-recurring 
domain, in the context of the meaning for the functioning of the LpR group members. 
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Hs_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LTEAEAAVATQ-ETSTVRLKVSSTAVRT-------------: 27 
Mm_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LTEVDTVLTTQ-GTSAVRPVVTASATRPPK-----------: 29 
Rn_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LPEVDTVPTTQ-GTSTIGPVVTTSAAVSLKRKEDPSATRHK: 40 
Cg_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LTEVAPVLTTQ-GTSTIRPEITAGAEGCPK-----------: 29 
Oc_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RTEADVILSTQRASTAARPQLTGSPAGT-------------: 28 
Ss_LDLR :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LTETEPAGTTQ-GPS----MVNSTAVGP-------------: 23 
Xl_LDLR :---------------------------------------------------------VKEPVIPEASPTTTTSAPVTTTTSAPVTTTTSAPVTTTSTTARPTSRSTTLAKITSTTSTLAPQRPKMAS: 70 
Cp_LDLR :------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IPATVMPTKSSTDKSGPNYAKTATTKSITTTR-----------: 32 
Dr_LDLR :VPAVVTAATPVRPEIPTTIRPQVPSETTPKPARPSTTNSQPLPTPAPKIPNRPTQAATLVPSQATTKLPFFTQTDVHFGDVKAVSDTSSSTLWALYIVVPLVPFIIHSGMNHQLIQHVFRQRMPFQP:127 
Hs_VLDLR:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QSTATTVTYSETKDTNTTEIS----------: 21 
Mm_VLDLR:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QSTSTPVTYSETKDINTTDIL----------: 21 
Rn_VLDLR:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QSTSTPVTYSETKDVNTTDIL----------: 21 
Oc_VLDLR:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QSTATTVTYSETKDTNTTEIS----------: 21 
Bt_VLDLR:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Xl_VLDLR:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RAGSKATMDHP--VKPTGIM---------: 18 
Gg_VGR  :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Om_SLR  :-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RPVSPSTPSKDDGKALIRPTDPQVIT------: 26 
Oa_VGR  :-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RP------------------------------:  2 
Om_VGR  :-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------RP------------------------------:  2 
Lm_LpR  :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Gm_LpRov:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------VEDNAIKQDVDVQKPLTSTKATIINEE------------------: 27 
Aa_LpRov:----------------------------------------------------------------------------------VEDVSVTTT----RGPTTTHASSLRPSKGNATSSGKDIEHHPGNI: 41 
Ag_LpR  :----------------------------------------------------------------------------------VEDE---------KPTAG-------PAGEDGTSSGR---------: 20 
Dm_LpR  :----------------------------------------------------------------------------------VEDLGIPTV----RPTA--------PMHRTIEQSSNS--------: 25 
Hs_LRP  :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Mm_LRP  :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Gg_LRP  :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Hs_LRP2 :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Mm_LRP2 :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Rn_LRP2 :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Hs_LRP8 :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YRAPQSTSTTTLASTMTRTVPATTRAPGTT-VHRS: 34 
Mm_LRP8 :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YRAPQSTSTTTLASAMTRTVPATTRAPGTT-IHDP: 34 
Gg_LR8B :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------YKELPTTPATVEVPTTTTSHPAATSTVTVTGSANT: 35 
Ce_LRP1 :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
Ce_RME2 :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:  - 
 
 
 
 
Hs_LDLR :------QHTTTRPVPDTSRLPGATPGLTTVEIVTMSHQAL-GDV—AGRGNEKK-------PSSVRALSIVLPIVLLVFLCL--GVFLLWKNWRLKNIN-----------------------------:108 
Mm_LDLR :-------HSEDLSAPSTPRQPVDTPGLSTVASVTVSHQVQ-GDM—AGRGNEEQ-------PHGMRFLSIFFPIALVALLVL--GAVLLWRNWRLKNIN-----------------------------:109 
Rn_LDLR :EDPSATRHNEDPSATSTSRQPGDTPELSTVESVTVSSQVQ-GDM—AGRGDEVQ-------RHGVGFLSIFLPIALVALLVF--GAILLWRNWRLRNIN-----------------------------:127 
Cg_LDLR :-------HKEDQSASSTSRQP----ALSTVESVTMSHQVQ-GD----RRNEER-------PQGVGVLSITLPIALVILLVF--GAILLWRNWRLRNIN-----------------------------:102 
Oc_LDLR :-----------------TQEPLTEPTLSTLETATTSQQ-ALHNA—DGRGSE-------GTPRSVGALSVVLPIALLGLLCL--GALVLWKNWRLRSVH-----------------------------: 98 
Ss_LDLR :------KHT-------------ASSELTTAESVTMS-QHALGDV—AGRGVTEK-------PQSVGALYIVLPIALLILLFF--GTFLLWKNWRLKSIN-----------------------------: 91 
Xl_LDLR :TTIAPQRPTTNSPKTTLRMITEKVPDHTTQQPMTHS-QLADNNFAKAG-VVENV------RSHPTALYIVLPIVILCLVAF--GGFLVWKNWRLKNTN-----------------------------:158 
Cp_LDLR :---------------KMNTQTVHVPSDNTVFSTVPT--LHELLTVSA-KAATE------GHRGTNALWIVLPLAILSLLAT--ATYFIWKNWKLKNTN-----------------------------:104 
Dr_LDLR :QPISRKHPHTLIHTDTDNLAYPIHLYRLTV-----GETGAPGGSPHEHRENIQT-----PHRNTSCGLNQRPSCS-LLCLVVGGAALFWRKWRQKNTN-----------------------------:214 
Hs_VLDLR:-----------------------------ATSGLVPGGINVTTAVSEVSVP---------PKGTSAAWAILPLL-LLVMAAV-GGYLMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 79 
Mm_VLDLR:-----------------------------RTSGLVPGGINVTTAVSEVSVP---------PKGTSAAWAILPLL-LLVMAAV-GGYLMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 79 
Rn_VLDLR:-----------------------------RTSGLVPGGINVTTAVSEVSVP---------PKGTSAAWAILPLL-LLVMAAV-GGYLMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 79 
Oc_VLDLR:-----------------------------PTSGLVPGEINVTTAVSEVSVP---------PKGTSAAWAILPLL-LLAMAAV-GGYLMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 79 
Bt_VLDLR:------------------------------------HRINVTTAVSEVSVP---------PKGTSAAWAILPLL-LSAMAAV-GGYLMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 51 
Xl_VLDLR:-----------------------------PNKPL-PSGNNDTASVYEVNQS---------AKGTSAAWAILPLL-LIAMAAS-GGYL-WRNWQRKNMK-----------------------------: 74 
Gg_VGR  :------------------------------------GGFNISSVVSE-----------VAARGAAGAWAVLPIL-LLVTAAL-AGYFMWRNWQHKNMK-----------------------------: 49 
Om_SLR  :--------------------------VPKVVPQPVPAEANVSTSIREVDST---------ARGSAAAWVILPVL-FLAMAAA-GGYLMWRNWQLKNKK-----------------------------: 87 
Oa_VGR  :-------------------------------------EANVSTSIQ-VNST---------ARGSAAAWAILPVL-LLAMAAA-GGYLMWRNWQLKNQK-----------------------------: 51 
Om_VGR  :-------------------------------------EANSSTSIHEVNFT---------ARGSTAAWAILPVL-LLAMAAA-GGYLMWRNWQLKNKK-----------------------------: 52 
Lm_LpR  :---------------------------------AEAASPNESTTKLVAEPEAFPI---EDADSGMVAGIVIGVVTVILILAAIVALVVYRHYLHRNVT-----------------------------: 62 
Gm_LpRov:------------------------------KPVTSIPDTPKTSTGISNN----------GRDAGVIAGIVVGVISGIIILAAVIAVVMYRHYVHRNVT-----------------------------: 85 
Aa_LpRov:-----------YDSNKSIIASSDKTASSSSHGDNNSTMRNGTDGTIIK-PDVME------PDNGLVAFITIGISTVVVLLLLVGAYFVYKHHVHRNST-----------------------------:121 
Ag_LpR  :------------------------------IDSNNATMRNGTDGTIIH-PGVVEK-----DSGQVALVAIVIVSLVLVIVGL-IVFVLYRHYTHRNST-----------------------------: 81 
Dm_LpR  :-------------------TTKLPQDGYSETPVETKTGNNRTDTSNQVHKSDAESENDYVEYVEIALHVIASLAGTALVASVIYVVVVYRRCT-RAVN-----------------------------: 98 
Hs_LRP  :-----------------------------------------------------EEHVFSQQQPGHIASILIPLLLLLLLVLV-AGVVFWYKRRVQGAKGFQHQRMT--------NG-----------: 54 
Mm_LRP  :-----------------------------------------------------QEQVVSQQQPGHMASILIPLLLLLLLLLV-AGVVFWYKRRVRGAKGFQHQRMT--------NG-----------: 54 
Gg_LRP  :-----------------------------------------------------EEFIVGEQQSGRTASIVIPIL-LLLLLLA-VVAFAWYKWRIKGAKGFQHQRMT--------NG-----------: 53 
Hs_LRP2 :--------------------------------------------------EMAFSKGISPGTTAVAVLLTILLIVVIGALAI-AGFFHYRR-TGSLLPALPKLPSLSSLVKPSENGNGVTFRSGADL: 75 
Mm_LRP2 :--------------------------------------------------EIGLSRGIPPGTTMALLL-TFAMVIIVGALVL-VGFFHYRK-TGSLLPSLPKLPSLSSLAKPSENGNGVTFRSGADV: 74 
Rn_LRP2 :--------------------------------------------------EVGLSRGIPPGTTMAVLL-TFVIVIIVGALVL-VGLFHYRK-TGSLLPTLPKLPSLSSLAKPSENGNGVTFRSGADV: 74 
Hs_LRP8 :TYQNHSTETPSLTAAVPSSVSVPRAPSI-SPSTLSPATSNHSQHYANEDSKM------GSTVTAAVIGIIVPIV-VIALLCM-SGYLIWRNWKRKNTK-----------------------------:123 
Mm_LRP8 :TYQNHSTETPSQTAAAPHSVNVPRAPST-SPSTPSPATSNHSQHYGNEGSQM------GSTVTAAVIGVIVPIV-VIALLCM-SGYLIWRNWKRKNTK-----------------------------:123 
Gg_LR8B :TTAVIPRAVSEATTAIPSSHST---TSLLIDSEMTTGNSNLSQHYSNNGQ------GFDSTVTAAVIGIVIPVV-VIGLLCM-GGYLIWRNWKRKNTK-----------------------------:122 
Ce_LRP1 :----------------------------------------------EKESSVSRKIIGTLSENFITVLLYILAFLFAFGLIGFCALNLYKRRQLLFKKNEAADGSVSFHGNVIS-------------: 68 
Ce_RME2 :----------------------------------------------ERLNPEKFSAMEEEDSSLWLIVLLLI—-FLIIVAVVGIIAFLWFSQQEHMKDVISTARVRVDNMARKAEDAAAPIVEKFRK: 79 

 
Figure 1. Alignment of sequence motifs in the non-recurring C-terminal domains of LDLR family
members. For each individual receptor, the sequence C-terminal to the last cysteine residue of the most C-
terminal EGF-type repeat is included. In the alignment, the predicted TMD of each LDLR is indicated by a dark
grey background. The sequences preceding the TMD correspond to the OLGD or, for LRP, LRP2 and C.
elegans (Ce) family members, sequences flanking the most C-terminal EGF-type repeat. The sequences after the
TMD, at its right side, correspond to the ICD. Where possible, sequences of the same LDLR family groups were
aligned, even if alignment among all groups was impossible. Family members are identified on the left of each
line of sequence, according to their abbreviations in Table 1. Residue numbering is indicated on the  

I II TMD
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Hs_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT--EDEV--HICHN---------------------------------------------------------------:130 
Mm_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT—-EDEL--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:131 
Rn_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT—-EDEI--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:149 
Cg_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT—-EDEL--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:124 
Oc_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT—-EDEV--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:120 
Ss_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTT--EDEV--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:113 
Xl_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTTE-EDQV--HICR--S-------------------------------------------------------------:181 
Cp_LDLR :-------------------------SIN-------------FDNPVYQKTTE-DDEV--HITRN---------------------------------------------------------------:127 
Dr_LDLR :-------------------------SIH-------------FDNPVYQKTT—-EDQV--HLCRNNS-------------------------------------------------------------:238 
Hs_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LSIDIGRH-SA------------------------------------------------------------:105 
Mm_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LSIDIGRH-SA------------------------------------------------------------:105 
Rn_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LSIDIGRH-SA------------------------------------------------------------:105 
Oc_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LSIDIGRH-SA------------------------------------------------------------:105 
Bt_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-EN-LSIDIGRH-SA------------------------------------------------------------: 77 
Xl_VLDLR:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LAIDIGRH-SG------------------------------------------------------------:100 
Gg_VGR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LTIDIGRH-SG------------------------------------------------------------: 75 
Om_SLR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-DD-LNIDISRH-SS------------------------------------------------------------:113 
Oa_VGR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LNIDITRH-GA------------------------------------------------------------: 77 
Om_VGR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYLKTTE-ED-LNIDISRH-TS------------------------------------------------------------: 78 
Lm_LpR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTT--EDQFSLEKNQYQ--------------------------------------------------------------: 87 
Gm_LpRov:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTT--EDHFALEKNGYA--------------------------------------------------------------:110 
Aa_LpRov:-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTT--EDQFSLEKN-----------------------------------------------------------------:143 
Ag_LpR  :-------------------------TMN-------------FDNPVYRKTT--EDQFSLEKN-----------------------------------------------------------------:103 
Dm_LpR  :-------------------------SMN-------------FENPVYHKTT--EDHFSLEKN-----------------------------------------------------------------:120 
Hs_LRP  :-------------------------AMNVE-----------IGNPTY-KMYEGGEPD--DVGGLLDAD--------------------------------------------FALDPDKPTNFTNPV: 98 
Mm_LRP  :-------------------------AMNVE-----------IGNPTY-KMYEGGEPD--DVGGLLDAD--------------------------------------------FALDPDKPTNFTNPV: 98 
Gg_LRP  :-------------------------AMNVE-----------IGNPTY-KMYEGEPDD--DVGELLDAD--------------------------------------------FALDPDKPTNFTNPV: 97 
Hs_LRP2 :NMDIGVSGFGPETAIDRS------MAMSEDFVMEMGKQPIIFENPMYSARDSAVKVVQPI---------QVTVSENVDNKNYGSPINPSEIVPETNPTSPAADGTQVTKWNLFKRKSKQTTNFENPI:187 
Mm_LRP2 :NMDIGVSPFGPETIIDRS------MAMNEQFVMEVGKQPVIFENPMYAAKDSTSKVGLAVQGP—-SVSSQVTVPENVENQNYGRSIDPSEIVPEPKPASPGADETQGTKWNIFKRKPKQTTNFENPI:193 
Rn_LRP2 :NMDIGVSPFGPETIIDRS------MAMNEHFVMEVGKQPVIFENPMYAAKDNTSKVALAVQGP--STGAQVTVPENVENQNYGRPIDPSEIVPEPKPASPGADEIQGKKWNIFKRKPKQTTNFENPI:193 
Hs_LRP8 :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTTEEEDEDELHIGR--TA------------------------------------------------------------:150 
Mm_LRP8 :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTTEEEEEDELHIGR--TA------------------------------------------------------------:150 
Gg_LR8B :-------------------------SMN-------------FDNPVYRKTTEEEDEDEIHIGR--TA------------------------------------------------------------:149 
Ce_LRP1 :-----------------------------------------FSNPVLENKQDAPGSEFNMQQM—-TSMHDD------------------------------------------------STTFTNPV:104 
Ce_RME2 :VTDKQRSTPPREGCQTATNVDFVSYETNAEKRIRMDSSPTSYGNPMYDEVPESSTGFVRSASAP------------------------------------------------FAGVIR---------:149 
 
 
 
 
Hs_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYSYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDVA---------------:149 
Mm_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYTYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDVA---------------:150 
Rn_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYTYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDVA---------------:168 
Cg_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYSYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDVA---------------:143 
Oc_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYTYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDVA---------------:139 
Ss_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYTYPS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:121 
Xl_LDLR :---------------------------------QDGYTYPS-----------------------------------------------------------RQMVSLEDDIA---------------:200 
Cp_LDLR :---------------------------------QVGYTYPT-----------------------------------------------------------RAVVSLEDYGA---------------:146 
Dr_LDLR :---------------------------------SDGYFYPQV------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:247 
Hs_VLDLR:---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDLA---------------:124 
Mm_VLDLR:---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDLA---------------:124 
Rn_VLDLR:---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDLA---------------:124 
Oc_VLDLR:---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDLA---------------:124 
Bt_VLDLR:---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDLA---------------: 96 
Xl_VLDLR:---------------------------------NIGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVNTDDDLS---------------:119 
Gg_VGR  :---------------------------------SVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVSTDDDML---------------: 94 
Om_SLR  :---------------------------------NIGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVNTEDDLS---------------:132 
Oa_VGR  :---------------------------------NVGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISIVSTEDDLS---------------: 96 
Om_VGR  :---------------------------------NIGHTYPA-----------------------------------------------------------ISVVNTEDDCHNQPSK----------:102 
Lm_LpR  :----------------------------------PQRIYPA---------------------------------------------------------------TVGEEAHEPLTSPGTNDYV---:113 
Gm_LpRov:---------------------------------PGSKLYPS---------------------------------------------------------------TVGEEAQEPLNTSGTNDFV---:137 
Aa_LpRov:---------------------------------LPNRMYPS---------------------------------------------------------------TVGEEAQEPLNRPGTNDFV---:170 
Ag_LpR  :---------------------------------IQSRMYPS---------------------------------------------------------------TVGEEAQEPLTRPATNDFV---:130 
Dm_LpR  :---------------------------------GTPHIYAA---------------------------------------------------------------ANDEEAVNPLFKSGT-ECV---:146 
Hs_LRP  :YATL----------------------------------YMG------------------------------------------------------GHGSRHSLASTDEKRELLGRGPEDEIGDPLA:136 
Mm_LRP  :YATL----------------------------------YMG------------------------------------------------------GHGSRHSLASTDEKRELLGRGPEDEIGDPLA:136 
Gg_LRP  :YATL----------------------------------YMG------------------------------------------------------AHSSRNSLASTDEKRELLARGADDDLTDPLA:135 
Hs_LRP2 :YAQMENEQKESVAATPPPSPSLPAKP-KPPSRRDPTPTYSA-------------------------------------------------------------TEDTFKDTANLVK---EDSEV---:245 
Mm_LRP2 :YAEMDTEQKEAVAVAPPPSPSLPAK----ASKRSSTPGYTA-------------------------------------------------------------TEDTFKDTANLVK---EDSDV---:248 
Rn_LRP2 :YAEMDSEVKDAVAVAPPPSPSLPAK----ASKRNLTPGYTA-------------------------------------------------------------TEDTFKDTANLVK---EDSDV---:248 
Hs_LRP8 :---------------------------------QIGHVYPAAISSFDRPLWAEPCLGETREPEDPAPALKELFVLPGEPRSQLHQLPKNPLSELPVVKSKRVALSLEDDGLP--------------:229 
Mm_LRP8 :---------------------------------QIGHVYPAAISNYDRPLWAEPCLGETRDLEDPAPALKELFVLPGEPRSQLHQLPKNPLSELPVVKCKRVALSLEDDGLP--------------:229 
Gg_LR8B :---------------------------------QIGHVYPA-----------------------------------------------------------RVALSLEDDGLP--------------:169 
Ce_LRP1 :Y-ELEDVDMSS----PPPSNDQPSTSAS-----AMSPNRPS--TSAASSFVPPTFDQDEIELKTADEIIVPKAEISKPPIPARPKKEKADPL--------RVDNPLYDPDS-------EVSDV---:200 
Ce_RME2 :-------------------------------------------------------FENDSLL----------------------------------------------------------------:156 

 

III IVa V IVb

VI VII 

Figure 1. (continued from previous page) 
right of each line. In the OLGD, sequence motifs for N-linked glycosylation (NX[S/T]) are shown in bold face.
In the TMD, P residues are indicated in white bold face, aromatic residues in black, and G residues in bold face
with underlining (also in the proximate sequences N-terminal of the TMD). In the ICD, roman numerals above
the alignment mark seven motifs (I to VII) that are present in most members. In the alignment, these common
motifs have been indicated by boxes around the involved sequences. Motif I overlaps with the predicted TMD
for some LDLR family members. Motif IV, the motif for clathrin-coated pit internalization, is present at two
distinct locations, marked as IVa and IVb. Motif IVb is present only in the LRP and LRP2 receptors, and Ce
LRP1. The acidic residues (E and D) in the ICD are in bold face, even if present in motifs with other 
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The O-linked glycosylation domain (OLGD) 
The OLGD is located between the EGF-precursor homology domain and the 
transmembrane domain, and is present in all compared LDLR family members, except in 
LRP, LRP2, and both Ce receptors, where it is rudimentary or absent. The OLGD contains 
multiple serine (S) and threonine (T) residues, several of which are, putatively, O-linked 
glycosylated (e.g. Willnow, 1999; Herz and Bock, 2002). This domain does not contain 
sequence motifs that are present in all family members that contain such a domain. 
Possibly, an exception forms a glycine (G) residue that is present at the boundary of the 
OLGD and TMD in almost all members, including the LRPs (Figure 1). In general, G may 
introduce flexibility in a protein structure, which could be in line with a structural 
transition between the OLGD or the ectodomain, and the TMD. Within the different 
receptor groups, sequence identity is observed; however, there is substantial sequence 
length variation among the members of a group. A sequence motif for the N-linked 
glycosylation of asparagine (N) residues, i.e. NX[S/T], is present in the groups for LpR, 
VLDLR, VGR, LRP8, and two members of the LDLR group (Figure 1; characters in bold 
face). This motif occurs one to four times per receptor. The members of the LpR group, 
clearly also harboring an OLGD, show the largest variation in occurrence number for this 
motif. Lm LpR and G. mellonella (Gm) ovary LpR (Gm LpRov) contain one such motif, 
whereas A. aegypti fat body LpR (Aa LpRfb) contains four. Among the different groups, 
one such motif seems to be positioned within a fixed distance from the transmembrane 
domain (about 10 residues). Potentially, this site becomes glycosylated, since a minimal 
distance of about 10 amino acids is required between the membrane boundary and the N 
residue, for it to become glycosylated (Monné and von Heijne, 2001). The site in LDLR 
from pig (Ss LDLR), and VLDLR from a toad (Xl VLDLR), and VGR from tilapia and 
trout (Oa VGR and Om VGR, respectively) are located closer to the membrane. 
Therefore, they are most likely not glycosylated. A function for the N-linked 
glycosylation in this domain is currently not available. However, since N- and O-linked 
glycosyl chains differ dramatically in carbohydrate composition, the N-linked sugar may 
indirectly alter or introduce binding potential of the receptor. It was long thought that the 

 
markings. Additional motifs in ICD sequences are marked by a unique combination of face (italics, bold, or
underlining), background color, or surrounding lines. Underlining only: CK2 phosphorylation motif
([S/T](X2)[D/E]); underlined and in italics: cA/GDPK motif ([K/R][K/R]X[S/T]); in italics on a grey
background: PKC dependent phosphorylation motif ([S/T]X[K/R]); bold and underlined M and G residues on a
grey background: M(X9)G motifs in LRP and LRP2; underlined on a grey background: potential SH3 binding
sites (XØPXXP) in the LRP2 and LRP8 receptors; grey background and surrounded by black solid lines:
putative PDZ-domain interaction sequences in the LpR and LRP2 receptors, and Ce LRP1; white bold face
characters on a black background: dileucine (LL) motifs in LRP, LRP2, and Ce RME2; white underlined
characters on a black background: potential NPXY motif (NXXY) in the LRP2 receptors; surrounded by dashed
lines: YXXØ motif in LRP receptors; surrounded by dotted lines: SH2 binding motif (YXXM) in LRP2
receptors. The Y-residue of the latter two motifs also participates in the preceding motif IVb. The character Ø in
above motifs represents a residue with a bulky hydrophobic side chain. 
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domain would serve a mere structural role in spacing the ectodomain with the 
transmembrane domain (Herz and Bock, 2002), and potentially promoting stability of the 
receptor (Kingsley et al., 1986; Magrane et al., 1999). However, tissue specific splice 
variants in this domain of human VLDLR and LRP8 (Martensen et al., 1997; Iijima et al., 
1998; Nakamura et al., 1998; Clatworthy et al., 1999; Magrane et al., 1999; Sun and 
Soutar, 1999; Korschineck et al., 2001), and Gm LpR (Lee et al., 2003) and Aa LpR (Seo 
et al., 2003), point to a specific functional role for this domain. In addition, recent data for 
LRP and LRP8 suggest a role for this domain in the regulation of the release of the 
intracellular domain from the plasma membrane, and thus the regulation of signaling 
pathways that depend on the release of the cytoplasmic domain from the plasma 
membrane (May et al., 2002, 2003). VLDLRs and LpRs, therefore, may also be involved 
in such signaling events. 
 

The transmembrane domain (TMD) 

The TMD plays an important role in receptor functioning, since it positions the receptor in 
the membrane during different intracellular transport routes (e.g. ER and Golgi transport), 
and numerous recycling passes between plasma membrane and various endocytic vesicle 
systems (see Maxfield and McGraw, 2004). All these membrane systems may have their 

 
 

Figure 2. Tree representation of the diversity in the non-recurring domains in members of the endocytic
LDLR family. Numerals in the tree indicate the support, expressed as a percentage, for the shown grouping.
Branch lengths are proportional to the degree of relative sequence divergence. See Table 1 for abbreviations of
lipoprotein receptors. 
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specific requirements for the receptor protein-lipid interaction. The TMD seems crucial 
for the correct positioning and subsequent functioning of its flanking domains, i.e. the 
ICD and OLGD. It putatively forms a transmembrane α-helix, and functions as a 
membrane anchor (Krieger and Herz, 1994; Willnow, 1999; Herz and Bock, 2002). The 
sequence of this domain is relatively enriched in the hydrophobic amino acid residues 
alanine (A), valine (V), isoleucine (I), leucine (L), aromatic residues (phenylalanine [F], 
tyrosine [Y], or tryptophane [W]), and G, and varies in length between 19 and 32 residues 
(Figure 1). Both the N- and C-terminal boundary of the TMD seems to be marked by a G 
residue. Notably, this G residue is not always predicted to be part of the TMD. In several 
cases, the C-terminal boundary is determined by a W or Y residue, or by a residue that is 
one to three positions away from this aromatic residue. The sequence of the TMD is 
markedly identical among the individual members of a group, but not at all among the 
different receptor groups. 
 Five noteworthy features can be discerned in the sequence comparison of this 
domain. First, close to the N-terminal boundary of the groups of LDLR, VLDLR, VGR, 
and both Ce receptors an aromatic residue is found. These residues, and W in particular, 
are known to anchor transmembrane helices to the interface of phospholipid bilayer and 
extracellular space (Hessa et al., 2003; see Killian and von Heijne, 2000; Killian, 2003). 
For the LRP, LRP2, LRP8, and LpR groups, such a residue is absent, and the helix may 
therefore be more flexible in movement on the N-terminal side. A second feature is the 
presence of P in the N-terminal part of the domain of all groups, except that of the insect 
receptors, LPR2 and both Ce receptors. P is known to act as a helix breaker; however, it is 
tolerated at the start of an α-helix. The disturbance of the helix structure induced by P 
may be crucial to the function of the domain. Three of the five LpRs seem to compensate 
for the lack of P by having (spaced) G residues. G is also known to be a helix breaking 
residue. Notably, in Lm LpR and Gm LpRov the G-residues are spaced three residues 
from each other (GXXXG motif). This motif is unique to the insect group, and its role is 
currently unknown. However, such a motif has been observed in the TMD of other 
receptors, where the position of the motif at the N- or C-terminal boundary of the domain 
causes the ErbB1 and 2 receptors to hetero- or homodimerize, respectively (Gerber et al., 
2004). In this respect it is important to note that several LDLR family members have been 
shown to function in signal transduction, and interact with receptors that are unrelated to 
the LDLR family (Herz and Bock, 2002; Schneider and Nimpf, 2003). However, 
dimerization of any of the family members has not been reported, to date. Third, in all 
groups the middle part of the TMD is characterized by many large aliphatic residues (V, 
L, and I) that are excellently fit to form the core of the α-helical structure, crossing the 
phospholipid bilayer. The fourth feature is the presence of one or two G residues, in 
combination with one or more aromatic residues, in the C-terminal TMD part in members 
of all groups. The insect LpR group members deviate most among each other at this point, 
lacking one of the two, or both residues. The role of the combination of the two residues 
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may be introducing flexibility in the helix, to allow movement of the TMD. Last, the C-
terminal boundary is marked in a one-to-three residue distance from the ubiquitous first 
aromatic residue in the recognized motif I (Figure 1). In some receptors, this includes the 
positively charged, basic, residue of motif II. We do not know whether this variation in C-
terminal boundary reflects a functional difference or has to do with the formulation of the 
algorithm behind the transmembrane segment prediction software. In the receptors in 
which the aromatic residue of motif I is not part of the TMD, often a Y precedes this 
residue, and Y is then identified as the boundary of the domain. This is in good agreement 
with Y being able to substitute with W at a lipid-water interface position (Killian, 2003). 
Nevertheless, considering the observation that the combination of an aromatic residue 
with a positively charged residue (arginine [R] or lysine [K]) yields maximally stabilized 
membrane anchoring, due to the additional interaction of the positive charge with the 
negatively charged phospholipid head group (Hessa et al., 2003; see Killian and von 
Heijne, 2000; Killian, 2003), it may well be possible that the first two residues of the 
tetrapeptide, [W/Y][K/R]X[W/Y], motif I, participate importantly in the functioning of 
the TMD. The movement of this domain could serve to position the intracellular domain 
for correct interaction with cell machinery, or adapt the receptor to bilayer thickness 
during the different transport routes. 
 

The intracellular domain (ICD) 

The ICD is exposed to the cytoplasm and plays an indispensable role in the endocytic 
process, via the clathrin-coated pit internalization motif, [F/Y]XNPXY (Figure 1; motif 
IVa). It functions in intracellular vesicle sorting and for several individual family 
members it has also been shown to function in signal transduction, either directly by 
interacting with specific cytoplasmic adaptor proteins, or indirectly by the interaction of 
the extracellular ligand-binding domain to ligands that function in signal transduction. 
Sequence motifs or interaction sites involved in these activities have been characterized in 
the ICD for individual receptors. Table 2 provides a summary of these motifs and their 
(potential) function. Together with figure 1, it provides an overview of the complexity and 
mosaic character of the ICDs for the different groups. Recently, several additional 
activities have been uncovered for individual receptors, which may point to the 
involvement of the ICD in even more interactions (i.e. processes): LRP (May et al., 2002) 
and Lm LpR (Van Hoof et al., 2002, 2003, 2005a, b). 
 Our sequence analysis shows that the ICD contains seven sequence motifs that are 
present in almost all groups (Figure 1). The ICDs of the “large” LDLR family members, 
i.e. LRP, LRP2, and Ce LRP1, are longer than those of the LDLR, VLDLR, VGR, and 
LpR groups, due to sequences adjacent to and interjacent of the seven motifs. The motifs 
IVa and b are motifs for clathrin-coated pit internalization. Only the LRP, LRP2, and both 
Ce receptors contain two of these motifs. The motifs V and VII are recognized as potential 
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CK2 phosphorylation sites. Phosphorylation may serve several functions, particularly in 
signal transduction; however, it has also been postulated to be involved in ubiquitination 
and subsequent degradation of cytoplasmic proteins (Djordjevic et al., 2000). The specific 
role of the other four motifs (I, II, III, and VI) in receptor functioning is currently 
unknown. The interjacent sequences and the sequence C-terminally flanking motif VII are 
similar within each group. For several individual members a role has been identified for a 
number of sequence motifs (Table 2). The motifs are discussed only when relevant to LpR 
function. 
 With respect to the overall motif organization, LpRs resemble the family members 
of the LDLR, VLDLR, and VGR groups. The insect receptors deviate from these three 
groups at their N- and C-terminal boundaries, in which they resemble the receptors of the 
LRP2 group: 1) motif I begins with a Y-residue instead of W, and 2) the extreme C-
terminal sequence contains a unique extension in addition to a PDZ-domain interacting 
sequence (Figure 1; Table 2). 
 Considering the overall distribution of sequence motifs in all the receptors, 
including the insect lipoprotein receptors, it appears that the intracellular domain is 
composed of an integrated network of motifs that overlap or intertwine, forming a mosaic 
of motifs. Noticeably, the potential CK2 phosphorylation site, motif V, overlaps with a 
sequence putatively involved in intracellular transport of human LDLR from ER to cell 
membrane, Q119KTTEDE (Hoppe and Joiner, 2000) (Table 2). With respect to this motif, 
it is relevant to note that the first residue (i.e. Q for LDLR) is group specific, and replaced 
by R in the LpRs, introducing a cA/GDPK site in this group of receptors (Figure 1). A 
second example of such a mosaic of motifs of LDLRs is that the acidic patch (E145DD) of 
the putative CK2 phosphorylation site of motif VII, together with G133 and Y134 N-
terminal of motif VI, is involved in the basolateral sorting of the human receptor (Matter 
et al., 1992, 1994). The insect receptors lack the GY dipeptide motif (Figure 1; Table 2). 
A third example is provided by the group of LRP receptors; three putative M(X9)G, an 
FDNPXY (motif IVa), an acidic patch, and a dileucine (LL) motif are found in close 
proximity to each other (Figure 1; Table 2). An M(X9)G motif, combined with the acidic 
patch and dileucine motif is involved in lysosomal degradation of the Batten disease 
protein CLN3 (Kyttala et al., 2004). Also, in LRP2 receptors the M(X9)G motif and 
acidic patches are integrated with other motifs (Figure 1). Currently, only LRP is known 
to be targeted for proteasomal degradation (Melman et al., 2002). The occurrence of two 
or more acidic patches seems to be another common feature of the family as a whole 
(Figure 1; all acidic residues in the ICD are indicated in bold face). 
 The role of such a mosaic kind of organization of the ICD may be to allow for 
regulation and control of (signaling) events by mutual exclusion of ICD binding proteins 
that direct mutually exclusive processes in which the receptor can be involved. The need 
for the mosaic kind of organization may be due to the relative short sequence length of the  
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Table 2. Overview of sequence motifs in the ICD of LDLR family members.  
 

Receptor Sequence/binding site 1) Interacting protein 2) Function 3, 4, 5)  

  LDLR 
  (Hs) 

- F112DNPVY 
- Y117/E122DE/E145DD 
- Q118KTTEDE (motif V) 
- G133Y134/E145DD 
- [S/T]121, 122, 143(X2)[D/E] 

- Dab1/Dab2/ARH/FE65 
- COPII proteins? 
 
 
- CK2 

- CCPI (1, 2, 3) 

- Basolateral sorting (4, 5) 
- Intracellular trafficking? (6) 
- Basolateral sorting (4, 5) 
- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 

  LpR  
  (Lm) 

- F66DNPVY 
- [S/T]73, 95(X2)[D/E] 
- [K/R][K/R]X[S/T]72 
- D111YVc 

 
- CK2 
- cA/GDPK 
 

- CCPI? 
- Potential phosphorylation of T  
- Potential phosphorylation of T 
- PDZ-domain interaction? 

  VLDLR  
  (Hs) 

- F83DNPVY  
- [S/T]91, 92, 118, 119(X2)[D/E] 

- Dab1 
- CK2 

- CCPI (1) 

- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 
  VGR  
  (Gg) 

- F53DNPVY (motif IVa) 
- [S/T]61, 62, 88, 89(X2)[D/E] 

 
- CK2 

- CCPI? 
- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 

  LRP  
  (Hs) 

- I60GNPTY (motif IVa) 
- M51(X9)G61  
- M56(X9)G70 
- M67(X9)G77 
- DDVGGL79LDAD 
- F94TNPVY (motif IVb) 
- Y99XXØ 6) 

- [S/T]115(X2)[D/E] 
- L122L 

 
 
 
 
- Dab1/FE65 
- µ2 of AP-2 
 
- CK2 
- β1 of AP-1? 

- CCPI? (1, 7) 
- Degradation? (8) 
- Degradation? (8) 
- Degradation? (8) 
- Sorting?/Degradation? (8, 9) 
- CCPI (1, 7, 10) 
- CCPI (7, 10) 
- Potential phosphorylation of S 
- CCPI?/TGN sorting? (7, 10) 

  LPR2 
  (Hs) 

- H37YRR … IGV81 7) 

 
- L44L 8) 
- [S/T]68, 117X[K/R]  
- [S/T]88, 132, 231(X2)[D/E] 
- M77(X9)G85 
- M96(X9)G105 
- F111ENPMY (motif IVa) 
- VDN139KNY 
- F183ENPIY (motif IVb) 
- Y188XXM 
- XØP46, 204, 210XXP 6, 7)  
- S243Evc 9) 

- MegBP 
- Ankra 
 
- PKC kinase 
- CK2 
 
 
- Dab1/Dab2 
- Dab1? 
 
 
 
- PSD95 9) 

- Vitamin D metabolism (11) 
- Ankyrin binding (12) 
- Sorting? (8) 
- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 
- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 
- Degradation? (8) 
- Degradation? 
- CCPI (1, 13) 
- CCPI? (1) 
 
- SH2 domain interaction (14) 
- SH3 domain interaction (14) 
- PDZ-domain interaction (1, 15) 

  LPR8 10) 

  (Hs) 
- [K/R][K/R]X[S/T]119 ,133 
- F127DNPVY 
- [S/T]135, 136, 161, 

222(X2)[D/E] 
- A159IS…KSK217  11) 
- XØP193, 204XXP 6) 

- cA/GDPK 
- Dab1 
- CK2 
- JIP-1 and JIP-2 
 

- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 
- CCPI (1) 
- Potential phosphorylation of S or T 
- Signal transduction (16) 
- SH3 domain interaction (14) 

  LPR1 
  (Ce) 

- F69SNPVL (motif IVa) 
- [S/T] 92(X2)[D/E] 
- F100TNPVY (motif IVb) 

 
- CK2 

- CCPI? 
- Potential phosphorylation of S 
- CCPI? 

  RME2 
  (Ce) 

- [S/T]53, 81X[K/R]  
- [K/R][K/R]X[S/T]78 
- [S/T]97, 106(X2)[D/E] 
- Y121GNPMY 
- L155L 12)  

- PKC kinase 
- cA/GDPK 
- CK2 
 

- Potential phosphorylation of T 
- Potential phosphorylation of T 
- Potential phosphorylation of T 
- CCPI? 
- Sorting or PDZ-domain interaction  
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cytoplasmic domain. It is currently not known if and how the mosaic structure affects the 
function of the individual motifs. However, the x-ray crystallization study by Stolt et al. 
(Stolt et al., 2003; for review see Jeon and Blacklow, 2005) of the adaptor protein Dab1 
and a peptide of human LRP8, containing the sequence TKSMNFDNPVYRKT that 
includes the sequence of the motifs II, III, IVa, and V (Figure 1), suggests that interjacent 
sequences may affect the function of the individual motif; receptor groups that contain 
interjacent sequences in these four motifs harbor a second clathrin-coated pit 
internalization motif, motif IVb (i.e. LRP, LRP2, LRP8, and Ce LRP1). Therefore, 
disruption of a linear chain of the motifs II, III, IVa, and V may modulate the function of 
each of the individual sequence motifs. In this respect the LpRs resemble the LDLR, 
VLDLR, and VGRs. 
 With respect to the complete ICD, the insect receptors are similarly organized as 
the LDLR, VLDLR, and VGR groups, apart from both their extreme N- and C-terminal 
sequence. As indicated above, in the N-terminal sequence of the domain they resemble the 
LRP2 group. Interestingly, at their C-terminus, they resemble the LRP2 group of receptors 

Table 2 (Opposite page). Overview of sequence motifs in the ICD of LDLR family members. Motifs, other
than the motifs I to VI, except motif IVa and IVb, and their respective binding proteins (if known) are indicated.
In all sections, a blank indicates that no information is available. Sequence motifs are indicated in italics if their
function has been identified in a protein unrelated to the LDLR family. In this table, proteins are mentioned only
if a binding site has been identified that is smaller then the complete sequence of the ICD. We refer to Gotthardt
et al. (2000), and the reviews mentioned in the manuscript for most of the proteins not mentioned here. 1) Amino
acid sequence of the motif or residues. A number shown in superscript indicates the number of the residue in the
alignment; multiple numbers indicate multiple sites. Motifs involving an X (any amino acid) are represented as
consensus sequences, and the number(s) in superscript in the motifs mark the residue(s) used in Figure 1. 2)

Indicates the name of the protein that binds to the sequence motif. 3) Indicates the function of the cellular process
in which the protein mentioned under 2) is involved. 4) CCPI, clathrin-coated pit internalization; TGN, trans-
Golgi network. 5) Literature references are indicated by numbers in between parentheses (1: Gotthardt et al.,
2000; 2: He et al., 2002; 3: Mishra et al., 2002; 4: Matter et al., 1992; 5: Matter et al., 1994; 6: Hoppe and
Joiner, 2002; 7: Li et al., 2000; 8: Kyttala et al., 2004; 9: Rapoport et al., 1998; 10: Trommsdorff et al., 1998;
11: Petersen et al., 2003; 12: Rader et al., 2000; 13: Oleinikov et al., 2000; 14: Hjälm et al., 1996; 15: Larsson et
al., 2003; 16: Stockinger et al., 2000). If no reference is indicated, then the motif is deduced from the amino acid
sequence file with the accession number mentioned in Table 1. “?” indicates that the function is deduced by
homology of the motif to that in family members for which the function has been described. 6) Ø represents an
amino acid with a bulky hydrophobic side chain. 7) Indicates the sequence from H37 to V81. P46 participates in the
sequence to which MegBP and Ankra bind (H37 to V81). The motif PPPSP in which P204 participates may not be
an SH3 binding site, since it appears to function in a phosphorylation-dependent interaction with axin in
LRP5/6/Arrow (Tamai et al., 2004). The latter receptors are not included in this study since they lack a
recognizable NPXY motif. 8) Most likely this motif does not function in degradation since it is located distantly
from the M(X9)G motif. 9) Currently, many different PDZ-domain containing proteins are found to bind to the
ICD of LRP2. PSD95 is indicated here as a representative of this class of proteins. 10) The sequence of the non-
spliced variant of LRP8 (Stockinger et al., 2000) is used here. 11) Indicates the sequence from A159 to K217. 12)

This motif fulfills requirements for interaction with the sorting machinery, since acidic residues are located two
and four residues N-terminal of L155, however, it may also function as a class I PDZ-domain binding motif
(Sheng and Sala, 2001). 
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and Ce LRP1 by the presence of a PDZ-domain interacting sequence (LRP2: SEVc, LpR: 
DYVc; Figure 1; Table 2). The LRP2 receptors would be recognized by a class I PDZ 
domain and the insect receptor group by a class III domain. PDZ domains are modular 
protein interaction domains that bind in a sequence specific fashion to short C-terminal or 
internal peptides. Proteins may contain multiple copies of this domain that has a scaffold 
function in the cell. These proteins are involved in localized signaling or trafficking 
(Sheng and Sala, 2001). The PDZ-binding motif in LRP2 appears not to be involved in the 
apical cell sorting (Takeda et al., 2003). Most likely, the binding specificity of the PDZ 
domain is not confined solely to the last three residues, and may involve additional 
residues, in particular those that are present in the extensions of the two receptor groups. 
LRP2 has been shown to interact with PDZ-domain containing proteins like PSD95 
(Gotthardt et al., 2000; Larsson et al., 2003). The role of the interaction of LRP2 with 
PDZ-domain containing protein is still unknown. For the insect receptors, no studies have 
yet been performed to identify proteins that specifically interact with their PDZ-binding 
motif. 
 
 

Conclusions 

In this study, we show that LDLR family members can be classified based on the amino 
acid sequence of their non-recurring C-terminal domains. This classification resembles 
earlier classifications that were done on the basis of nucleotide or amino acid sequences, 
in combination with the number of cysteine-rich ligand-binding repeats in the N-terminal 
ligand-binding domain (see Sappington and Raikhel, 1998a,b; Willnow, 1999; Herz and 
Bock, 2002), and shows that the non-repeat containing domains harbor information that 
uniquely defines properties that belong to a particular receptor or group of receptors. 
Based on the data presented in this study, the insect lipoprotein receptors, LpRs, 
characterized as potentially binding lipophorin and/or expressed in fat body tissue, 
constitute a separate group of LDLR family members. LpRs contain an OLGD, and 
considering the overall organization of the three C-terminal domains, the insect receptors 
resemble most that of the LDLR, VLDLR, and VGR groups. Interestingly, however, in 
the sequence positions where the LpR group deviates from the other three groups, the 
insect receptors resemble the LRP2 group, as indicated by the absence of a P residue in 
the TMD, a Y-residue in the first position of motif I, the presence of an extended C-
terminus in the ICD, and the presence of a C-terminal PDZ-domain interacting motif. 
 These group-specific sequences may constitute the basis for the identification of 
other potential lipophorin receptors (e.g. in genome sequence projects). Accordingly, the 
identified LDLR family member in the Drosophila genome project with accession number 
RE38584 may not be a lipophorin receptor, or may not be expressed in the fat body. 
Consequently, the ones with the accession numbers GH26833 and EAA03681 (from A. 
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gambiae) (included in this study) may bind lipophorin or may be expressed in fat body. 
Based on the same reasons, the earlier identified VLDLR homologue from A. aegypti 
(Cheon et al., 2001) also appears to be a typical lipophorin receptor. 
 The unique combination of sequence motifs in the three domains of the insect 
receptors suggests that they perform a unique function or set of functions. The(se) 
function(s) may not be completely exclusive, as the motifs are also recovered in other 
family members. On the other hand, we cannot exclude that unique functions appear in 
one specific receptor, by the specific mosaic clustering of motifs that occur in different 
groups of receptors. Nevertheless, based on the data presented here, the insect receptors 
can be called typical LDLR family members. The insect family members used in this 
study appear less homologous among themselves, than the family members within the 
other groups. This may well be related to the evolutionary distance between the insect 
species from which the receptors derive, and does not necessarily reflect differences in 
function. Knowledge about the function of the unique interjacent and flanking sequences 
in the ICD acquired for each individual LpR will be helpful to describe the insect receptor 
function in general. Hence, the unique ligand recycling property of Lm LpR in 
mammalian (Van Hoof et al., 2002) and possibly in insect cells (Van Hoof et al., 2003, 
2005a), may be defined by the function of extended C-terminal sequence and PDZ-
domain interaction motif, possibly associated with that of other (interjacent) motifs. 
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Most major lipoproteins across the animal kingdom are constituted by members of the 
LLTP family. The homologous LLTP members apoLp-II/I and apoB constitute 
lipoproteins in insects and vertebrates, respectively. Insect apoLp-II/I lipoproteins differ 
from vertebrate apoB lipoproteins in the major neutral lipid (DAG rather than TAG), the 
amount of lipids bound, as well as the proteolytic cleavage of apoLp-II/I, unlike apoB. 
These differences combine in the recognition of two outstanding events during the 
biogenesis of apoLp-II/I into a lipoprotein: 1) cleavage of apoLp-II/I into apoLp-I and 
apoLp-II (Weers et al., 1992), and 2) lipidation to a high-density lipoprotein (Weers et al., 
1993), in contrast to the formation of very low-density lipoproteins from apoB in 
mammals. From this comparative perspective, this thesis focuses on the biosynthesis of 
insect lipoprotein, and extends to the analysis of the diversity and evolution of LLTP as 
well as their receptors from the LDLR family. 
 Despite the noted differences among insect apoLp-II/I and vertebrate apoB 
lipoproteins, the results in this thesis highlight the structural similarity of apoB and 
apoLp-II/I, also relative to other LLTP, by virtue of (1) the sequence homology among 
their LLT modules by which both are recognized as members of the apoB-like LLTP 
subfamily (Chapter 4), (2) the sequence homology outside of the LLT module (Chapter 
4), (3) the amphipathic clusters predicted (Chapters 3 and 4), (4) the capacity of apoLp-
II/I LLT module to constitute a lipid-binding cavity structure (Chapter 2), like apoB 
(Segrest et al., 1999; Richardson et al., 2005) and other LLTP (Anderson et al., 1998; 
Mann et al., 1999; Thompson and Banaszak, 2002), (5) the location of the apoLp-II/I 
cleavage site in a region of the LLT module that has not been preserved among LLTP 
(Chapters 2 and 4), and (6) the ability of apoLp-II/I to constitute a lipophorin, independent 
of its cleavage, like apoB (Chapters 2 and 3). 
 The cleavage of apoLp-II/I was shown to be performed by an insect furin, i.e. a 
furin-like proprotein convertase, given the repression of apoLp-II/I cleavage by 1) 
mutagenesis of the consensus substrate sequence for furin, and 2) competitive inhibition 
of apoLp-II/I cleavage by a furin substrate inhibitor (Chapter 2). The cleavage of apoLp-
II/I is a marked, yet not essential event in initial insect lipoprotein biogenesis, as indicated 
by the ability of locust fat body (Chapter 2) and a recombinant apoLp-II/I expression 
system (Chapter 3) to constitute high-density lipophorin from uncleaved apoLp-II/I. 
However, the conservation of apoLp-II/I cleavage in all insects characterized to date 
emphasizes the importance of this post-translational modification. Several suggestions on 
the adaptive value of apoLp-II/I cleavage have been discussed in Chapter 2, e.g. 
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enhancing the flexibility of the LLT module lipid-binding cavity to allow for further 
lipidation of HDLp to LDLp, modifying/enabling endocytic uptake by lipophorin 
receptor, and enabling distinct functions for apoLp-I and apoLp-II in hemolymph 
coagulation. Thus, the cleavage of apoLp-II/I into apoLp-I and apoLp-II is not essential to 
lipoprotein formation, but is proposed to represent a molecular adaptation for which the 
functional value remains to be established.  
 The lipidation of apoLp-II/I-derived proteins to an HDLp was studied in Chapter 3. 
Insect apoLp-II/I were predicted to contain clusters enriched in either amphipathic α-
helices or amphipathic β-strands, organized along the protein as N-α1-β-α2-C, reminiscent 
of a truncated form of apoB that has a clustering corresponding to N-α1-β1-α2-β2-α3-C. 
Expression of C-terminal truncation variants of L. migratoria apoLp-II/I in a recombinant 
lipoprotein expression system demonstrates that the region corresponding to the β cluster 
enables apoLp-II/I to bind sufficient lipids to constitute a high-density lipoprotein, while 
the α1 cluster and N-terminal part of the β cluster only do not suffice for buoyant 
lipoprotein formation. Similarly, the β1 cluster of apoB has previously been demonstrated 
to enable sufficient lipid binding for buoyant lipoprotein biogenesis (Yao et al., 1991; 
Spring et al., 1992; Dashti et al., 2002; Shelness et al., 2003; Manchekar et al., 2004). 
Whereas insect lipoprotein appears to bind lipids via the predicted amphipathic β cluster 
in apoLp-II/I, our results also suggest that insect MTP facilitates the acquisition of lipids 
by apoLp-II/I, as co-expression of D. melanogaster MTP enhanced apoLp-II/I secretion as 
well as lipidation (Chapter 3). The importance of MTP in insect lipoprotein biosynthesis 
in vivo remains to be established. Strikingly, MTP is essential for apoB lipoprotein 
biosynthesis in mammals and likely all vertebrates (Marza et al., 2005; for reviews see 
Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001; Olofsson and Borén, 2005; 
Shoulders and Shelness, 2005; Shelness and Ledford, 2005) and also enhances the 
secretion of another LLTP, Vtg, in invertebrates as well as vertebrates (Shibata et al., 
2003; Sellers et al., 2005). Thus, insect lipoprotein formation from apoLp-II/I seems to 
depend on the same major elements as lipoprotein biogenesis from apoB in mammals, i.e. 
amphipathic β cluster sequence as well as MTP. 
 In view of the homology of apoLp-II/I to apoB, lipidation likely preceeds cleavage 
of apoLp-II/I into apoLp-I and apoLp-II. The lipidation of apoB starts co-translationally in 
the rough endoplasmic reticulum and is completed post-translationally in the smooth 
endoplasmic reticulum and/or cis-Golgi network, possibly by fusion with an intralumenal 
lipid droplet (for reviews see Mahmood Hussain et al., 2001; Shelness and Sellers, 2001; 
Olofsson and Borén, 2005). Upon its translocation, the N-terminal LLT module of apoB 
folds and associates with MTP. This interaction enables lipid acquisition of the nascent 
apoB polypeptide and accordingly prevents misfolding and aggregation of C-terminal 
amphipathic structures, and the resulting intracellular retention and degradation of apoB. 
Based on the presence of an LLT module and similar amphipathic clusters in apoLp-II/I 
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(Babin et al., 1999; Mann et al., 1999; Chapters 2, 3 and 4) as well as the likely 
involvement of MTP in insect lipoprotein assembly (Chapter 3), the lipidation of apoLp-
II/I probably starts co-translationally as well. However, cleavage by furin homologs is 
performed late in the secretory pathway, mainly in the trans-Golgi network (for review see 
Molloy et al., 1999). Therefore, lipidation likely starts prior to apoLp-II/I cleavage. 
Cleavage of apoLp-II/I prior to any lipidation might result in the aggregation of apoLp-II/I 
proteins or the parting of apoLp-I and apoLp-II, and hence impairment of lipoprotein 
biosynthesis. Nonetheless, lipidation to the mature HDLp may be completed only 
following cleavage of apoLp-II/I into apoLp-I and apoLp-II, possibly even following 
secretion of lipophorin in some species (Prasad et al., 1986; Capurro and De Bianchi, 
1990), so the order of events in lipoprotein biogenesis remains to be established 
experimentally.  
 The present findings on L. migratoria HDLp biosynthesis likely apply to the 
biogenesis of lipophorin in other insects as well. ApoLp-II/I characterized in other insects 
from distinct orders also contain a consensus substrate sequence for furin as the probable 
site for precursor cleavage (Kutty et al., 1996; Sundermeyer et al., 1996), and have an 
LLT module as well as an amphipathic clustering corresponding to N-α1-β-α2-C 
(Chapters 3 and 4). Moreover, MTP has been identified in several insect species (Sellers 
et al., 2003; Chapter 4). Unlike investigations in other insect species (Capurro and De 
Bianchi, 1990; Weers et al., 1992; Van Heusden et al., 1998; Chapter 2), for Manduca 
sexta the larval fat body was reported to secrete lipophorin as a very high-density 
lipophorin (VHDLp), that was further lipidated into the mature HDLp at the intestine 
(Prasad et al., 1986). This apparently distinct lipidation process may reflect the lipid-poor 
status of the fat bodies, due to developmental stage or starvation of the animals used. 
Interestingly, lipophorin biosynthesis may not only be mediated by the fat body (Prasad et 
al., 1986; Capurro and De Bianchi, 1990; Weers et al., 1992; Van Heusden et al., 1998), 
as apoLp-II/I is also expressed in the locust eye (Bogerd et al., 2000). It will be of interest 
to investigate possible diversity in the degree and localization of lipidation, dependent on 
the species, developmental stage and tissue of lipophorin biogenesis.  
 
The involvement of similar elements in the biogenesis of insect apoLp-II/I lipophorin as 
well as vertebrate apoB lipoproteins, i.e. MTP and amphipathic regions, implies an 
ancient metazoan origin for current mechanisms of lipoprotein biogenesis. To gain 
understanding of the origin of lipoproteins and the mechanisms for their biogenesis, the 
evolutionary origin and diversification of the family of LLTP were studied (Chapter 4). 
Three subfamilies of LLTP were recognized. ApoLp-II/I and apoB were found to belong 
to the same subfamily, named apoB-like LLTP, identified by phylogenetic reconstruction 
of conserved segments in the LLT module and in addition supported by the presence of a 
motif in these sequences only, i.e. pfam06448 (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005), as well as the 
prediction of a pronounced clustering of amphipathic β-strands. The other two recognized 
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subfamilies are Vtg-like LLTP and the MTP group. LLTP could only be identified 
confidently in metazoan phyla, that were found to have distinct subsets of LLTP. For 
example, the nematode C. elegans appears to lack apoB-like LLTP, and whereas 
mammals lack Vtg-like LLTP, some teleost fish encode over ten different Vtg (Buisine et 
al., 2002). Strikingly, two novel LLTP were identified in insects, i.e. the previously 
characterized melanin-enhancing protein (MEP; Lee et al., 2000) that is a Vtg-like LLTP, 
and the apoLp-II/I-related protein (ARP) that is an apoB-like LLTP. The function of ARP 
remains to be established, yet its extended amphipathic β cluster and similarity to apoLp-
II/I suggest a function in lipid transport. 
 The early evolution and origin of LLTP subfamilies and their domains, i.e. the LLT 
module, vWF-D module and amphipathic clusters, could not be established due to the 
high sequence divergence as well as the present lack of LLTP sequences from early-
diverged metazoans. Current efforts on additional metazoan genomes, particularly from 
the ancient metazoan phyla of Cnidaria and Porifera, may provide further views on the 
early evolution of LLTP lipoproteins and their mechanism of biogenesis.  
 Strikingly, the major yolk protein in decapodan Crustacea is not a Vtg-like but an 
apoB-like LLTP, exemplifying the functional flexibility of LLTP. A wealth of LLTP 
functionality may still await discovery, as is illustrated by the very recent discoveries that 
apoLp-II/I transports morphogen proteins during early embryonal development of D. 
melanogaster (Panakova et al., 2005), and that mammalian MTP facilitates lipid antigen 
presentation (Brozovic et al., 2004; Dougan et al., 2005). Although the early evolution 
and divergence of LLTP subfamilies and domains could not be traced, this is the first 
study to demonstrate convincingly the close phylogenetic relation between apoB and 
apoLp-II/I, and to address the functional divergence of LLTP from an evolutionary 
perspective. 
 
Whereas LLTP family members constitute the structural protein basis for lipoproteins and 
their biogenesis, metazoans rely on members of the LDLR family, a homologous set of 
lipoprotein receptors, for the cellular uptake of specific LLTP family members. The 
present classification of newly discovered LDLR family members is based on the amount 
of cysteine-rich repeats in the ligand-binding domain (see Willnow, 1999; Herz and Bock, 
2002; Jeon and Blacklow, 2005). However, the number of repeats is known to expand 
with relatively high frequency (Sappington and Raikhel, 1998b), and accordingly may not 
be an appropriate tool to properly group novel invertebrate LDLR family members. In 
Chapter 5, we show that classification of LDLR family members based on the amino acid 
sequence of their non-repetitive C-terminal domains results in the grouping of vertebrate 
LDLR family members similar to previous classifications. In addition, the novel method 
of classification characterizes the insect lipoprotein receptors (LpR), i.e. insect family 
members that potentially bind lipophorin and/or are expressed in fat body tissue, as a 
separate group. Therefore, the non-recurring domains of LDLR family members harbor 
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information that uniquely defines properties that belong to a particular receptor or group 
of receptors. The unique combination of sequence features in LpR was reviewed in 
relation to the functional differences disclosed between insect and mammalian lipoprotein 
receptors. 
 
Thus, the major results of this thesis are: (1) the non-exchangeable apolipoprotein of 
insect lipoproteins, apoLp-II/I, is cleaved by an insect furin, (2) cleavage is not essential 
to high-density lipoprotein formation, as uncleaved apoLp-II/I can be secreted and 
constitute a high-density lipoprotein, (3) apoLp-II/I requires a region predicted to be 
enriched in amphipathic β-strands to constitute a high-density lipophorin, (4) MTP 
stimulates lipophorin secretion and lipidation in a recombinant expression system, (5) 
apoLp-II/I is an apoB-like LLTP, based on sequence homology and secondary structure 
prediction, and (6) LDLR family members can be classified using their non-recurring 
domains, which modulate LDLR function via specific sequence motifs.  
 Accordingly, the work presented in this thesis demonstrates that lipoprotein 
biogenesis and lipid transport in mammals and insects are governed by common 
molecular elements and mechanisms. Modification of these elements, by the interplay of 
evolution and biogenesis, results in compositional and functional differences among 
lipoproteins. This perspective yields several intriguing potential explanations to specific 
properties of lipoproteins and lipid transport in insects, as illustrated by the examples 
below: 
 
- A single modification in the intracellular lipid metabolism pathways may explain why 

DAG is the most common neutral lipid in insect lipoproteins, rather than TAG as in 
mammalian apoB lipoproteins. In mammals, most of the TAG used for apoB 
lipoprotein assembly originates from cytosolic TAG stores. However, TAG does not 
readily enter into membranes, unlike DAG. Accordingly, lipoprotein assembly in the 
secretory pathway depends on the lipolysis of cytosolic TAG into DAG and fatty 
acid. DAG permeates the ER membrane and is re-esterified to TAG on the lumenal 
side of the membrane by a diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT) (Owen et al., 
1997; Abo-Hashema et al., 1999; for reviews see Gibbons et al., 2000, 2004). In this 
way, TAG is believed to become available for the lipidation of apoB. In insects, the 
conversion of HDLp into LDLp and likely the biosynthesis of HDLp also depend on 
the lipolysis of cytosolic TAG stores (Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). Accordingly, 
the presence of DAG in insect lipoprotein may reflect the absence of sufficient 
DGAT activity at the luminal side of membranes, be it endoplasmic reticulum or 
plasma membrane. Thus, the lack of luminal DGAT activity offers a mechanistic 
explanation for the mobilization of DAG, rather than TAG, onto insect lipoproteins.  
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- Unlike mammalian apoB lipoproteins, lipophorin functions as a reusable lipid 
transporter. The hemolymph factor LTP enables lipophorin reusability, as it performs 
its extracellular lipid reloading by facilitating the redistribution of lipids among 
lipoproteins or the plasma membrane of cells (for reviews see Ryan and Van der 
Horst, 2000; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). Based on the analogous activity to LTP 
and the secretion of dMTP by recombinant insect cells (Chapter 3), MTP is 
speculated to be a component of the LTP complex. The secretion of MTP, rather than 
its intracellular retention, therefore could enable the reusability of insect lipoprotein.  

 
- ApoLp-III facilitates the binding of additional lipids by lipophorin upon enhanced 

lipid mobilization as occurs during sustained insect flight (for reviews see Weers and 
Ryan, 2003; Van der Horst and Ryan, 2004). ApoLp-III is constituted by amphipathic 
α-helices. In apoB, these secondary structures have been proposed to stabilize the 
constituted lipoproteins upon changes in lipid content, by reversibly associating or 
dissociating from the lipid core (Segrest et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003; Wang and 
Small, 2004). ApoLp-II/I, and accordingly apoLp-I and –II, were predicted to contain 
a relative small amount of amphipathic α-helices, as compared to apoB (Chapters 3 
and 4). Therefore it is proposed that apoLp-III is a molecular adaptation that 
compensates for the relatively small amount of amphipathic α-helices present in 
apoLp-I and –II, as compared to apoB, hence stabilizing lipophorin upon changes in 
lipid content. 

 
These examples illustrate that the recognition of the ancient metazoan origin of the 
structural elements and mechanisms of lipoprotein biosynthesis, evidenced in this thesis, 
sets the stage for progressing from recognizing differences between mammalian and 
insect lipid transport, towards understanding their molecular origin and functional 
relevance. Moreover, the present findings provide a conceptual framework for further 
comparative studies on lipoproteins of invertebrate animals, and an impetus to the 
integration of knowledge from different organizational levels, e.g. molecules, cells, 
tissues, organisms, species, and phyla, to arrive at a completer understanding of 
mechanisms of lipid transport. In addition to their intrinsic value, comparative studies on 
lipoproteins and lipid transport may provide novel perspectives on human lipoprotein 
function and on the treatment of lipid disorders. 
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Samenvatting 
 
 
 
 
Elk organisme heeft vetten en andere lipiden nodig, aangezien deze componenten 
functioneren als bouwstenen van membranen, en als signaalmoleculen, energiebron en 
energiereserve. De slechte oplosbaarheid van lipiden in water bemoeilijkt echter hun 
transport. Dieren hebben een unieke oplossing gevonden om desondanks lipiden te 
kunnen distribueren via hun lichaamsvloeistof: lipoproteïnen. 
 Lipoproteïnen zijn partikels met een doorsnee tot circa 1 micrometer, die bestaan 
uit één of enkele eiwit-moleculen en vele lipid moleculen, in sommige gevallen 
honderden. Ze zijn vooral bestudeerd in zoogdieren in verband met hun rol in medische 
aandoeningen zoals atherosclerose, obesitas, en diabetes. Lipoproteïnen zijn echter ook 
onderzocht in andere, sterk verschillende dierklassen, met name in insecten. In deze oude 
en diverse diergroep is het functioneren van lipoproteïnen vooral bestudeerd in de context 
van langdurige vliegactiviteit, onder meer bij de treksprinkhaan Locusta migratoria 
tijdens diens massale trekvluchten. 
 Het (enige) lipoproteïne van insecten, genaamd lipoforine, beschikt in vergelijking 
met de vet-transporterende lipoproteïnen van zoogdieren over enkele opmerkelijke 
functionele en structurele eigenschappen. Zo is het herbruikbaar, waardoor lipid transport 
niet afhankelijk is van de synthese van nieuwe lipoproteïnen. Tevens verschillen de 
lipoproteïnen van insecten in hun componenten. Terwijl triacylglycerol het voornaamste 
lipid in zoogdier lipoproteïnen is, bevat lipoforine met name diacylglycerol, en bindt het 
ook beduidend minder lipid moleculen. Bovendien bevat lipoforine twee eiwitten, apoLp-I 
en apoLp-II, terwijl de vet-transporterende lipoproteïnen van zoogdieren gestabiliseerd 
worden door één eiwitcomponent, apoB. Het is echter gebleken dat apoLp-I en -II 
ontstaan uit de klieving van een precursor eiwit, genaamd apoLp-II/I, dat evolutionair 
verwant is aan apoB. ApoLp-II/I en apoB maken deel uit van de familie van ‘large lipid 
transfer’ eiwitten, de LLTP, die gekarakteriseerd worden door homologie in de N-
terminale ~900 aminozuren van deze eiwitten, de LLT module. 
 
De specifieke eigenschappen van insect lipoproteïne ten opzichte van de vet-
transporterende zoogdier lipoproteïnen vinden mogelijk hun oorsprong in verschillen 
tussen de structuren waaruit ze zijn opgebouwd, en vanuit dit perspectief zijn de 
biosynthese van lipoforine, de evolutie van lipoproteïne precursors, alsmede de diversiteit 
in hun receptoren onderzocht in dit proefschrift. 
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 Lipoforine biosynthese heeft twee opvallende kenmerken: 1) klieving van apoLp-
II/I in apoLp-I en –II, en 2) lipidatie van apoLp-II/I of de klievingsproducten daarvan tot 
een lipoproteïne. Deze processen vinden plaats in het vetlichaam, een weefsel dat functies 
van de lever en het vetweefsel van zoogdieren (en andere gewervelde dieren) combineert. 
 In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt de klieving van apoLp-II/I in apoLp-I en apoLp-II nader 
bestudeerd. Hiertoe werd een recombinant insecten systeem opgezet dat een N-terminaal 
deel van apoLp-II/I, overeenkomend met het volledige apoLp-II en een deel van apoLp-I, 
tot expressie brengt. Door specifieke aminozuren in apoLp-II/I te wijzigen kon klieving 
worden voorkomen, evenals door incubatie van recombinante cellen met een remmer voor 
proproteïne convertases (een groep van eiwit-klievende enzymen). Deze experimenten 
ondersteunen de betrokkenheid van een furine-achtige proproteïne convertase bij de 
klieving van apoLp-II/I. In vitro incubatie van de klievingsremmer met L. migratoria 
vetlichaam wees uit dat klieving niet essentieel is voor de secretie en lipidatie van 
lipoforine, aangezien ongekliefd apoLp-II/I tevens een hoge-dichtheids lipoforine blijkt te 
vormen. Deze vinding roept de vraag op wat dan de functie van apoLp-II/I klieving is.  
 Modellering van de LLT module van apoLp-II/I, inclusief apoLp-II en een deel 
van apoLp-I, gaf structurele gelijkenis aan met apoB, het structurele eiwit van vele 
zoogdier lipoproteïnen (Hoofdstuk 2). Uitgaande van kennis over apoB lipoproteïne 
biosynthese werd de lipidatie van apoLp-II/I nader onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 3. 
Amfipatische structuren spelen een zeer belangrijke rol in de associatie van lipid, zowel in 
apoB als in vele andere ongerelateerde lipid-bindende eiwitten. Voorspelling van de 
structuur wijst op de aanwezigheid van clusters verrijkt in amfipatische α-helices danwel 
amfipatische β-strands in apoLp-II/I. Deze zijn, bezien vanaf de N- tot de C-terminus, 
georganiseerd als α-β-α, enigszins gelijkend op een verkorte versie van apoB, dat de 
organisatie α-β-α-β-α bezit. Recombinant expressie van truncaties van apoLp-II/I wijst 
uit dat de sequentie van het β cluster noodzakelijk is voor lipidatie tot een lipoproteïne.  
 De factor MTP (microsomaal triglyceride transfer proteïne) speelt een essentiële 
rol in de lipidatie van apoB tot een lipoproteïne. Aangezien insecten ook een MTP gen 
bezitten, werd de mogelijke rol daarvan in lipoforine biosynthese onderzocht (Hoofdstuk 
3). Co-expressie van een insecten MTP blijkt de lipoproteïne vorming te stimuleren. Niet 
alleen de secretie van apoLp-II/I en diens klievingsproducten bleek toe te nemen, maar 
ook hun lipidatie. Hoewel het belang van MTP in lipoproteïne biosynthese nog 
vastgesteld dient te worden in vivo, wijzen deze vinding én de rol van het amfipatische β 
cluster in lipid binding er sterk op dat de biosynthese van lipoproteïnen in zowel insecten 
als zoogdieren afhankelijk is van dezelfde structurele componenten. De huidige 
mechanismen van lipoproteïne biogenese vinden dus hun oorsprong in de eerste dieren. 
 
Om inzicht te verwerven in de origine en de huidige variatie van lipoproteïnen in dieren 
werd de evolutie en diversiteit van de familie waartoe apoB en apoLp-II/I behoren, de 
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LLTP familie, nader bestudeerd (Hoofdstuk 4). Hoewel de oorsprong van deze familie 
niet getraceerd kon worden, kwam uit fylogenetische analyse naar voren dat de LLTP 
familie opgedeeld kan worden in 3 subfamilies, te weten de apoB-achtige LLTP, de 
vitellogenine-achtige LLTP, én de MTP’s. ApoLp-II/I en apoB behoren tot de apoB-
achtige LLTP, evenals een nieuw geïdentificeerd LLTP in insecten, voorlopig het ‘apoLp-
II/I-related protein’ genoemd. Opvallend genoeg behoort het voornaamste dooiereiwit in 
eicellen van een groep van kreeftachtigen, dat daar vitellogenine was genoemd, ook tot de 
apoB-achtige LLTP. De apoB-achtige LLTP vertonen unieke gelijkenissen in de LLT 
module alsmede in een geconserveerd motief daar juist buiten, en in de relatieve grootte 
van hun amfipatische clusters. De functionele en structurele diversiteit van LLTP wordt 
bediscussieerd vanuit een evolutionair perspectief. 
 
Waar de LLTP de structurele basis vormen voor lipoproteïnen en hun biogenese, wordt de 
cellulaire opname van lipoproteïnen gemedieerd door leden van de LDLR familie. De 
huidige classificatie van nieuw-ontdekte LDLR familieleden is vaak gebaseerd op het 
aantal cysteïne-rijke eenheden in het ligand-bindend domein. In Hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien 
dat ze ook geclassificeerd kunnen worden (en wellicht beter) op basis van hun C-
terminale niet-repetitieve domeinen. Op deze wijze worden insect lipoforine receptoren, 
die onderling verschillen in het aantal cysteïne-rijke eenheden in het ligand-bindend 
domein, gekarakteriseerd als een aparte groep. De unieke sequentiekarakteristieken van 
LpR’s in deze domeinen worden besproken in relatie tot hun functionele eigenschappen 
ten opzichte van de LDLR familieleden in zoogdieren. 
 
Samengevat zijn de belangrijkste resultaten beschreven in dit proefschrift: (1) het 
structurele eiwit van lipoforine, apoLp-II/I, wordt gekliefd door een insecten furine, (2) 
klieving is niet essentieel voor de vorming van apoLp-II/I tot een hoge-dichtheids 
lipoproteïne, (3) lipoproteïne vorming is afhankelijk van de aanwezigheid van een regio 
die voorspeld werd verrijkt te zijn in amfipatische β-strands, (4) MTP stimuleert de 
secretie en lipidatie van lipoforine in een recombinant expressie systeem, (5) apoLp-II/I is 
een apoB-achtige LLTP, en (6) LDLR familie leden kunnen worden geklassificeerd op 
basis van hun niet-repetitieve domeinen. 
 Aldus toont dit proefschrift dat de biogenese van lipoproteïnen en het lipid 
transport in zowel zoogdieren als insecten geregeerd wordt door gemeenschappelijke 
moleculaire structuren en mechanismen. Modificatie van deze elementen, door een 
samenspel van evolutie en biosynthese, resulteert in de compositionele en functionele 
verschillen tussen lipoproteïnen. Vanuit dit inzicht alsmede de ontwikkelde methode tot 
recombinant lipoforine expressie kan nu worden voortgegaan naar het begrijpen van de 
moleculaire achtergrond van de opmerkelijke eigenschappen van de lipoproteïnen en het 
lipid transport in insecten. 
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